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Editorial
A warm welcome to this new issue of the SEALG Newsletter which is special to us in
two ways: it is the 50th issue of the newsletter and it is the year of the 50th anniversary
of our association! Founded in 1968, SEALG was one of the first organisations
supporting and enhancing the study of Southeast Asia in Europe.
We thought this was a good reason to celebrate at this year’s annual meeting which
took place in Leiden with the generous support from the Asian Library. The report of
the meeting provides all the details, and it is followed by memories of the early years
of SEALG shared by Rahadi Karni. Some photo impressions from the past decade
give insight how our activities have become more international and more diverse.
After reminiscing about past decades, a new member, Carina Enestarre, describes
her first experience with SEALG and what she is looking forward to in the future.
As it has become a tradition, this newsletter includes a number of articles that reflect
on our work and research: Preedee Hongsaton gives an update on his research about
Thai funeral books and their social context, San San May and I are sharing our latest
research on Kammavaca manuscripts in the British Library’s collections, and Jotika
Khur-Yearn explores the ritual and artistic context of the making of Shan manuscripts.
Annabel Gallop introduces Donald E. Wetherbee’s ‘An Inventory of Javanese paper
manuscripts…” which was compiled in 1972 but never published in its full extent.
On occasion of our 50th anniversary we decided to include an unusual book review in
this newsletter – an “evergreen” monograph published by SEALG a little while ago…
We are looking forward to many years of even more international and interdisciplinary
cooperation of SEALG!
With best wishes for 2019,
Doris Jedamski (Chair of SEALG) and Jana Igunma (Newsletter Editor)
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SEALG Annual Meeting 2018, Leiden
Report by Holger Warnk (Frankfurt) and Doris Jedamski (Leiden)
The Annual Meeting of the Southeast Asia Library Group 2018 took place on 5-7
July 2018 in the Vossius Conference Room at Leiden University Library (UBL) in
Leiden, the Netherlands, and was organised by Doris Jedamski and Marije Plomp.
Participants from France, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United
Kingdom attended the meeting this year.
Participants:
Christophe Caudron (Library of Aix-en-Provence/Marseille University, France)
Carina Enestarre (Asia Library, Lund University, Sweden)
Claudia Götze-Sam (Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, Germany)
Jana Igunma (British Library, London, UK)
Doris Jedamski (University Library, Leiden, Netherlands)
Rahadi Karni (formerly KITLV, Leiden, Netherlands)
Jotika Khur-Yearn (SOAS, London, UK)
Mia Nilsson (Asia Library, Lund University, Sweden)
Marije Plomp (University Library, Leiden, Netherlands)
Holger Warnk (Library of Southeast Asian Studies, Goethe University Frankfurt,
Germany)
Saskia van Bergen and Martijn Storms (both University Library, Leiden, Netherlands)
joined the meeting as guests on Friday morning.

Interior view of the Asian Library, Leiden University Library.
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Early arrivals met up on Thursday evening, 5 July, for a nice welcome “borrel” and a
bite to eat in one of the many lovely Leiden cafés. On Friday morning, 6 July, the
SEALG meeting commenced with a welcome address by Doris Jedamski and Marije
Plomp.
During the first session the UBL specialist for the digital Special collections, Saskia
van Bergen, introduced the “Leiden University Library New Digital Library” and
exemplified the many digitization activities of the library which allows also
“digitization on demand” services at very reasonable fees. The second speaker,
Martijn Storms, curator of the map collection, presented in his paper “Maps in the
Crowd” an overview on the impressive collections of more than 100,000 maps of
UBL/KITLV/KIT, c. 40,000 of them related to Asia and 35,000 related to Southeast
Asia (mainly Indonesia). Many maps are already accessible online but UBL is
seeking ways to put all maps online, supplemented by metadata and user-friendly
accessibility modes. A crowd sourcing project led by Martin has been very
successful. Both papers were discussed intensively regarding questions of copy
rights, digitization problems of pictures, newspapers, music and the like.

Qu’ran from Ambon [Or. 1945] from the island of Manipa near Ambon, dated 1694. It is
partly provided with an interlinear translation in Malay. The most striking detail is the opening
page with European-style decoration of scrolls and flowers. The scrollwork is reminiscent of
Cape Dutch architecture, which was heavily influenced by Malay craftsmen.

After the lunch break Doris Jedamski had prepared a small pop-up exhibition of
selected items and manuscripts from the UBL/KITLV collections, among them the
very first manuscript in the Leiden library originating from the Malay archipelago, a
palm leaf manuscript from Java, dated 1597.
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Marije Plomp opened the afternoon session with her presentation of “The Asian
Library”, which had officially been opened by Queen Maxima on 14 September 2017.
The Asian collections of UBL contain more than 1,000,000 books and journals on
about 30 km shelves, more than 200,000 photos and print cards, 20,000 manuscripts
and more than 16,000 maps. Marije also explained the UBL Fellowship Program
which allows visits up to four months in the special collections of UBL. After her
presentation Marije took us on an impressive tour through the new locations and
reading rooms of the Asian Library of UBL.
In the afternoon a guided tour through the world famous Hortus Botanicus of Leiden
University followed. In the evening we were served an excellent conference dinner
on the terrace of the restaurant Het Prentenkabinet.

Guided tour of the Hortus Botanicus – Botanical Garden - in Leiden.

The first paper on Saturday morning was presented by Christophe Caudron on the
“The French Professional Network DocAsie” (http://docasie.cnrs.fr/). This network
brings together 38 French libraries with Asian collections, among them 18 with
important Southeast Asian holdings.
The next speaker was Jotika Khur-Yearn who gave a talk on “Learning through
Cataloguing: Notable Burmese and Shan Manuscripts”, conveying many relevant
insights into the problems of cataloguing manuscripts, highlighted by examples of
Burmese and Shan manuscripts from the British Library and Northern Illinois
University Library.
Then Holger Warnk spoke on “Rub Up the Table Till It Shines”: Household
Management in a “Kitchen” Malay Phrasebook”. He explored the colonial female
sphere of Malay communication in British Malaya through a small booklet entitled
“Malay for Mems” by Maye Wood.
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Finally Doris Jedamski showed us in her presentation “The Silent Witnesses of the
Dutch-Indonesian War 1945-49 in the UB Leiden Collections” how the most varied
materials, such as posters, diaries, letters, photos, propaganda flyers or minutes of
top secret negotiations together form a collection that not only documents the DutchIndonesian war, but which makes it tangible for generations to come.
South East Asia Library Group Meeting
After a short lunch break, we continued with our annual business meeting in the
early afternoon. After a short welcome the apologies of Sud Chonchirdsin, Annabel
Teh Gallop, Per Hansen, Mikihiro Moriyama, Margaret Nicholson, Stella Schmidt,
Virginia Shih, Laura Muldowney, Louise Pichard-Bertaux, San San May, Cao Thi
Liêu, Prachark Wattananusit were announced.
The minutes from our annual meeting 2017 in Oxford as well as the financial report
that had been compiled by our treasurer Margaret Nicholson were presented and
unanimously accepted by the present members. The election of the SEALG
Committee came next. Doris Jedamski as chair and Holger Warnk as vice-chair were
re-elected. Jotika Khur-Yearn had announced his resignation as SEALG secretary;
Marije Plomp was elected as new SEALG secretary.
Doris Jedamski reported on the book project of SEALG and the many problems
emerging during this effort to combine papers from the SEALG panel at the
EUROSEAS Conference in Oxford (2017) with papers from the ASEASUK
Conference in 2016 in one book publication. The group then discussed the SEALG
Newsletter for 2018. It was agreed that the 50th Anniversary of SEALG should be
celebrated by a special newsletter.

Doris Jedamski chairing the SEALG AGM on Saturday morning.
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Due to the great work load (see below) it was agreed by everybody that Jana should
receive as much assistance and help as possible. For the special newsletter it was
agreed to contact former members of SEALG in search for personal notes,
memories and other contributions.
As to the SEALG blog, Jana sent out a very clear SOS: If she does not receive some
contributions soon, the blog might appear ‘dead’ to the outside world! We are hence
looking forward to interesting contributions, research notes, announcements etc. to
be posted on the SEALG blog!
As one last point before the concluding round of institutional news, the new EU
regulations on personal data were mentioned as one urgent issue to be addressed
by SEALG soon, as it touches upon, among other, its use of its mailing list.
Holger Warnk reported for the Library of Southeast Asian Studies at Frankfurt that
more than 40,000 items (among them more than 1.000 journals) had been
catalogued. The ongoing cataloguing also includes the entries of the former social
science collection of the KIT on Southeast Asia and the first 500 titles of the
collection of Ulrich Kratz of Malaysian, Indonesian and Bruneian literature.
Furthermore, the library received the Indonesian collection of the late Leonhard Pohl,
a former Olympic bronze medal winner in athletics in 1956 and TV editorial journalist.
The collection included shadow puppets, Indonesian daggers (keris), batik stamps
(cap batik), betel knives, Wayang Golek puppets and two (Javanese?) palm leaf
manuscripts.
Carina Enestarre and Mia Nilsson from Lund University informed us that in January
2019 the Library of the Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies will
organizationally be moved to The Joint Faculties for Humanities and Theology. They
will still stay in their new premises, which they moved into in December 2016, when
some of the older material (about 7,000 books mainly in Chinese) was moved to the
HT Faculties. Both the Centre of East and South-East Asian Studies and the Asia
Library will still be focusing on interdisciplinary, contemporary East and South-East
Asia. The unique Kampuchea Collection, located in the Asia Library, now has an
index of the content in the collection https://www.htbibl.lu.se/en/search/ourcollections/kampuchea-collection/.
Claudia Götze-Sam, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin, mentioned
as one major point of attention in her library the next application for the Specialized
Information Services, Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DfG), which has to be
submitted shortly. Furthermore, more intensified contacts with the academic
community, also outside of Berlin, are desired and will be worked on. The interlibrarian loan services and the database Cross Asia will be extended and enhanced.
Good news from the Staatsbibliothek Berlin was that a special budget could be
secured for replacing titles that were lost during World War II, for restoring books
(particularly from the years 1933 onwards, as those had been printed on fragile
paper), and for purchasing images from and on Southeast Asia. However, lack of
sufficient staff remains a constant problem.
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A beautiful green resting/meeting zone at the Asian Library.

Jana Igunma provided a summary of the activities at the British Library, covering
digitization projects that are carried out continually and which are all externally
funded. Jana is also lead curator of a major exhibition on Buddhism at the British
Library (Oct. 2019 – Feb 2020), with assistance by San San May. At the same time
Jana is editor of the exhibition book and a special issue of Arts of Asia that focuses
on Buddhist manuscript art. Finally Jana announced the publication of her new book
co-authored with San San May with the title “Buddhism Illuminated: Manuscript Art
from Southeast Asia”, published by the British Library in May 2018. She presented a
copy to Leiden University Libraries as a gift.
Christophe Caudron gave his report from the library of the University of Aix-enProvence/Marseille, again emphasizing the good work of the French network
DocAsie. There are, however, difficulties caused by a shortage in personnel and lack
of space for the extensive collections. Digitization projects linked to relevant material
on Southeast Asia and the Pacific could be carried out, for instance, of material
pertaining to the Bernaud family who had specific relations with Burma.
Marije Plomp reported on the official opening of the Leiden Asian Library on 14
September 2017 and the week surrounding that date. A yearly “Asia Day” in
September will be introduced as an annual commemoration with special activities
8
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and lectures on the Leiden collections. The Asia Library activities can now be
followed via Facebook and Instagram. As to English-language acquisitions, Marije is
currently exploring the possibility to acquire books via the Library of Congress.
Linking back to Claudia’s report, Marije announced that, very likely, material from
UBL will be included in the Cross Asia database in 2018/2019.
Doris Jedamski informed us about an ongoing digitization project of c. 70 Malay
manuscripts, including some of the top items in the collection. They will be available
online soon. Furthermore all Malay manuscripts records have been completed or
enriched and can be found in the online catalogue. The digitization of posters and
images is still carried on. The accessibility and visibility of the newly built ephemera
collection still causes some problems though. Doris has also initiated and is currently
preparing a special exhibition focusing on the three top items from the UBL/KITLV
collections that have been registered as UNESCO World Heritage: the Buginese
epos La Galigo, the diary of the Indonesian national hero Prince Diponegoro, and the
collections of Panji manuscripts (in the UB building; May – September 2019).
Furthermore initial plans are made (together with Dick van der Meij) to raise funds for
digitizing the palm leaf manuscript collection held at the UB Leiden.
Jotika Khur-Yearn from SOAS Library in London mentioned reduced funds for
printed materials and an increased budget for e-books and digital material. Currently
SOAS Library is carrying out extensive re-shelving, while also tracing and
deselecting duplicates at the same time. A Philippine group sponsors SOAS Library
digitization projects of books and archival material. Furthermore, Jotika has been
involved in two exhibitions, respectively on the 19th century Scottish photographer
John Thomson and on the Burma Campaign Memorial Library at SOAS.

Rahadi Karni, a long-standing member of SEALG, cutting the anniversary cakes.
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After a long and intensive discussion, various options were listed for a future SEALG
meeting (Berlin, Lund, Marseille) but none for 2019. Doris agreed to explore the
possibility of holding next year’s SEALG meeting once again in Leiden.
Last but not least SEALG founding member Rahadi Karni shared with us his
memories of the founding year of the Southeast Asia Library Group in 1968. His
contribution formed the bridge from the formal meeting to the very informal little
SEALG birthday celebration - an ‘after-glow’ with a slide show and a special 50-year
SEALG Anniversary cake.

Japanese Garden at the Hortus Botanicus in Leiden.

View of the town centre of Leiden. All photographs by Jana Igunma.

***
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SEALG: Fifty years in 2018
Rahadi Karni, Leiden
Fifty years ago the South East Asia Library Group was founded on April, 5, 1968 at a
meeting at the newly formed Centre for South-East Asia Studies (of which the
director was the effervescent professor Mervyn Jaspan) and the Brynmor Jones
Library (of which the librarian was the eccentric writer, poet and jazz critic Philip
Larkin), both at the University of Hull in Yorkshire. Several other British institutions
attended: the School of Oriental and African Studies; the British Museum; the
Lending Library for Science and Technology and the University of Hull.
It is remarkable that in the same year two other South-East Asia centres were
opened: in May 1968 the Institute of South-East Asian Studies in Singapore and July
1968 the Modern Indonesia Centre at the Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en
Volkenkunde in Leiden.
There were more South-East Asian studies initiatives around that time. The SEALG
Newsletter no. 2 of February 1969 mentions a short report of a visit to Britain by
Professor Robert Van Niel, of the renown East-West Institute at the University of
Hawaii, USA. Van Niel travelled from Chicago to Jakarta in 1967, but stopped over
for two days in London, especially to talk to British academics and librarians with an
interest in South-East Asia. “There is a vast amount of printed and archival material
in South-East Asia which could be preserved and made accessible to Western
libraries…” Van Niel said. Quite possibly his visit to Britain led to the meeting in Hull
on April 5, 1968 and thus to the founding of SEALG.
Then, in April 1969 a conference was held in Puncak, a mountain resort in West
Java, where Indonesian and other South-East Asian scholars and librarians met with
their counterparts from Australia, the USA and Europe. This was the first contact on
the basis of goodwill and on an equal footing since about 10 years.
The number of European scholars and librarians visiting SEA increased and where
before there had been myths about the difficulty of obtaining books, periodicals and
newspapers I reported in the SEALG Newsletter no. 2 on my library acquisition tour
of Java in 1968: “At international library conferences the possibility of acquisition of
Indonesian material has often been presented as an impenetrable bibliographical
jungle. It strikes me as a compact tea plantation, somewhat neglected, yet
manageable; in which with relatively little money, but above all resourcefulness and
organization very fruitful and rewarding work can be done”.
How to explain this new interest in South-East Asia?
Actually, since 1955 South-East Asia had been an inhospitable place for scholarly
research. After the war between the French and North Vietnam for national liberation
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seemed to have come to an end with the Geneva Conference in 1954, within a year
the Americans took over and a bloody war was again raging in Vietnam, this time as
the hot pendant of the Cold War in Europe. Similar to the confrontation with the
Soviet Union in Europe, the Americans wanted to “contain Communism” in Asia. For
South-East Asia this was combined with the doctrine of the “domino theory”. If one
country in South-East Asia, in this case Vietnam, would fall to communism, all other
South-East Asian coun-tries would soon follow. Especially the largest country of
South-East Asia, Indonesia, was a cause of concern for American governments.
And indeed, President Sukarno of that country seemed more and more to lean to the
left. After initially friendly ties with Western countries, especially the Netherlands, this
positive attitude changed slowly as political disputes with the former colonial power
kept dragging on, while the Indonesian economy deteriorated (with an inflation of
perhaps 2,000 % in 1964) and the president got politically more and more
adventurous in e.g. a confrontation with Malaysia which was hardly supported by the
Army. Then the Sukarno government began looking for friends on the left: first the
Soviet Union and later on the People’s Republic of China. The American
governments, with their “domino theory” watched in horror.
Then a major political shift happened in 1965 in Indonesia, the largest country of
South-East Asia.
Suddenly, and no South-East Asian scholar saw it coming, the left leaning
government of Indonesia’s president Sukarno staggered after a coup, of which the
circumstances to this day are still enigmatic. A number of important Army generals
was murdered by the perpetrators of the coup, remarkably all members of the
Presidential Guard. The Indonesian Army, under General Suharto grabbed its
chance and accused its chief enemy, the Communist Party and other left wing
organizations, of masterminding the coup and retaliated by killing hundreds of
thousands of people directly or remotely connected with the Communist party or
even just fellow travellers.
The political result of this massive violence was that power changed hands from
President Sukarno to General Suharto and, as the July 15, 1966 cover of Time
Magazine writes on a banner over the portrait of the smiling general Suharto
“INDONESIA, the land the Communists lost”.
Western journalists and academic researchers descended on Jakarta and there was
great joy in Washington, in London and also in The Hague. The new regime seemed
to choose for close ties with the West and for a sustained economic development in
a capitalist setting.
Indonesia re-opened cordial diplomatic relations with Western countries, including
America, and international economic organizations such as the World Bank, hoping
for massive economic aid. Very important was that Indonesia was opened for private
investment and business.
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Where Sukarno’s government had been averse to Western academic and economic
contacts the new government (calling itself the “New Order”), in an effort for
economic stability, worked closely with Indonesian economists and sociologists
educated at the University in California at Berkeley and other universities in the West
and they welcomed contacts.
So, Indonesia was saved for the West and showed great hospitality to scholars and
librarians, who were allowed to open permanent offices. Instead of the distant and
difficult attitude to the West by president’s Sukarno’s government (the “Old Order”)
president Suharto’s “New Order” seemed to promise a democratic government,
prosperity for the population and an open society under the “New Order´s” motto
“clean and efficient”.
We students of matters South-East Asian preferred to believe in this Indonesian
utopia and grabbed our chance. In our minds we rather choose to block the thoughts
of the human suffering that preceded this political change. South-East Asia Centres
were opened at European universities and libraries, new jobs became available,
scholars could go and do their fieldwork and a steady stream of books, periodicals
and newspapers came to our European libraries.
And apart from Indonesia, after the end of the Vietnam War in 1975 other countries
of South-East Asia also began to open up, allowing researchers and librarians to
collect books and other written material.
So far politics - Now some notes about SEALG, based upon memory and the
perusing of the printed issues of the South-East Asia Newsletter, of which Leiden
University Library holds nos. 2 of 1968 till no. 40 of 1994. Newsletter no. 1 is sadly
lacking.
The South-East Asia Library Group was initiated in the United Kingdom but inclusion
of, or cooperation with libraries on the continent was not mentioned at the first
meeting. The main aim was, according to the Hayter Report, to promote cooperation
between Asia interested libraries in the United Kingdom.
It was not until 1969, when Professor Mervyn Jaspan invited a group of Dutch
researchers and librarians at the Centre of South-East Asian Studies at the
University of Hull, that international cooperation was mentioned. The Dutch group
included the liberally minded Leiden people as the Director of KITLV and myself as
well as, mirabile dictu, the left wing Amsterdam people as e.g. professor Wertheim,
known for his criticism of the Suharto regime.
Shortly after our return to the Netherlands I was able to convince the KITLV Director
of the benefits of joining SEALG and thus create a bridge head on the Continent.
Later libraries from other European countries joined. Amsterdam stayed aloof, but
was not against it either.
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British influence remained strong. Of the Annual Meetings between 1968 and 1986
about 18 were held in the UK; only four Annual Meetings took place on the continent:
1972 in Paris, at the Centre Nationale de Recherche Scientifique; 1973 again in
Paris, in conjunction with the International Orientalists Congress; 1976 in Heidelberg,
Germany and 1978 in Leiden, at the KITLV.
In later years, as more libraries joined, Annual Meetings were more often held on the
continent. However, most continental members did not complain about the meetings
in the UK, as most of them were Anglophiles anyway.
Contacts with South-East Asian Libraries in the USA were also laid: SEALG
Newsletter no. 10, 1973 has a long article by John M. Echols, responsible for
building the SEA collection at Cornell University Library in Ithaca, NY. And another
long article was published in the Newsletter of 1977 by the great American SEA
librarian Cecil Hobbs from the Library of Congress. By the way, American librarians
had been active in South-East Asian countries even from before 1963, acquiring
printed material, and Americans were doing research in Indonesia in the early 1960s,
e.g. Clifford Geertz.
From 1982 Corresponding Editors were attached to the Editors of the Newsletter:
one for Germany; one for France and one for the UK, ensuring a steady stream of
news about scholarly and library activities in the field of SEA studies.
So far the memories of an old South-East Asia hand.
I’d like to end, in honour of our first Chairman, the poet Philip Larkin (1922-1985)
with a poem by him about the library and the young students who begin using it:
New eyes each year
Find old books here,
And new books, too
Old eyes renew;
So youth and age
Like ink and page
In this house join,
Minting new coin.
With my best wishes for many more years of useful European library cooperation in
the framework of the South-East Asia Library Group.

***
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Photographic memories from past Annual Meetings of SEALG
Annual Meeting in Naples “L’Orientale” with EUROSEAS Conference 2007
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Annual Meeting in Marseille and Aix-en-Provence 2008
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Annual Meeting in Gothenburg with EUROSEAS Conference 2010
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Annual Meeting in Cambridge with ASEASUK Conference 2011
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Annual Meeting in Lisbon with EUROSEAS conference 2013

Annual Meeting in Paris with SAALG Conference 2015
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Annual Meeting in Copenhagen 2016

Annual Meeting in Oxford with EUROSEAS Conference 2017
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My first SEALG conference and annual meeting – Leiden 2018
Carina Enestarre, Asia Library, Lund
My name is Carina Enestarre, and I have been working as a librarian at the Asia
Library at the Centre of East and South-East Asian Studies in Lund, Sweden, since
January 2015. My main goal at work is to guide students and researchers to find
good information about Asia.
It was July 5th and my first time in Leiden, and I immediately fell in love with the
beautiful and peaceful town! In the evening I met with up with my colleague Mia
Nilsson, Doris Jedamski, one of the organisers, and some of the other members that
attended the conference. It was a very nice group and we shared the same interest
(of course) in our work as librarians in Asian libraries. I felt very at ease from the
start, and we had some interesting discussions!
July 6th started with Saskia van Bergen from Leiden University’s digital library
explaining the difficulties in changing from one system to another, and I could really
relate to that as Lund University libraries also changed their system in June! This at
the same time as the Swedish National Catalogue also launched their new system
(though a bit later than planned)! Well, we are all librarians and used to things
changing outside of our control. But as the information specialists we are, we learn to
go with the flow, as usual.

‘Sara and Abraham’ cakes, a tradition in Leiden. Celebrating 50 years of SEALG.
Photograph by Carina Enestarre.
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I learned a lot of new interesting things during the days of the annual meeting.
Things that will hopefully also be helpful for our students and researchers here at the
Centre in Lund: How one can order pictures from Leiden University, listening to
Indonesian pop music from the 50’s, about Georeferencer
(www.georeferencer.com/), about important things to think about when you plan to
digitize your collections, the French network for libraries working with Asia… and so I
could go on. One eye-opener was also Holger’s presentation for what kind of
information you can get out of a little dictionary! And I do not mean the words, but the
whole state of society at the time of the printing.
And after each presentation there were interesting discussions, and it gave me a lot
of thoughts to bring home to “my” Asia Library. And the conference also gave me
some new friends from across Europe!
Leiden University provided us with cost-free food and drinks, including a wonderful
dinner at a nice Dutch restaurant, and for that we are very grateful! It was really
appreciated by all SEALG members visiting Leiden. Thank you, Leiden University!
And of course, even greater thanks to Doris Jedamski and Marije Plomp who
organised this SEALG conference so perfectly. Thank you ever so much.
Missed it? Well, make sure you come to the next SEALG meeting. I will certainly try
to attend again! Hope to see you there!

Going on a boat tour on the canals of Leiden after the annual meeting.
Photo by Jana Igunma.
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Cremation Volumes as a study of Thai society
Preedee Hongsaton, Lund
Looking at the contents and purpose of Thai cremation volumes (nangsue ngan
sop), it is puzzling how a society with such a unique “forgiving” literature can be
riddled with deep conflicts that have endured for the past decade. A Thai can be in
conflict throughout his life, but when his foe dies, he forgives. Indeed, the worst kind
of hatred is when a Thai does not attend the funeral ceremony and cremate his
enemy (mai phao phee). Perhaps we might be able to understand Thai society better
by taking a closer look at these volumes.
At middle or upper class cremation ceremonies, the host will give out gifts as an act
of merit making. These gifts will mostly be printed materials containing various
details about the deceased, and in many cases they also comprise Thai literature or
classics. It is a practice that has been in place for more than a century. The
cremation volume is a unique genre of historical resource.
Despite this, there has been amazingly little use of cremation volumes in studying
Thailand. This short essay hopes to show in some small way that cremation volumes
are valuable as sources for such studies. There are at least two possible ways in
which they serve as the entry point of research: for the study of socio-economic
history and the history of emotions.
Origin of the Thai Cremation Volume
Key to the emergence of the cremation volume tradition were print capitalism and the
rise of bourgeois culture in late nineteenth-century Thailand. The two factors are
inseparable, as both were indispensable to the building of the modern Thai nationstate.
Grant Olson (1992) attributes the origin of cremation volumes to the leverage
between the Protestant missionary and the royal Theravadin Buddhist monk at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. Print technology in the 1830s paved the way for
the possibility to make merit through printed publication. This was the first time the
European-led capitalist mode of production entered into Thai Buddhist cosmology
and this process invited competition. The American missionary Dan B. Bradley
(1804-1873) brought one of the first printing presses to Thailand. He actively spread
the word of God in Thailand by printing religious tracts to the point where
Wachirayan Phikkhu, the royal monk who later ascended the throne as King
Mongkut, became alarmed. Wachirayan Phikkhu ordered Wat Bowonniwet, the
temple at which he was ordained, to begin a printing press in response to the
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activities by Bradley. The Wat Bowonniwet Press printed mostly Buddhist texts,
including monastic rules and chants.
These initial steps taken by Wachirayan Phikkhu in response to the proselytizing
efforts of Christian missionaries and the mechanisms of print capitalism led to the
tradition of giving cremation volumes as gifts among the Thai bourgeoisie by the
second half of the century.
One of the first cremation volumes was printed in 1880. It was an edited set of
Buddhist sutra and paritta chantings for the funeral of King Chulalongkorn’s third wife
and her daughter, who were tragically killed in a boat accident. At the ceremony, ten
thousand copies of cremation volumes were distributed. Another can be traced to
1901 at the cremation ceremony of King Mongkut’s wife. Books containing series of
chants were given out as part of merit making on behalf of the host.
The gradual increase of the distribution of cremation volumes corresponded with the
expansion of the new class, the so-called “bureaucratic bourgeoisie” (Kullada, 2004).
Members of this new class were not phrai of the old feudal system, yet they were not
part of the aristocracy either. Their upward social mobility was almost exclusively the
result of modern education, and their reorientation in life was based on texts and
scripts. A significant number of them were the second and third generations of
Chinese migrants who became successful in education and capital accumulation,
with some becoming part of the elite family through marriage. Their education was a
requirement to enter the Thai bureaucracy.
By the beginning of the twentieth century, cremation volumes had become common
features at the funerals of educated Thais.
What does a cremation volume contain?
There are two important sections contained in a cremation volume. One is the
biography or auto-biography of the deceased, and the other is a selected publication
printed in the same volume. Thus each cremation volume has a unique quality: a
cremation volume of a famous person may contain many details about that person,
which is of great use for historians. At the same time, a normal looking cremation
volume might contain out-of-print material that can be very valuable.
Generally, a cremation volume begins with the life story of the deceased. The pages
that follow can contain obituaries by family members, relatives, colleagues, and so
on. Photos will also be included on these pages. The last section of the volume
usually contains a reprint of writings that the host, or the deceased, regard(ed) as
important.
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Socio-economic History
One possible way to approach this source is to look at Thai social and economic
history. An example of the cremation volume of Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi (Boonrawd
Setthabut, 1872-1950), the founder of the world-renowned Singha Beer, might be
helpful.
Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi lived through an important era in Thailand. He witnessed
great transitions in the country’s political history. He was born under the absolute
monarchy, and saw the People’s Party bring an end to the regime in 1932. He also
lived through the two world wars, both of which greatly affected Thailand.
If we consider Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s life only under the lens of political history, we
might not see any new narrative emerge. But we have to bear in mind that he was
essentially an entrepreneur. His cremation volume is best considered under a socioeconomic lens and its close relationship with politics.

Cover page of Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s cremation volume. Source: Phim čhǣk nai ngān
phrarātchathān phlœ̄ng sop ʻAmmāt ʻĒk Phrayā Phiromphakdī (Bunrō t Phiromphakdī) na
mēn Wat Makutkasattriyārām, wanthī 12 Karakadākhom Phō . Sō . 2493. Bangkok, 2493
[1950]
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Cremation volumes, according to one historian, “undoubtedly represent one of the
most useful documentary genres for the historical study of capitalist groups in
Thailand” (Suehiro, 1989, p.13). In the case of Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s cremation
volume, we gain a glimpse into the development of a group of capitalists during the
first decades of the twentieth century. By this time, there were three dominant
capitalist groups: the Europeans, the Chinese, and the feudal. The first group was in
decline due to geopolitical changes that led to the First World War. Meanwhile, the
Chinese and feudal capitalists were competing and consolidating. It is here that the
story told in Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s cremation volume sheds light on the situation of
that time. It tells us that by the age of 21, he had begun his career as an apprentice
translator in timber companies. In 1904, after getting married, he moved on to start
his own timber business (pp.10-11). When the competition became too strong, he
extended his business to boat transport in 1910. Although there were numerous
challenges in this venture, his boat business enabled him to establish himself among
prominent entrepreneurs of Bangkok. It lasted until around 1925, when he began to
see the possibility of beginning Thailand’s first beer brewery, which would later
become known internationally.

Photograph of Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi in the cremation volume. Source: ibid.
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In the cremation volume, Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s autobiographical notes record that
he stumbled across the idea of establishing a brewery one day in 1928 when a
German businessman treated him to a beer and he liked the taste very much. In the
years that followed, he began the steps needed to launch an application for the first
brewery license in Bangkok based on the Saigon distillery, which showed that beer
brewing was possible in the tropics (pp.72-76).
From the cremation volume, we know that the beginning of Singha Beer intersected
with Thailand’s great political transition: the 1932 Revolution. When Phraya Bhirom
Bhakdi left for a trip to Europe in May that year, Thailand was still under the Absolute
Monarchy. By the time he got back, it was the new regime under the drafting
constitution. The monarchy was absolute no longer. We learn from the cremation
volume that he was in Munich looking to purchase distillery machinery when the
news of the 1932 revolution reached him (pp.84-85). The change of regime had not
as yet created any apparent obstacles to his new business venture. He went on to
purchase the machinery and returned by October that year. However, in Thailand
Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi found that taxation for a license under the new regime had
increased exponentially. He knew he would have to negotiate his way carefully. As a
result, he strove to meet with King Prajadhipok a few times to ask for favour, and
was successful in his quest. The king gave him the guarantees he needed to help
start the business (pp.113-114).
At the same time, he was diligent not to get into conflict with the People’s Party.
Boonrawd Brewery was finally registered on 10 April 1933. A little over two months
later, 360 litres of beer from his brewery were served at the People’s Party Club’s
celebration of the constitution (pp.119-120). Members of the People’ Party emptied
the barrels in a short time, and the future of the brewery was bright. At the opening
ceremony of the company, Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi invited Prince Naris, a member of
the old regime, to chair the event while having Phraya Pahon, a leading member of
the People’s Party, as a distinguished guest.
Apart from a compact economic history, we can also observe dimensions of Thai
social history. For example, there were many fires in Bangkok during Phraya Bhirom
Bhakdi’s time. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Thailand’s capital Bangkok
was undergoing rapid urbanization and industrialization. Factories, especially rice
mills, along with dense rows of residential buildings emerged along the Chao Phraya
River. The city needed a lot more electricity for its activities. But, as we learn from
the cremation volume, electrical accidents occurred frequently, and fire was almost
an everyday part of Bangkok life.
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Photograph of King Prajadhipok’s visit to Boonrawd Brewery. Source: ibid.

Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s boat transport business was not only useful for commuters.
He also allowed his boats to be used for firefighting. This gave him social recognition
as a philanthropist, a standing that would also help him to further his business.
Between 1923 and 1931, his cremation volume tells us, there were 20 fires that
Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi was instrumental in extinguishing (pp.1-70). The majority
were fires at rice mills and other factories. For his fire extinguishing deeds Phraya
Bhirom Bhakdi gained allies among Bangkok’s entrepreneurs.
Of course, these stories were told by Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi himself and thus require
a critical eye. They are subjective and do not tell us everything that happened. But
telling the truth is not the sole point of a cremation volume: it is meant as a memoir in
which the deceased can be remembered, and, hopefully for his foes, forgiven.
His cremation volume did not fail to end with a note that the publisher has been
careful to “make sure that [my stories] do not damage anybody’s reputation” (p.128).
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History of emotions
The study of Thailand after the Second World War was carried out significantly under
the modernization theory led by the “area studies” under America’s Cold War policy
in Asia (most notably Riggs, 1966; see criticism of area studies in Miyoshi and
Harootunian, 2002). Within this framework, American social science and political
science dominated the understanding of Thai society. The changes in Thai politics
and society were analyzed as changes of institutions i.e. constitutions, political
parties, civil societies, and so on. While these efforts helped us see Thailand better,
they have many shortcomings.
The early years of the twenty-first century saw increasing criticisms of this dated
framework, and searches were initiated for ways to better understand Thai society.
The history of emotions stands out among the many approaches.
One figure that figured prominently in Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi’s cremation volume
was Chaophraya Ramrakhop (1890-1967). He was an individual who offered help in
many instances. Phraya Bhirom asked to rent the land for his brewery from
Chaophraya Ramrakhop (p.109) and eventually he bought it. This piece of land is
still the headquarters of Boonrawd Brewery today. I will use Chaophraya
Ramrakhop’s cremation volume to illustrate how we can adopt the new approach as
a unique source.
To understand the life of Chaophraya Ramrakhop, we have to understand the era to
which he belonged. It was the time when Thailand’s monarchy changed from King
Chulalongkorn (1868-1910) to King Vajiravudh (1910-1925). It is quite well known
that King Vajiravudh ascended the throne without much political leverage. His
father’s reign was seen among his supporters as the time of great reform and
Thailand was successfully integrated into the modern capitalist world. He did not
have control over his father’s network of rulers, as they either were older than him or
more experienced in ruling.
King Vajiravudh decided to build his own political constituency. This group was made
up of young men who were loyal to him, and they related to him in various ways.
Their relationship to the king was “emotional, affirming, intense and physical”
(Reynolds, 2014, p.258). They were the Royal Pages and the Wild Tiger Corps, and
remained his political base until the end of the reign in 1925.
Chaophraya Ramrakhop stood as one of the two most important among these men.
According to his cremation volume, he was received under the king’s patronage at
the age of 13 and became a royal page at the age of 18. His main task was probably
the most important in the court: preparing food for the king. We also learn from the
cremation volume that he joined the lunch and dinner table with King Vajiravudh
throughout the reign (no pagination).
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Photograph of Chaophraya Ramrakhop. Source: ʻAnusō n nai ngān phrarātchathān phlœ̄ng
sop Phon ʻĒk Phon Rư̄a ʻĒk Kō ng Rư̄a Yai Čhaophrayā Rāmrākhop Rō .Wō ., Pō .Chō .,
Mō .Pō .Chō ., Mō .Wō .Mō . (Mō .Lō . Fư̄a Phưngbun) na mēn nā phlapphlā ʻItsariyāphō n, Wat
Thēpsirinthrāwāt Wanthī 26 Thanwākhom Phō .Sō 2510. Bangkok, 2510 [1967]

If we hold on to the political science framework, stories that we learn from
Chaophraya Ramrakhop’s cremation volume are seen as detail and, at best, an
appendix to the turbulent years of Thai political transition. King Vajiravudh’s reign
ended with the onset of the Great Depression, and less than a decade later the
Absolute Monarchy was overthrown.
But if we turn to the history of emotions, we are able to see that perhaps the
cremation volume is the only source to give us a glimpse into the private sphere of
court life during King Vajiravudh’s reign. In this sense, we cannot understand the
politics at the apex of Thai political life if we separate private from public life.
King Vajiravudh’s political base was built in order to lever against his father’s ageing
network. He patronized and gave the men close to him gifts and promotion in rank,
including assets.
In Chaophraya Ramrakhop’s cremation volume, we can see that he was one among
the favourites, and this fact is presented with pride. The volume publishes King
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Vajiravudh’s personal letter to him on the occasion of his twenty-first birthday. In the
letter, the king stated that he was writing as a person, and not as a king. With that in
mind, Ramrakhop appears to have been the king’s favourite (no pagination). Most
photos selected for publication in this volume show him in audience with the king.

Chaophraya Ramrakhop with King Vajiravudh. Source: ibid.

Emotions are conveyed with words in a cremation volume. And there is value for
historians in these emotions. In the letter to Chaophraya Ramrakhop, at least three
emotions are expressed: closeness (klaichit); affection (rak krai); and fondness (thuk
jai). King Vajiravudh uses many adjectives and verbs to convey his love towards
Chaophraya Ramrakhop, and in the same letter the king also makes sure to express
what kind of person he did not like. Chaophraya Ramrakhop should stay away from
the people who were bad (chua), manipulative (rai kat), and alluring (lorluang).
These examples offer a glimpse of how cultural history is also possible from this
source.
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Letter of King Vajiravudh to Ramrakhop. Source: ibid.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Chaophraya Ramrakhop’s career ended with the
death of King Vajiravudh in 1925. Right after the reign ended, he went to stay in the
United Kingdom (where he met Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi during the latter’s trip to
Europe). He stayed there until long after the 1932 Revolution. This episode in his life
is very interesting indeed: we can surmise that his sudden rise in politics as the
previous king’s favourite also created enemies. Furthermore, the turning tide of
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politics made him find a safer place in the case things got worse. This is true not only
to his time.
Conclusion
I have shown in small ways two examples of the Thai cremation volume and how
they can help widen the study of Thai society. This article hopes to encourage the
use of this unique and valuable source.
Fortunately, these sources are now available online and can be accessed from
anywhere. I have drawn the examples from two great online resources. The first is
Chulalongkorn University’s digital rare books collection
[https://www.car.chula.ac.th/rarebook.php]. The second is Thammasat University’s
Wat Bowonniwet Vihara Cremation Collection
[http://beyond.library.tu.ac.th/cdm/landingpage/collection/cremation/lang/en_US].
There are hundreds of cremation volumes waiting to be visited and revisited.
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Kammavācā: How collectors’ tastes and curators’ choices shaped
manuscript collections from mainland Southeast Asia in the British
Library
Jana Igunma and San San May, British Library

Introduction
Kammavācā manuscripts are among the highlights of the British Library’s Southeast
Asian manuscript collections. The most prominent examples originate from Burma
(now Myanmar), thanks to their lavish gold and lacquer decorations, the outstanding
decorative script, and, in some cases, their unusual writing material. Other
Kammavācā manuscripts originate from Thailand and Laos, but they have not been
given as much attention as the Burmese examples. Generally, Kammavācā
manuscripts have not been researched as much as illustrated folding books or palm
leaf manuscripts containing particularly important Buddhist texts. There are various
reasons for this: cataloguing efforts sometimes progressed slowly; secondary
sources to study these manuscripts were very limited; decorations and illuminations
did not seem to have an interesting narrative compared to illustrated folding books,
and therefore were given less attention. Ward (2015, p.73) surveyed 440
Kammavācā manuscripts, of which only less than 1.5 percent were decorated with
narrative scenes which mostly depict scenes from the Life of the Buddha or the Last
Ten Jātakas. Nonetheless, Kammavācā manuscripts were among the favourites of
manuscript collectors and many outstanding examples have surfaced recently,
thanks to digitisation projects at the British Library and elsewhere.
Most Kammavācā manuscripts held at the British Library date back to the 18 th and
19th centuries. Amongst the Buddhist Pali texts from Burma, there is a group of
approximately ninety Kammavācā manuscripts in the British Library’s Burmese
collection which comprises approximately 1800 manuscripts altogether. These
Kammavācā came mainly from the British Museum and India Office Library, acquired
through donation and purchase. One of the earliest extant Kammavācā from Burma
was presented to the British Museum by one Mrs Mead in 1771, of whom no more
details are known. Another eighteenth century Kammavācā was acquired by the
British Museum with funding from a bequest in 1829 by Francis Henry Egerton, 8th
Earl of Bridgewater (b. 1756, d. 1829). Another three beautifully decorated
Kammavācā were acquired by the novelist Frederick Marryat who served as an
officer of the Royal Navy. Marryat presented his Burmese manuscripts to the library
of the Duke of Sussex, and then they came to the British Museum in 1844. The
Stowe collection is named after Stowe House where a private library was assembled
by Richard Temple-Nugent-Brydges-Chandos-Grenville, 1st Duke of Buckingham
and Chandos (1776–1839). In 1849, the collection was purchased by the 4th Earl of
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Ashburnham, and in 1883, the 5th Earl of Ashburnham sold the collection to
Parliament. It was then deposited at the British Museum in 1887. In this collection
three Kammavācā are from Burma. One more outstanding example of an ivory
Kammavācā was bequeathed to the British Library from Doris Dukes’ Southeast
Asian Art Collection in 2004.
The number of Kammavācā manuscripts from the northern Thai (Lanna) and Lao
traditions at the British Library is much smaller, consisting of twelve manuscripts out
of approximately 400 manuscripts altogether in the Thai, Lao and Cambodian
collections. The major part of these Kammavācā were acquired by the British
Museum and transferred to the British Library collections in or shortly after 1973.
Little is known about the provenance of these manuscripts; they were usually
donations from individuals whose names were not recorded in the catalogue entries,
except in the case that they were renowned scholars, important collectors,
government officials or persons awarded with honours. The more recent acquisitions
since 1973 were made by or on advice of Dr Henry D. Ginsburg who was the
library’s curator for Thai, Lao and Cambodian for over three decades, and a
passionate collector himself.
Most of the Kammavācā manuscripts in the British Library’s collections can be
searched in the online catalogue ‘Explore Archives and Manuscripts’
searcharchives.bl.uk. Some of them have been fully digitised with support from the
Henry D. Ginsburg Legacy and can be viewed online on the British Library’s
Digitised Manuscripts site www.bl.uk/manuscripts/.
The aim of this paper is to give an overview of the textual contents and physical
description of Kammavācā manuscripts, the circumstances of their production, and
when and how they found their way into the British Library collections. Using the
example of Kammavācā manuscripts, we will discuss if and how the taste of
collectors and the decisions of curators based on their expertise and special
interests may have shaped the British Library’s collections of Southeast Asian
Buddhist manuscripts.
Kammavācā manuscripts and Buddhist ordination
Kammavācā are texts of official acts that are read at the formal meetings and
ceremonies of bhikkhus and bhikkhunis – male and female Buddhist monastics where matters of the Order of the monastics (bhikkhu sangha and bhikkhuni sangha)
are discussed and decisions are taken. Kammavācā is a combined Pali term from
kamma (action, in Sanskrit: Karma) and vācā (speech, word), the Sanskrit form
being karmavācanā. It refers to collections of passages from the Tipitaka concerning
ordination, the bestowing of robes, and other rituals of monastic life.
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Whereas Kammavācā texts for both male and female monastics exist in the Sanskrit
language (Schmidt 1993, pp. 239-88), only such texts concerned with bhikkhus
have survived in the Southeast Asian Theravada Buddhist tradition. Here, a
Kammavācā manuscript is mostly a highly ornamental type of manuscript, usually
commissioned by lay members of society as an act of merit; it is then presented to
monasteries when a son or other male relative enters the bhikkhu sangha as a
novice or becomes fully ordained as a monk. The most important Kammavācā text is
concerned with the ordination of monks, the Upasampāda (Higher Ordination) or the
ritual for the ordination of a Buddhist monk. A monk who has received the Higher
Ordination is also called upasampanna. Ordination for novices or Lower Ordination
(Pabbajjā), as well as the ordination for monks or Higher Ordination (Upasampāda),
are carried out in a ceremony called parivāsa that is held in the ordination hall (sīmā)
of a Buddhist monastery. To become a novice, or samanēra, the follower has to
recite the Ten Precepts as well as the Three Refuges for a monk. In order to
become a monk, the Sangha or monastic community will perform the Upasampāda
ordination on fulfilment of the five conditions: Perfection of a person, Perfection of an
assembly, Perfection of the sīmā, Perfection of the motion, and Perfection of the
Kammavācā. A senior bhikkhu or thera, who possesses certain compulsory qualities
and who can pronounce the Pali text distinctly is designated as kammacāriya and
will recite the Kammavācā in the ordination ceremony. The qualities of the thera who
performs the ceremony include perfect virtue (asekha sīla), perfect concentration
(asekha samādhi), perfect insight (asekha paññā), perfect emancipation (asekha
vimutti) and perfect knowledge and vision (asekha vimuttiñānadassana)
(Sesanayake 2003, p. 1).
Although Kammavācā manuscripts have been found at ruined Buddhist sites in
northwest China – namely Turfan (Maue and Röhrborn 1976, pp. 208-21) and
Tumshuq (Bailey 1950, pp. 649-50) - the majority of extant Kammavācā manuscripts
originate from Burma and northern Thailand, also known as the former kingdom of
Lanna, and Laos.
Kammavācā manuscripts from the Burmese and northern Thai and Lao traditions
usually contain all or a selection of the following texts in Pali language, written down
either in Burmese or northern Thai/Lao Dhamma script:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Upasampāda (official act for the conferment of the Higher Ordination)
Kaṭhina-dussadāna (official act for the holding of the kaṭhina, distribution of
robes ceremony)
Ticīvarena-avippavasa (official act for the investiture of a monk with the three
robes)
Sīmā-sammannita (official act for the agreement of boundary limits)
Thera-sammuti (official act to agree upon the seniority of thēras, or monastic
elders)
Nāma-sammuti (official act to agree upon a name)
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Vihāra-kappa-bhūmi-sammuti (official act for the dedication of a Vihara or
monastery)
Kuti-vaṭṭhu-sammuti (official act to search and agree upon a site for a monk’s
hut)
Nissaya-muti-sammuti (official act to agree upon relaxation of the requisites of
a monk)
Adhiṭṭhāna-uposatha (official act regarding resolution to hold uposatha)
Pavara (official act to be read at the ceremony to conclude the vassa retreat)
Suddhanta (official act regarding the ending of the purification period)
Samodana-parivasa (official act on the rehabilitation of offending monks)
Uposathagarasammuti (official act pertaining to the agreement of the hall
where Pātimokkha is to be recited)

Apart from the Burmese and northern Thai Kammavācā manuscripts, translations
from Pali into the central Thai language, written in Khmer and Thai scripts have been
found as well (Chiang Mai University Library
http://library.cmu.ac.th/digital_collection/digitalheritage/show.php?RecID=442).
However, these seem to be rather linguistic-didactic works than ceremonial
Kammavācā manuscripts.
Production of Kammavācā manuscripts
Burmese Kammavācā texts are written on a variety of materials. Most commonly
palm leaves were used but also stiffened cloth, ivory, gold, silver, copper, and other
metal sheets in the shape of palm leaves. Thickly applied lacquer, often combined
with gilded decoration appears on the leaves themselves and also on the cover
boards. The Pali text is written in black lacquer in ornate Burmese characters known
as ‘tamarind-seed’ script. This is also referred to as ‘square’ script, which differs from
the usual round forms of Burmese writing. But some Kammavācā texts are written in
ordinary Burmese characters. Kammavācā are read from left to right. Some
attractive and unusual Kammavācā may be made from discarded monastic robes
thickly covered with black lacquer and using inlaid mother-of-pearl letters. The
leaves have two holes in them in which cords are usually inserted in order to hold the
leaves together, and the leaves are bound between wooden binding boards which
are decorated with religious, animal and floral motifs in lacquer and gilt. Kammavācā
manuscripts are often protected with a cloth wrapper, and secured with a woven
ribbon or a binding tape and placed in a gilded box. The copyist’s name or dates are
not found in these Kammavācā.
In the northern Thai tradition Kammavācā texts are written in Pali language and in
Dhamma (in Thai and Lao Tham) script which was used mainly for the recording of
Buddhist texts in northern and northeastern Thailand and in Laos. The writing
material is usually palm leaf, but sometimes the text is written on lacquered cloth
which is folded into a concertina or leporello book format. For the production of a
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palm leaf manuscript, very large fan-shaped leaves from a lān palm (corypha) were
cut into a long rectangular shape, soaked in a herbal mixture, then dried or baked in
a kiln, and finally pressed. These fan palm trees were the preferred type in the
northern Thai/Lanna, and Lao manuscript traditions, and are still commonly planted
as ornamental trees in temple grounds. The text was inscribed with a sharp metal
stylus, then wiped over with a mixture of resin and/or oil and carbon soot to make the
writing better visible.
Black or red lacquer was a popular material to apply on wooden covers for
Kammavācā as it provided good protection against damage by water and humidity.
At the same time, the shiny black and bright purple of the lacquer were ideal
background colours on which gold leaf or gold paint could be applied. In addition to
wooden covers, bamboo strips cut to match the size of the palm leaves were also
used as covers for Kammavācā manuscripts in northern Thailand and Laos. Besides
gold leaf or gold paint, other materials were applied on the lacquer as well. Motherof-pearl inlay, though particularly popular in central Thailand, was also adopted in
Lanna and Laos due to close cultural relationships and exchange or transfer of
Buddhist scriptures.
There were two techniques of applying gold designs on lacquer. One technique,
most popular in Thailand and parts of Laos, consists of applying to the wooden panel
several coats of black lacquer, a resin from a tree in the sumac family growing in
mainland Southeast Asia. The drawing is then traced, and the parts which have to
remain black are covered in all their smallest details with a layer of liquid rubber.
Once the rubber paint has dried up, the next step is to add a thin coat of lacquer over
the surface, and when it is semi-dry, gold leaf is applied over the whole surface. After
about twenty hours the work is carefully washed with water to detach the rubber
paint in order to let the remaining gold design appear in all its details. Hence this art
is called lai rot nam in Thai – ‘designs washed with water’. The beauty of the lacquer
work depends first upon a perfect design and afterwards a perfect execution which
the artist himself must carry out. A simpler method most popular in northern Thailand
and Laos is to use stencils to apply gold leaf or gold paint onto the surface of the
wooden or bamboo covers.
Yet another method of decorating wooden manuscript boards was to cover them with
black lacquer, then to use a stylus to incise floral ornaments once the lacquer had
dried. Afterwards, red lacquer was rubbed on the incisions in order to create a
contrasting black and red design. This technique may have been imported into
northern Thailand and Laos from the Burmese tradition, where it is an extremely
popular method of wood decoration.
To provide additional protection against dust and mould, Kammavācā manuscripts
were often wrapped in a piece of cloth, which could either be custom-made or an
imported piece of cloth (for example printed Indian cotton or brocade). Custom-made
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manuscript wrappers could also be made from local or imported silk. Occasionally
such wrappers were interwoven with bamboo strips to provide extra stability.
Wooden manuscript cases that were custom-made for a particular Kammavācā
manuscript were often decorated in the same technique and design as the
manuscript covers. These decorations included floral designs, animals, mythological
figures, lattice patterns and Buddhist symbols.
Most of the extant Kammavācā manuscripts from the Thai and Lao traditions were
produced during the 18th and 19th centuries, but the tradition is probably older. The
introduction of modern printing methods in mainland Southeast Asia resulted in a
rapid decline of manuscript production during the 19th and early 20th centuries,
although in Laos some temples kept the tradition alive up till today, and it is also
being revived in north and northeast Thailand.
Examples of Kammavācā manuscripts at the British Library
As a result of British rule in Burma from 1824 to 1948 there was a growing interest in
Burmese Buddhism, art, culture and literature in the UK. The oldest Burmese
Kammavācā manuscripts in the British Library collections date back to the early 18th
century. The leaves of the different types of Burmese Kammavācā manuscripts
illustrated in this article are made of various materials including palm leaf, ivory,
metal, and lacquered cloth with mother-of-pearl inlay, and range in size from 50 to 60
cm in length, and from 10 to 15 cm in width. The outer sides of the first and final
leaves of the Kammavācā are usually decorated with panels of birds, lotus, flower
and leaf designs, devas, figures of the Buddha, the Wheel of Law (dhammacakka)
and other geometric patterns.
The Kammavācā manuscripts from the northern Thai tradition that are held at the
British Library date back to the 19th and early 20th centuries. Most of them came to
the library when the British Museum library was transferred to the newly established
British Library in 1973. Only a very small number were acquired by chance after
1973 from Western collectors, including one unusual example made of lacquered
cloth in folding book format which is significantly different from the Burmese
Kammavācā manusripts.

A Kammavācā manuscript including Ovada and Kathina texts. In the Pali language in
Burmese square script painted in black on gilded and lacquered palm leaf. Burma,
eighteenth century. British Library, Add 4849A, f.2
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The outer leaves of this incomplete manuscript have small interlaced circles in a red
lacquered pattern. The first two folios have square side panels with crudely drawn
figures of the Buddha seated in earth-touching position, bhūmisparsa mudra, in red
lacquer. In this position, the left hand is held in the lap, with the palm upwards in the
posture of meditation and the right hand is resting on the right knee with the fingers
slightly touching the ground. The final leaf of this manuscript has square panels with
birds. This Kammavācā was presented by one Mrs Mead in 1771. Nothing is known
about who Mrs Mead was or how she got hold of this manuscript, but the date of
presentation is crucial for the determination of this manuscript’s age.

A Kammavācā manuscript on gilded and lacquered palm leaves. Written in the Pali
language in Burmese square script in black colour. Burma, eighteenth century.
British Library, Egerton 735, wrapper and f.8
The above fragment of a Kammavācā includes the second half of Ovada-kanda, the
third chapter of Kaṭhina-kanda, and the greater part of the fourth chapter of Simakanda. The manuscript is wrapped up in a hand-woven wrapper made of cotton with
woven-in bamboo strips making the cloth quite thick and sturdy. This Kammavācā
was acquired using funds from the bequest in 1829 by Francis Henry Egerton who
also gave his own collection of manuscripts to the British Museum.

Leaf of a Kammavācā (Upasampāda) manuscript. Written in the Pali language in
Burmese square script on gilded and lacquered palm leaf. Burma, eighteenth
century, British Library, Stowe 26, f. 1
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The leading inner leaf (above) of this Kammavācā is decorated with a delicately
executed gold design of roundels with birds on red lacquer. The manuscript is bound
between two bevelled binding boards, each with different patterns and different
shades of the lacquer base: one has six roundels with birds, and the other has six
roundels with flowers. The spaces between the lines of text are decorated with plant
patterns. This manuscript was one of the manuscripts acquired by Richard TempleNugent-Brydges-Chandos-Grenville who housed it at his residence, Stowe House in
Buckinghamshire.

Leaves of a Kammavācā manuscript concerned with the Buddhist ordination
(Upasampāda). Written in the Pali language in Burmese square script in black
lacquer on ivory sheets. Burma, eighteenth century. British Library, Add 15291, outer
leaf and f.1
The outer leaf of the manuscript above is lacquered and gilded with lotuses in
octagonal panels. The opening leaf of the ordination section or Upasampāda (below)
has black lacquered text and gilded lotus patterns applied on an ivory sheet. This
Kammavācā manuscript is thought to have been produced in the eighteenth century.
Gilding, decorating and applying lacquered characters on the surface of the ivory is
uncommon and produces an exquisite effect. This beautiful Kammavācā was
purchased at the Duke of Sussex’s sale in August 1844, but it was originally
obtained in Burma by Captain Frederick Marryat around 1824/25.
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A rare fragment of an Upasampāda Kammavācā manuscript on lacquered boards.
Text in Pali language in Burmese square script and decoration are made with
mother-of-pearl inlay. Burma, eighteenth century. British Library, Add 23939, f.1
Only three leaves of this stunningly beautiful and unusual manuscript survive. It was
made from discarded monastic robes which were covered with several layers of
black lacquer before being inlaid with mother-of-pearl decorations and text in the
Burmese square script. The technique of mother-of-pearl inlay, which originated in
China, was known throughout mainland Southeast Asia. It was used for the
production of royal furniture and manuscripts in Burma. Very thin pieces of the shell
were cut to produce the ornaments and text and then inlaid in the still soft lacquer
before it dried up. The three leaves of this manuscript are wrapped with yellow silk
brocade fabric. It was acquired around 1860.

A Kammavācā (Upasampāda) manuscript on red lacquered palm leaves. Written in
the Pali language in Burmese square script. Burma, eighteenth century. British
Library, Or 1609, cover and f.1
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The four lines of the text on red lacquered palm leaf (below) are written in black
lacquer. The text of this unusual Kammavācā manuscript from the eighteenth
century or earlier includes the Upasampāda, Ovada and Kaṭhina texts. This is one of
the oldest Kammavācā manuscripts held in the British Library collections. The
carved wooden binding board (above) of this rather simple manuscript is covered in
red lacquer without gilt decorations, which became very popular during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The Burmese lacquer-work industry was
already well established at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
A handwritten note in black ink records that it was presented by Captain Conway
Poole, in April 1878.

A Kammavācā (Upasampāda) on silvered palm leaves. Written in the Pali language
and Burmese nissaya in Burmese round script. Burma, eighteenth or nineteenth
century. British Library, Or 12010i, f.1
The outer leaf (above) of this rare manuscript is coated with red lacquer and a thin
layer of silver decorations showing silver roundels symbolising the Wheel of the
Dhamma, which stands for the Buddha’s teachings. Unfortunately, parts of the
decorations have rubbed off over time. The margins of the opening leaf (below) are
decorated with lotus patterns in roundels, again representing the Wheel of the
Dhamma, and geometric patterns. Unlike most Kammavācā texts from Burma which
use square script, this manuscript is written in ordinary Burmese characters. This
manuscript was acquired by the British Museum in 1951.
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A Kammavācā manuscript on lacquered cloth with gilded and lacquered boards.
Written in the Pali language using Burmese square script. Burma, nineteenth
century. British Library, Or 12891, cover and f.1
The leaves of this incomplete Kammavācā consist of cloth thickly covered with
lacquer to provide a rigid surface, which was then gilded with background
decorations of floral sprigs. In the margins are depicted kneeling dēva (celestial
figures) with their hands clasped in reverence for the Kammavācā text. The text
leaves are stored between a pair of binding boards, moulded at the edges, lacquered
and gilt, with dēvas, small lions and foliage in panels, inside and out. The texts
include the Upasampāda, Kaṭhina, Ticivarena avippavaso, Uposatha, Thera and
Nāma-sammutta, Kuti-vaṭṭhu and Nissaya-mutta. This manuscript was acquired by
the British Museum in 1945.
Kammavācā texts written on thin ivory sheets are a real rarity. Ivory was hard to
acquire and often was a privilege of royals. In traditional Buddhist societies
elephants were not killed for the ivory, but the tusks of domesticated and trained
elephants were cut in order to prevent them from harming humans or other
elephants. Elephants were used for a variety of purposes – transportation,
construction, agriculture and war; especially white elephants were greatly revered
and kept as sacred animals at the royal court; therefore, they formed an important
part of national life. Sometimes after a royal elephant had passed away its tusks
were removed (Isaacs 2005, see note 22 in Marryat’s hand-list) and kept for memory
and reverence on a specially made altar.
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A Kammavācā manuscript on ivory sheets with carved boards on gilded underlay.
Written in the Pali language using Burmese square script. Burma, nineteenth
century. British Library, Or.16078, covers and fols. 1-2
The text in this manuscript is written with black lacquer, which was harder to apply
on ivory than on lacquered wooden surfaces. The stability of the gilded covers was
increased by an additional layer of ivory intricately carved with a floral lattice pattern.
The manuscript was given to the British Library in 2004 from Doris Duke’s Southeast
Asian Art Collection. The bequest was negotiated between 2002 and 2004 by Henry
Ginsburg, the British Library’s Thai, Lao and Cambodian curator for three decades.

Lacquered covers and first leaf of a Kammavācā manuscript dated 1918 in Dhamma
script from Lanna or north-western Laos. British Library Or.13157, covers and fol. 1
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This Kammavācā manuscript consists of three parts, including texts for the
ordination of a Buddhist monk, his investiture, and fixing the boundaries of a place of
assembly for the uposatha (confession ceremony). It was copied on eight palm
leaves in BE 2461 (AD 1918). The bevelled wooden boards were lacquered in red
first and then covered with layers of black lacquer. The decorations were then
carefully incised in the black lacquer, thus revealing the decorative pattern in red
which shows floral designs and a medallion giving the title and date of the work. This
technique was very common in northern Thailand, Laos as well as in Burma. It is
unclear whether this Kammavācā manuscript originates from northern Thailand or
from Laos due to the fact that the Dhamma script of the text was used in both
regions. The manuscript was acquired by the British Museum in 1968 just after
Henry Ginsburg started working at the museum.

Upasampāda Kammavācā manuscript in northern Thai or Lao Dhamma script. Palm
leaves with wooden covers with mirror glass inlay. Northern Thailand or Laos, dated
1805 AD. British Library, Or.11797, f.1 and covers
Dated on folio 27b 'Chulasakkarat 1167' which corresponds to 1805 AD, this palm
leaf manuscript is a typical example of Kammavācā from Laos or northern Thailand.
According to Zwalf (1985, p. 185) this Kammavācā manuscript is from Laos.
However, the people of the northern Thai kingdom of Lanna were often referred to as
“Lao” up until the early 20th century both by Thais and Western scholars. The text is
in Pali language in the Dhamma script which was in use both in northern Thailand
and Laos.
It consists of 28 leaves with two red lacquered and gilded covers made from wood.
The covers are decorated with mirror glass inlay showing floral designs. The colours
of the mirror glass inlay are silver, yellow, light green and light blue. This technique
was often used in northern Thai and Lao temple art. The Buddhist temple Vat Xieng
Thong in Luang Prabang, a UNESCO world Heritage site, is famous for its
magnificent buildings and stupas decorated with mirror glass. The manuscript was
acquired by the British Museum in 1946 and transferred to the British Library in
1973.
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Kammavācā manuscript in Northern Thai or Lao Dhamma script on 21 palm leaves,
with lacquered and gilded wooden covers. Dated '1265' = 1903 AD. British Library,
Or.11799, covers and fols. 1-2
Palm leaves were the most frequently used writing material for Kammavācā
manuscripts in the northern Thai and Lao traditions. The manuscript shown here
consists of 21 palm leaves with text in Dhamma script incised on the leaves. The text
that once had been blackened with a mixture of soot and insect-repellent oil has
faded. Faded script is generally a problem of palm leaf manuscripts, although the
text can still be deciphered thanks to the incisions. However, faded script poses a
problem in the process of digitisation due to the fact that the text becomes barely
legible or completely illegible in a digital image. Nonetheless the British Library’s
conservation policy is not to re-apply any substance that could enhance the legibility
in order to preserve the original condition of the manuscript.
The leaves of this manuscript are protected by two wooden covers which were
lacquered black and decorated with gilt floral designs in the lai rot nam technique.
The designs differed locally and sometimes it is indeed possible to guess the place
of origin of a manuscript due to the style of decoration, however, in this case it is
known that the floral designs shown on the covers were popular both in and around
Chiang Mai (Thailand) as well as Luang Prabang (Laos). This Kammavācā
manuscript was acquired by the British Museum in 1946.
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A Kammavācā in the format of a folding book (in Thai samut khoi) in Dhamma
script, made from blackened cloth with carved wooden covers. Probably northern
Thailand, 19th century. British Library, Or.15084, covers and fols. 2-3
A rather unusual Kammavācā manuscript, probably originating from northern
Thailand (Lanna), was acquired from Sam Fogg by Henry Ginsburg for the British
Library in 1995. The writing material is blackened cloth in folding book format on
which the text is written in five lines in Dhamma script in gold ink. On the back side
there is nothing but half a line in Thai script executed with white steatite pencil,
therefore it can be assumed that the manuscript originally came from northern
Thailand. The wooden covers are carved with geometric patterns and floral designs.
They were lacquered red and then gilded, but some of the gilt has rubbed off over
time so that the red lacquer is showing. Although unusual, this is not the only
Kammavācā manuscript in folding book format held in the British Library. Another
similar manuscript written in gold script, but with two lavish illustrations, was
described by Ginsburg (1989, pp. 82-3).
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Upasampāda Kammavācā in Dhamma script on red lacquered and gilt palm leaves
or paper, northern Thailand or Laos, 19th century. British Library, Or.16454, first and
second leaves
Some northern Thai and Lao Kammavācā manuscripts show similarities with the
Burmese Kammavācā. The manuscript shown above contains the Upasampāda in
Pali language, written with black ink on a gilt surface. The text is in Dhamma script.
The material may be paper or palm leaves which are completely covered in thick
layers of red lacquer and gilt. The covers are decorated with intricate floral designs
and three dhammacakka symbolising the Buddha’s teachings. The short edges of
the leaves with text are decorated with repetitive patterns in black ink. The leaves
are held together with a single yellow cotton cord. This manuscript was acquired in
2007 from a private collector in the UK on the advice of Henry Ginsburg.
Collectors’ tastes and curators’ choices
Collecting works of art and rare artefacts by individuals or families has a long history
in the UK and Europe altogether. Many institutional collections that exist today
actually have grown out of private collections of royals, aristocrats and wealthy
people. The accumulation of valuable artworks was not always a result of a
collector’s genuine interest in art. Often the material or financial value of collection
items was a priority since these could – in contrast to immovable property like land
and buildings - easily and quickly be sold should the collector fall on hard times.
Some notable early collectors in the UK were Sir George Villiers, 1st Duke of
Buckingham (1592-1628), Thomas Howard, 2nd Earl of Arundel (1585-1646), and
Charles I of England (1600-1649) who realised one of the most important art sales in
history when he bought the collection of the dukes of Mantua for £80,000.
Francis Henry Egerton, 8th Earl of Bridgewater (1756-1829) was a collector of
manuscripts and a bibliophile. After an education at Christ Church and a fellowship
at All Souls College, both Oxford, he was appointed prebendary of Durham before
being presented to the rectories of Middle and Whitchurch, both in Shropshire. He
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pursued a wide range of scholarly interests and spent long periods away from his
parishes, both in England and abroad, and amassed a large collection of
manuscripts. He published some genealogical and classical works of which the bestreceived was his edition of the Hippolytus of Euripides, published at the Clarendon
Press in 1796.
Around 1808 he moved to Paris after he was dispensed from his clerical duties on
the grounds of ill health. Despite his poor health he travelled frequently in pursuit of
manuscripts. He met and corresponded with distinguished men of learning from all
over Europe. Following his brother's death in 1823 Egerton succeeded as eighth earl
of Bridgewater, Viscount Brackley, and Baron Ellesmere, and inherited a life interest
in his brother's estates. After Egerton died in Paris 1829, sixty-seven of his valuable
manuscripts, mainly relating to French and Italian history and literature, together with
over £12,000 for their augmentation and upkeep, were bequeathed to the British
Museum. This sum was augmented in 1838 by £3,000 (the Farnborough Fund)
bequeathed by Egerton's cousin, Charles Long, Baron Farnborough (1761-1838).
The income from these bequests is devoted to the purchase of manuscripts which,
together with the original Egerton collection, make up the Egerton series of
manuscripts. The Burmese Kammavācā manuscripts in the Egerton collection were
not part of Egerton’s original collection, but their acquisition was facilitated with
Egerton’s bequest to the British Museum.
Another example of early collectors is Richard Temple-Nugent-Brydges-ChandosGrenville, 1st Duke of Buckingham and Chandos (1776–1839) who was a member of
Parliament from 1797 to 1813 and commissioner for the affairs of India for a short
period from 1800 to 1801. He enjoyed a luxurious lifestyle and built up a library and a
collection of manuscripts and artworks. Being very poor with money management,
Grenville realised that his expenditure in the luxuries of art and literature and the
entertainment of the royal family of France on one of his estates had burdened him
with enormous debt. He therefore travelled abroad in 1827 and remained absent
from England for about two years. After his return he employed himself with the
books and works of art at his favourite residence, Stowe, Buckinghamshire. Despite
his financial problems remaining unresolved, he laid out a large sum of money in
making a collection of rare and curious prints. Around 1833 a part of this collection
was disposed of in a sale lasting about a month and the estates were put in the
hands of trustees, which was a standard move for deeply indebted aristocrats. He
died at Stowe in 1839.
In 1849, bailiffs seized the estate and Grenville’s collection was purchased by the 4th
Earl of Ashburnham, and in 1883, the 5th Earl of Ashburnham sold the collection of
over one thousand manuscripts and charters to Parliament. It was then deposited at
the British Museum in 1887 as the Stowe collection, named after Stowe House
where the library had been assembled mainly by Grenville.
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The three Kammavācā manuscripts in the Stowe collection may have come into
Grenville’s hands during the time when he was commissioner for the affairs of India
at the beginning of the 19th century. Grenville was not known to have had a particular
interest in Burmese or Asian manuscripts or works of art. His collection contained
mainly works of European origin.
Collecting changed during the 19th and early 20th centuries. Generally, scholarly
knowledge and public interest in Asian cultures, arts and religions increased; Asian
languages were studied and literatures translated; new technologies made travelling
easier and communication faster. The following examples show what collectors with
different backgrounds and motivations had in common: passion for Southeast Asian
works of art and manuscripts.
Frederick Marryat - Royal Navy officer, novelist and collector
Captain Frederick Marryat (1792 – 1848) was the son of a British colonial officer and
an American mother. Initially he served as a British Royal Navy officer, and in his
later life became a novelist and made the acquaintance of Charles Dickens. Marryat
entered the Royal Navy as a midshipman in 1806 aged fourteen and served in the
War of 1812. In 1823, he was appointed commander to HMS Larne and just one
year later participated in an expedition against Burma. Marryat finally resigned from
the Royal Navy in 1830 and embarked on a career as a full-time writer. Nowadays,
he is mainly noted as an early pioneer of nautical fiction, particularly for his semiautobiographical novel Mr Midshipman Easy (1836) and another novel Peter Simple
(1834), but also for his children's novels Masterman Ready, or the Wreck of the
Pacific (1841) and The Children of the New Forest (1847). Other achievements of
Marryat include the invention of a lifeboat – after having put his own life at risk to
save the lives of nearly thirty fellow seamen - and a widely used system of maritime
flag signalling, known as Marryat's Code.
Marryat brought back a number of manuscripts from Burma when he participated in
the 1824 expedition when the British established colonial rule over Burma. In a
relatively short period of time Marryat developed a great passion for Burmese
artwork and culture in general. While staying in Burma Marryat amassed a large
collection, part of which was displayed in the Egyptian Hall at Piccadilly in 1926. He
was said to have had great appreciation for the Burmese people, describing them as
‘industrious, handsome and polite’ and ‘the most even-tempered race [he] ever met
with’. Isaacs mentions that Marryat’s assessment of the Burmese has a startlingly
modern ring, describing the government back then as ‘despotic, cruel, and
treacherous’. (Isaacs 2005)
After the display at the Egyptian Hall the collection was offered as a gift to the British
Museum on the condition that Marryat and subsequently his heirs should be made
trustees. Finding this “too ambitious,” the trustees of the museum did not agree to
this suggestion and accepted only a few items. In 1827 part of Marryat’s collection
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was displayed at the Royal Asiatic Society in London which inspired some scholarly
research on Burmese art. Although most of the collection subsequently disappeared
from view – a disastrous consequence of the decision made by the museum’s
trustees not to accept Marryat’s collection - the Kammavācā manuscripts did
eventually make their way into the British Museum collections. Marryat presented the
manuscripts to the royal bibliophile The Duke of Sussex (1773-1843), who had
acquired a large collection of manuscripts himself, including the famous Mewar
Ramayana now also held in the British Library collections. The manuscripts of the
Duke of Sussex collection was purchased by the British Museum library at the sale
of the Sussex collection in 1844.
Marryat had prepared a hand-list of his Burmese collection listing 173 items with
basic descriptions (ibid.). In this hand-list, four large or fine manuscripts are
mentioned in the entries 169-72: “Their ornamental writings in the Pali language, a
variety of Sanskrit, known only to the priests, are also very beautiful, especially that
upon long leaves of ivory” (ibid.). The latter statement refers to the ivory Kammavācā
Add.15291 described above.

Portrait of Frederick Marryat, printed by Conrad Cook after a drawing by
William Behnes, 1845. British Museum, 1865,0114.448
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Patricia Herbert, who curated the Burmese collection at the British Library from 1975
to 1998 stated that the manuscripts from Marryat’s collection were among other war
booty which were brought back from Burma by members of the British forces
engaged in the first Anglo-Burmese War (Herbert, 1989, p.61). The eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries marked the high-point of British imperialism. Generally, colonial
regimes regarded their colonies – and their cultural heritage - as possessions and it
was standard practice to recognise only their own law in those areas. In 1970, the
UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import,
Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property came into effect in order to
stop the looting and trafficking of cultural heritage. Taking this change of the legal
situation into consideration, Hauser-Schäublin and Prott argue that “Artefacts that
came to museums during colonialism refer to a different, hegemonic, world order that
had its own regulations; these have to be acknowledged in their historical setting…
Nevertheless, this still allows one to critically assess these former acquisitions and
their circumstances from today’s perspective” (Hauser-Schäublin and Prott, 2017,
p.1). Such an assessment would also include the circumstances under which such
artefacts are currently held, including arrangements for public access, preservation
and safeguarding for future generations. Following the British Library Act in 1972,
the collections in the British Museum's Department of Printed Books, Department of
Manuscripts and Department of Oriental Printed Books and Manuscripts, or
collection items that were in normal use in those departments for the purposes of the
collections, or of their storage or management, or for the purposes of the
administration of the departments, were transferred to the British Library in or after
1973. The British Library has the responsibility, as a public institution and national
library of the UK, to research, make accessible and preserve the collections under
the library’s custodianship for people and researchers from all over the world, as well
as to encourage and to promote international cultural exchanges. For this reason,
the digitisation of selected Burmese Kammavācā manuscripts has been prioritised
and partially completed.
Doris Duke - private collector and philanthropist
In December 2004, the British Library received a small number of Thai and Burmese
manuscripts, wooden manuscript boards, manuscript chests and cabinets, as well as
paintings, from Doris Duke’s Southeast Asian Art Collection. Doris Duke (1912-1993)
assembled one of the finest collections of Thai and Burmese art outside Southeast
Asia, which upon her death was passed to the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation.
The Foundation donated Doris Duke’s Art Collection to various museums in the
United States and to three British institutions: the British Library, the British Museum
and the Victoria and Albert Museum. Before the bequest was completed, Nancy
Tingley wrote the book Doris Duke: the Southeast Asian Art Collection for the Doris
Duke Charitable Foundation, published in 2003, which includes detailed descriptions
of numerous items in the collection and the collector’s biography summarised below.
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Doris Duke was the only child of James Buchanan Duke and Nanaline Holt Inman.
She inherited at the young age of twelve a substantial part of her father’s fortune,
which was based on tobacco and hydropower production. Doris Duke pursued a
variety of interests which included travelling the world and collecting art. When she
went on a round-the-world honeymoon with her first husband, James H. R.
Cromwell, in 1935 she visited Egypt, the Near East, India, Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia, the Philippines, Hong Kong, Japan and Europe. The cultures of the Near
East, South and Southeast Asia sparked Doris Duke’s life-long passion for
Southeast Asian and Islamic arts. One of Doris Duke’s first great art projects was the
construction of Shangri La, her residence in Honolulu that was inspired by Islamic
art, in the late 1930s.
After several trips to Thailand and Burma, Doris Duke established the Foundation for
Southeast Asian Art and Culture in 1961. With the help of agents, the curator of the
foundation, F. D. de Bérenx, together with his assistant, Somchai Roumsamuk,
began to buy extensively Southeast Asian art and antiques of all types, including
manuscript cabinets and manuscripts, Thai furniture and ceramics, Sino-Thai
porcelains, wood, stone, bronze and ivory sculptures, and complete Thai houses.
Bérenx created an inventory of the objects purchased, and reported weekly to Doris
Duke. After a short period of time the foundation had formed one of the largest and
most important collections of Thai and Burmese art, furniture and decorative objects
outside Southeast Asia, all stored at Shangri La.
Inspired by meetings with Jim Thompson and visits to his traditional Thai residence
in Bangkok, Duke’s idea was to re-create and furnish an entire Thai village in
Hawai’i, complete with a replica of a Thai royal pavilion, which she intended to open
to the public for educational purposes, stressing the decorative and minor art works
rather than archaeology and the major arts. Numerous drawings of the proposed
village site and plans for the buildings that were to be constructed were made, but
the acquisition of a site that fulfilled all of Doris Duke’s requirements proved difficult.
In 1965 a fire at Shangri La destroyed five Thai houses. Doris Duke then considered
Duke Farms in Hillsborough, New Jersey, as a possible site for the Thai village, and
by 1972 all of the 2,000 Southeast Asian items had been shipped to New Jersey.
After years of consideration and curating, part of the collection was finally put on
display in the Coach Barn and opened to the public in December 1972. Although her
dream of a Thai village was never fulfilled, Doris Duke continued her passion of
collecting Thai and other Southeast Asian art works up until her death in 1993.
In 2001, shortly after Forrest McGill, Chief Curator at the Asian Art Museum, San
Francisco, had viewed the collection at Duke Farms, the Coach Barn was flooded
and the moisture affected several of the larger collection items, including some Thai
and Burmese manuscript furniture. The Doris Duke Charitable Foundation decided
then to donate museum-quality items from Doris Duke’s Southeast Asian Art
Collection to institutions where her collection could be displayed and made
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accessible to the general public, with the Asian Art Museum and the Walters Art
Museum receiving the first of these gifts.
The late Dr Henry Ginsburg, former Curator of Thai, Lao and Cambodian Collections
at the British Library, helped to negotiate the distribution of selected items to
institutions in the UK. At the time, he commented: “Along with a number of Thai and
Burmese manuscripts, the Library’s acquisitions include a group of elaborately
decorated manuscript cabinets dating from the 18th and 19th century. Such cabinets
were not previously represented in any British collections; the generosity of the Doris
Duke Charitable Foundation now means the British Library has the finest examples
in the country, together with those donated to the British Museum and Victoria and
Albert Museum.”
Henry Ginsburg - collector and curator for the British Library
Henry David Ginsburg (1940-2007), who was the first Curator of the Thai, Lao and
Cambodian collections at the British Library, started work at the British Museum
Library in 1967 as a Special Assistant while he was still studying for his PhD degree
at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. He obtained his doctoral
degree in Thai literature in 1971. Ginsburg dedicated his entire professional life to
research on Southeast Asian arts and cultures, but passed away in 2007 without
finishing his last two research projects, on Thai banner paintings and the
Chakrabongse Archive of royal letters held at the British Library. He left behind a
significant collection of Thai art, manuscripts and books which he had collected over
forty years through personal and professional contacts. During the time as curator at
the British Library he had befriended members of the Thai royal family, as well as
scholars, private collectors, and colleagues from a variety of institutions all over the
world. As a curator Ginsburg was well-known for his specialism in Thai manuscripts
and manuscript painting, but his interests and expertise were far broader than this.
Henry Ginsburg was born in 1940 in New York as a son of prominent traders of
Jewish-Russian descent who dealt in antique furniture, decorative art and
accessories, and textiles. Having grown up in a family that admired the arts and
dedicated much of their time to collecting and researching antiquities, he studied
Russian and French at Columbia University and began to travel during this time. His
first Asian experience was a trip to India in 1963, where he acquired a taste for
cultural research. One year later he joined the American Peace Corps in Thailand to
teach English in Chachoengsao, an experience which thence set the course of his
future life. From this time on Henry Ginsburg started to live on three different
continents (Europe, North America and Asia) and his part-time contract with the
British Library from 1973 onward allowed him to pursue his own research and travel
interests all over the world. In his role as Curator for Thai, Lao and Cambodian
collections at the British Library he systematically built up and catalogued the
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collection of manuscripts and printed books – mainly from Thailand - which in the
past had been rather small compared to other Asian collections at the library. He
also acted for other museums in London and the UK in advising and purchasing
items for their collections.

Henry Ginsburg with Her Royal Highness Princess Sirindhorn, viewing illustrated
manuscripts from Thailand at the British Library in 1991. British Library,
Photo.1213(3)
Ginsburg was the author of the book Thai Manuscript Painting (1989), a subject on
which he was the world's leading authority at the time. In 1996 he curated an
exhibition in Bangkok of historical Thai manuscripts from Western collections to mark
the Golden Jubilee Anniversary of King Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand. The
exhibition was opened by Queen Elizabeth II on her state visit to Thailand. As a
result of the exhibition he wrote the book Thai Art and Culture: Historic Manuscripts
from Western Collections (2000) which went beyond the study of illustrated Thai
manuscripts held at the British Library, and included Thai manuscripts in other
Western collections as well as historical documents and Western manuscripts
illustrating the history of relationships between Thailand and the UK.
Henry Ginsburg had a particularly strong interest in Thai illustrated manuscripts and
his research activities focused on this subject, resulting in nearly twenty publications.
Thanks to his interest in Thai manuscript painting the library’s Thai manuscripts
collection is particularly rich in illustrated folding books from the 18th and 19th
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centuries. The majority of illustrated folding books were acquired during Henry
Ginsburg’s time as curator, but after his retirement in 2002 he continued to volunteer
at the British Library and helped to negotiate the acquisition of illustrated or
decorated manuscripts. A small number of illustrated and/or finely decorated palm
leaf manuscripts and three Kammavācā manuscripts entered the Thai collection
during Ginsburg’s time as curator.
Conclusion
Looking at the history of collecting Southeast Asian Buddhist manuscripts in the UK
a significant shift from the pre-19th-century tradition of collecting art for its financial or
material value, often as a form of life-insurance of the wealthy and aristocracy,
towards collecting with a genuine interest in Buddhist art, or Asian art in general, and
the drive to find out more about Southeast Asian artistic traditions and their religious
and social contexts. The example of Kammavācā manuscripts shows that during the
19th and early 20th centuries a passion of collecting developed, which was based on
curiosity and genuine appreciation of non-Western art and manuscripts. One factor
that may have played an important role in this shift was the fact that the 19 th and
20th-century collectors examined in this article were able to travel to Burma and
Thailand and had real-life experiences in these Buddhist cultures which resulted in a
passion for and appreciation of these cultures and artistic traditions.
Research about manuscripts, their history and artistic background was initially very
much driven by the personal interest of collectors who prepared hand-lists or
catalogues with more or less detailed information. These hand-lists were a useful
basis for the acquisition of manuscripts by museums and libraries, since it was more
likely that a manuscript or a collection of manuscripts or objects was accepted for
acquisition when a hand-list or some form of object description existed.
Subsequently, hand-lists prepared by collectors like Marryat and Duke (who
employed a curator for this purpose) helped the development of standardised
cataloguing methods and systems – not because they were extra-ordinary or perfect
in any way, but because their shortcomings showed which data should be present in
a catalogue. In this process curator-researchers like Ginsburg who had language
skills and an extensive knowledge in their field of specialisation played a particularly
important role. Curators of special collections were often initiators of academic
research, like for example Henry Ginsburg who not only encouraged scholars to
investigate Southeast Asian manuscripts, but who took a leading role researching
and publishing on Thai manuscripts and Buddhist art in Thailand.
The examples of Marryat and Duke highlight some problems connected with private
collections. Only a small part of Marryat’s collection was accepted into the British
Museum because the museum’s trustees had a dislike of Marryat’s ambitions. Some
years later, with some desperation to prevent Marryat’s Kammavācā manuscripts
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being bought at auction by a German bidder and leaving the country, the British
Museum’s Keeper of Manuscripts, Sir Frederick Madden, purchased the
manuscripts for £3 each (Herbert, 1989, p. 62). Most of the other objects in Marryat’s
collection of Burmese art disappeared from the public eye and seem to be
untraceable. This is a great loss for academic research on Burmese art.
Doris Duke’s love and passion for Southeast Asian art unfortunately did not prevent
the destruction by fire and damage by water of numerous items in her collection. Not
only safe and secure storage facilities, but also realistic risk assessment are crucial
for the preservation of cultural heritage. The decision of the Doris Duke Charitable
Foundation to donate the manuscripts and other objects from her collection to
renown public institutions to keep them safe and to make them publicly accessible –
a wish that Duke herself pursued throughout her lifetime – was perfectly
appropriate.
Academic research about Southeast Asian Kammavācā manuscripts is very much
based on items held in library and museum collections, although it can be assumed
that a larger number of this particular type of manuscript are kept in private
collections and traded between private collectors worldwide. Research can only
happen when the object of research is accessible. The accessibility of library
collections for the purpose of research, as well as the initiatives of libraries to display
their collections publicly onsite and increasingly online by way of digitisation are
crucial for the enhancement and improvement of research on Kammavācā
manuscripts and manuscripts in general.
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The Making of Shan Manuscripts: Ritual, Art and Knowledge
Jotika Khur-Yearn, School of Oriental and African Studies Library, London
Introduction
The tradition of making manuscripts had been the main method of transmitting and
preserving knowledge in the Shan communities for centuries and it had been the
case until as late as the 1960s when modern printed books gradually started taking
over the centuries-old tradition. Also, there are beliefs and rituals related to death
that play some significant roles in the commissioning of Shan Buddhist manuscripts.
The contents of Shan manuscripts cover a variety of subjects, including both epic
and religious literatures such as heroic and romantic stories, astrology, charm60
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making, protection, generosity or merit-making, morality and meditation. Although the
making of manuscripts has been rapidly declining in recent years, it still continues in
some parts of Shan communities today.
This paper discusses a wide range of topics on Shan manuscript culture, beginning
with historical background and the Shan literary tradition, followed by Shan beliefs
and rituals related to the commissioning of manuscripts. It then explores the art of
Shan manuscripts, many of which were decorated with gilded covers. The two final
sections of this paper discuss some characteristics of Shan manuscripts and recent
movements towards the preservation of old and rare Shan manuscripts.
Historical Accounts of Shan Scripts and Early Shan Literature
The Shan people, who call themselves Tai, mainly inhabit the Shan State of the
Union of Myanmar and have a long history of civilization with rich cultural, artistic and
literary traditions. Broadly speaking, the term Tai as an ethnic identity covers a
number of ethnic groups including Thai and Lao who share the same root of their
spoken languages known as the Tai-Kadai language family. The focus of this paper,
however, is on the Tai people who are better known worldwide as Shan and who use
a unique Tai writing system with just nineteen alphabets. Nevertheless, the
longstanding Shan literary tradition has consequently resulted in large collections of
manuscripts, which can still be found all over the places in Shan communities,
namely in Buddhist temples as well as in people’s houses. Nowadays Shan
manuscripts can also be found in galleries, museums and special collections at
research libraries around the world.
One problem concerning the Shan manuscript and Shan literary tradition is that it is
unclear when and where they originated. There are a number of researchers who
have touched on the history of Shan script and literature. These researchers include
N. Brown (1837), J. N. Cushing (1887), Leslie Milne (1910), Cochrane (1915), B. J.
Terwiel (2003), Kam Mong (2004) and Christian Daniels (2012), who share some
similar and different opinions among them. For instance, Brown (1837, pp. 17-21) is
of the opinion that the Shan, including the Khamti and the Ahoms, have adopted the
Burmese alphabet for their writing system. However, Milne (1910, p. 27), who
interviewed a Shan writer during her fieldwork in the early 20 th century Shan States,
recorded in her famous book, Shans at home, that “according to the conviction of the
writer, the chief source of Shan Buddhism, even at Tali, was from the Talaings (Mon)
and Cambodians, adopted together with their alphabet and early literature”.
Cochrane (1915, p. 112), another early Western scholar on Shan, assumed that “the
probability that a large number of Shans, over a wide area, had adopted Buddhism,
and with it an alphabet, before the beginning of the tenth century must be admitted.
The Buddhist religion and a Buddhist literature advanced hand in hand. The
literature was the vehicle in which the religion was carried”.
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A collection of Shan manuscripts at Wat Tiyasathan in Mae Taeng District,
Chiang Mai, Northern Thailand.

Recently, B. J. Terweil and Chaichuen Khamdaengyodtai, joint authors of the
catalogue of Shan Manuscripts, are of the opinion that the Ahom Shans had brought
their writing scripts with them when they migrated to the place now in Assam in the
early part of the 13th century (Terwiel 2003, p.13). In fact, the Ahom Shans have a
famous chronicle, Ahom Buranji, the written records of their histories dating back to
the beginning of their settlement in the regions now covering the areas of Assam and
Arunachal Pradesh in the northeast of India. Sai Kam Mong, author of The history
and development of the Shan scripts, discussed extensively how the Shan scripts
have been developed in several phases of modification. However, most of the
surviving Shan manuscripts he used for illumination of his discussion were dated
only to the 19th century CE (Kam Mong 2004, pp. 83-133).
More recently, Christian Daniels, historian in northern mainland Southeast Asia and
southern China, discusses his findings of early Tay (Tai) scripts written during the
Ming dynasty in 1407 CE. The script was written in a scroll, which contains five
languages, namely Chinese, Chaghatai Mongolian, Tai (Tay), Tibetan and Uyghur
Mongolian (Daniels 2012, p. 155). Prior to this, H. E. Richardson, a scholar in
Tibetan history, who also carried out an extensive study on this same scroll,
identified the five languages as Chinese, Tibetan, Arabic, Mongol, and Uighur
(Richardson 1958, p. 148), mistakenly identifying the Tai script with Uighur script if
we trusted Daniels’ finding. The only setback if we should say with Daniels’ paper is
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that he has not included any photo image of the scroll to illustrate his article, in
contrast to H. E. Richardson who added photos of the scroll for his article published
in 1958. Despite some digital copies of the scroll now being available online, the Tai
scripts in there are not clear enough to be legible. Nevertheless, the evidence of
Shan texts in this scroll would tell us that Shan or Tai language together with its
writing culture was regarded by the Chinese Ming empires as one of most important
official languages in the region by the turn of the 15th century CE.
Nevertheless, we have more detailed and clearer historical records on the Shan
literary tradition from the 16th century onwards. One clear evidence is that we have a
well-known Shan poet, Sao Dhammadinna, who had lived a long life, from the midst
16th to the midst 17th century CE, aged 99 when he died. Some of his poetical works
such as Sutta Nibbana and Sutta Mawn Tham had great influence on the
commissioning of Shan Buddhist manuscript literature as shall be discussed later.
Then, we found more well-known Shan authors from the 18th century onwards as
their biographical data were collected by Lung Khun Maha and published as a book,
entitled Puen Khu Maw Lik Tai 6 Sao [‘Biographies of 6 Shan Scholars’] in 1970
(reprinted 1996). The six scholars are: Sao Dhammadinna, Sao Kangsur, Sao Kawli,
Sao Nang Khamku, Sao Amat Long and Sao Nawkham. A short version of the
biographies of the six Shan authors in English can be found in Terwiel’s Shan
Manuscripts, Part I (Terwiel 2003, pp. 14-17). Khur-Yearn has written a longer
version of the biography of Sao Amat Long mainly based on Khun Maha’s work
(above) as well as factual information mentioned by Sao Amat Long himself in his
own works such as his commentarial work on the Mahāsatipatthāna Sutta, which
was translated into English by Khur-Yearn as a major part of his PhD thesis (KhurYearn 2012, pp. 90-98). In his second edition of the book, published in 1986, Khun
Maha added three more Shan authors and published the work under the revised title
Puen Khu Maw Lik Tai 9 Sao [‘Biographies of 9 Shan Scholars’]. Prior to Khun
Maha’s work, there seemed to be no such kind of a work on the biographies of Shan
authors. It is also worth noting that Khun Maha has compiled the biographies of the
most well-known Shan authors only, as Shan manuscripts at different collections
bear evidence that there are great numbers of Shan authors, who are not mentioned
in Khun Maha’s book.
In addition to some historical accounts above, there are Shan rituals and cultural
practices that played a significant role in promoting the tradition of making
manuscripts, as they are thought to date back to the early history or pre-recorded
history of Southeast Asia. These cultural and ritual practices include spiritual healing,
charm-making and tattooing customs in which the use of manuscripts is often
involved. As shall be seen later, these old traditions and ritual practices have great
influence on the business of making papers and manuscript books, which can be
found among local products in the Shan markets.
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Shan Beliefs and Rituals: the Vehicles for Commissioning of Manuscripts
As with other communities, the Tai or Shan people have different types of rituals and
traditions of practices, many of which have been the driving forces for the culture of
commissioning of manuscripts.
One of such popular Shan Buddhist beliefs and practices is that when a family
member died, the remaining members of the family requested a scribe/copyist to
produce a new text or a new copy of their favourite text for such an occasion and
donated it to the temple at the memorial service. And, it is also a tradition that even
after the text has already been donated to the temple, the donor is allowed to take it
back and keep it as a sacred treasure in their home. Hence, some old and big
families have a great number of manuscripts because a manuscript text was
produced each time a member of the family had passed away. More details of this
Shan tradition of Buddhist merit-making for a deceased person are discussed in
Cochrane (1915, p. 160), Khur-Yearn (2012, p. 32) and Crosby (2014, p. 78). The
tradition still continues to this day although some parts of the tradition have been
changed or adjusted to the current situation. For example, acquiring a manuscript
becomes more difficult and expensive compared with printed books, which can be
easily bought in bookshops, most Shan people tend to buy ready-made printed
books for the occasion nowadays. Nevertheless, both the production of Shan papers
and the making of Shan manuscript texts still exist. While the Shan papers have
been useful for multiple purposes such as wrapping and decoration at religious or
cultural events, as has always been the case, the making of new Shan manuscripts
has become a product only for certain events or very special occasions. A new
manuscript such as this can be seen in the library of the Shan State Buddhist
University (SSBU), which was founded in 2016 and a new Shan manuscript was
made and donated by a group of devotees to this newly built academic institution.

Image of a new manuscript donated to the newly built Shan State Buddhist University.
Photo by Jotika Khur-Yearn, January 2018.
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In addition to the Buddhist tradition of merit making for a deceased person, there are
other Shan Buddhist rituals, which also had great influence on manuscript cultures.
These rituals and religious activities include occasional events such as ordination
ceremonies, anniversary of a temple or honorary events. The hosts or sponsors of
such events would request poets to compose metrical texts, known as lik awpa or
the text for the appraisal of the event. For such a text, Shan poets in the old days
would use the local handmade sar or mulberry papers as the source of materials
either in folded or scrolled formats, which are the traditional styles of Shan
manuscripts. For example, a popular Shan manuscript entitled, Lik Wak Sang Long
Ha Pa [A text on the ordination ceremony of the five novices], which was composed
by a Shan famous poet, Sao Naw Kham, on the request of the Saopha or the prince
ruler of Mong Kung, a Shan princely state (now in central Shan State), during the
late 19th century. Another example of making manuscript literature for occasional
events is the honorary ceremony of the Shan monks who have finished their higher
studies abroad. I had the opportunity to observe the ceremony in late 2004 (KhurYearn 2012, pp. 26-27). More recently, I had an opportunity to participate in an event
where a young poet recited his epic poetry at the conclusion of the Fifth Lik Loung
Conference held in Panglong in December 2017; the purpose of this is not only to
mark the success of the conference but also to preserve the tradition of lik awpa
texts as well as an inspiration for the new generation to carry the tradition.

The 5th Lik Loung Conference, Panglong, Shan State, Myanmar, December 2017.
Photograph by Jotika Khur-Yearn.
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Moreover, there are other ritual practices such as healing, charm-making and
tattooing customs in which manuscripts are created and used for the events or
produced as manuals for ritual practices. Of them, the rituals for healing, charmmaking or protection have been popular customs among the Shans (Terwiel 2003, p.
32 and Conway 2014). Due to their high demand in the communities, there are
innumerable professionals providing services for the ritual performances for such
purposes. These professionals are usually known as “sra” which can be translated
as ‘teacher’ or ‘master’ and they are highly respected in the communities. A
significant character of these professionals in connection with manuscripts is that
they have their own manuals or handbooks, pap kyam which can be translated as
“treatise” or “manual”, containing methods and formulas for the process of
performing rituals. These manuals were usually written on native sar papers. Some
young professionals may have inherited such notebooks from their predecessor or
older members of their families, but for others, who do not have such luxury, would
have to make their own new handbooks by copying them from their teachers’ books.
Many of such works are now preserved in the manuscript collections of research
libraries around the world.

An example of Shan manuscript on spiritual healing and empowerment from the
Special Collections of the Bodleian Library, Oxford University.
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For instance, the Bodleian Library of the Oxford University has holdings of a good
number of Shan manuscripts on subjects such as spiritual healing, charm-making
and protection with illustrations of magical charts and instructive cabbalistic
drawings. (I came across these manuscripts while undertaking the work of
cataloguing some uncatalogued manuscripts there for the Revealing Hidden
Collections Project).
Features of Shan Manuscripts: Materials and Design
As mentioned at the beginning of this article, the use of manuscripts or handwritten
texts had been the main method of transmitting knowledge among the Shans for
many centuries and it had been the case until as late as the 1960s. Despite the fact
that modern industries of publication have rapidly changed, from printing books on
paper to online e-books, for example, many works of classical Shan poetic literature
are still preserved in the old manuscripts. Here, I would like to discuss some
significant features, styles and formats of the Shan manuscripts.
Among the different sources of materials for writing, the native paper made from the
bark of sar, a type of mulberry tree, is the most common material for making Shan
manuscripts. The Shans also used their handmade pens and ink. More details of
Shan traditional ways of making manuscripts are discussed by Koretsky (1991),
Terwiel (2003) and Khur-Yearn (2009). Koretsky has done extensive fieldwork on
papermaking by hand at various places in Burma and northern Thailand in the
1980s. They also recorded different methods and purposes of papermaking among
the Burmans and the Shans. Remarkably they recorded that the mulberry papers in
the markets of big cities in Burma were simply known as “Shan Paper” (Koretsky,
1991, p. 82), which indicates the popularity of the Shan papers in the country.
Terwiel and Chaichuen (2003, p. 20) also described both the papermaking process
as well as the art of making decorated manuscripts. In addition to the traditional
paper, Khur-Yearn (2009, p. 86) also discussed that the Shan historically used a
handmade pen, kam kut, which was made from a fern plant, and handmade ink
which was made from soot mixed with animal bile which produces black and sticky
ink.
Although the Shans have a long tradition of paper-making and the use of writing
tools, it is not yet known when they started the business. It is possible that the Shan
handmade papers can be traced back to the time of the invention of papermaking
techniques in China which is believed to have taken place over two thousand years
ago (Carter 1925, p. 3), but there has been very little study on the tradition of
papermaking in the Shan regions, let alone a comparative study with the
papermaking in China or other regions. With the evidence of Shan scripts in the
1407 Chinese scroll and the biographical data of the 16th-century Shan author, Sao
Dhammadinna and his works, both mentioned above, we can say for certain that the
traditions of writing and making manuscripts among the Shan or Tai communities are
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at least 700 years old. As the year 1407 suggests a date of an established Shan
culture of writing, we should have no doubt that the history of writing as well as
making manuscripts among the Shans goes back to a time long before that date.
Because of their long-standing history with unique features and styles, the Shan
manuscripts can be easily identified. Typically there are two major formats of Shan
manuscript: 1) scrolled manuscript, known as pap ken, and 2) folded manuscript,
pap tūp (Terwiel, 2003, p. 21). Of the two formats of Shan manuscripts, the rolled
manuscript seems to be more authentic and an older form of Shan manuscripts,
because most old Shan manuscripts are found in the scrolled format. However, it is
perhaps the folded form of manuscript that makes the Shan manuscripts more
characteristic, unique and recognisable as Shan works. Apparently one distinctive
feature of folded Shan manuscripts is that they often have gilded covers, decorated
with floral ornaments, mirror glass and precious gems.
Jana Igunma (2016 online), Henry Ginsburg Curator of Thai, Lao and Cambodian
collections at the British Library, describes the appearance of a Shan manuscript as
‘A bar of pure gold’, obviously expressing her impression of a Shan manuscript with
gilded covers. In fact, there are quite a few of such beautiful Shan manuscripts in the
British Library collections, and I had the chance to take some pictures of them in
2014 with a special arrangement made by Jana Igunma as part of the preparation for
my exhibition of Shan manuscripts in the SOAS Library, University of London during
the months of November and December that year.
It is worth noting that the shapes, designs and decorative elements of the
manuscripts - though they may have been influenced by Burmese or Indian art works
- can be easily noticed and recognised as Shan pieces. However, there are
challenging issues concerning the Shan manuscript culture such as the dating and
early history of the Shan manuscripts, let alone the history of the invention of the
Shan script and writing system. One problem is that, while some Shan authors
clearly stated the dates of their works, many of them, especially the older ones, are
undated. Also in many cases, old manuscripts are damaged or in poor condition and
the pages that contain dating information, usually the colophons or the last page of
the text, have been damaged or lost. Hence, for such manuscript fragments other
alternative methods of finding the dates, such as scientific radiocarbon dating and/or
comparative studies of the texts, the scripts of the texts and the source of materials
for making the manuscripts, are possible methods for the estimation of the date or
age of these manuscripts.
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A folded Shan manuscript containing a sermon on the Abhidhamma held at the British
Library. Photo taken in 2014, with thanks to Jana Igunma, British Library

Characteristics of Shan Manuscript Literature
The Shan manuscript literature has some distinct and complex characteristics. In this
section, we will look at the custom of writing colophons, styles of writing the main text
including genre and rhyming systems, and variety of subjects found in the classical
Shan manuscript literature.
A notable character or style of Shan manuscript literature is that many of them,
especially the Buddhist religious texts, have the colophon sections. The colophon or
creation data can be found in three places within a Shan Buddhist manuscript: 1) at
the beginning of the manuscript, 2) in the introduction of the manuscript, usually
known as “the section of praising the sponsor” of the manuscript, and 3) in the
conclusion of the manuscript. This ‘three-types colophons’ format is the standardised
format of writing colophons in the Shan Buddhist manuscript literature.
First, the colophon at the beginning of the manuscript usually contains the names of
the donor of the current copy of the manuscript and it also often contains the name
of place, e.g. village, where the donor lived as well as the reason for donating the
manuscript. This type of colophon rarely contains information about the date or the
author of the manuscript.
Second, the colophon in the introduction section usually contains the information
about the original version of the text including the names of the sponsors, who first
requested the author to write the text. This type of colophon is known as the ‘sponsor
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section’ (khan waak sao dana or khan khyi yaw), which is usually written after the
‘homage’ section and before the main text. Usually details of the original sponsors
such as the names of their relatives and names of their villages and surrounding
areas are extensively described in a poetic way of writing. This section is therefore
very informative, with the exception that only a few authors included information
about themselves clearly, some authors described themselves in a hidden way of
writing while some other authors did not mention anything about themselves at all.
Third, the colophon section at the end of the text is very similar to the second
colophon section but it is a shorter version, which is part of the conclusion of the text.
In addition to the ‘three-types colophon’ sections, there is also a short description of
the date of the completion of the text right at the end of the manuscript. This is the
standardised format for most of the Shan Buddhist literary works.
There are non-standard manuscripts with non-standardised colophons and these
include manuscripts on rituals for charm-making, healing or protection. For such
manuscripts, it is a great challenge to find information about the authors and dates of
those manuscripts. Perhaps it is possible to estimate the date of such a manuscript
by doing comparative studies on the scripts of the text, or with the radiocarbon dating
method or other sophisticated methods and tools for dating antique materials.
Another interesting aspect of Shan manuscript literature is that many of them were
written in the poetic narrative styles, with a variety of genres and rhyming systems.
They were written in an entertaining style, as they were composed for reading out
loud to oneself (almost like singing without accompaniment by an instrument) or to
family members or friends at home, or a certain type of literature could be read to the
audience at ritual events, such as new house blessing ceremonies, memorial
services or other religious festivals in which a new manuscript or a new copy of an
existing text is usually produced and recited. For instance, J. N. Cushing, author of
the first Shan-English Dictionary (1881) and Grammar of the Shan Language (1887)
among a number of his works on Shan, describes the Shan language as favourite to
poetical composition by modulation of its tone as he also pointed out the complex
nature of Shan literature written in different types of metrical styles (Cushing 1887,
pp. 88-89). And, Leslie Milne, a British anthropologist, who carried out extensive
research on social traditions and customs in the British colonial Shan states in the
1900s, described the Shan customs in connection with manuscript literature in her
famous book, Shans at Home (1910). She wrote, “Many Shans read their scriptures
with manifest sincerity and delight. In their homes, in rest-houses, in monasteries, or
gathered around an open fire, Shans may be seen listening with reverence to the
rising and falling cadence, as their reader chants a birth story of their Lord Gautama,
or of the beauty and bliss of Nirvana.” (Milne 1910, p. 214).
The Shan term for classical poetic literature is called ‘langka’ which is probably
derived from the Sanskrit or Pali word ‘alaṅkāra’, literally meaning ‘decoration’ or
‘ornamentation.’ It also means ‘poetics’ as found for example in the title of the 12thcentury work Subodhālaṅkāra by Sāriputta, which is a book of rules for poetic
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writing, written under the influence of Sanskrit alaṅkāraśāstra. Hence, ‘langka’
indicates ‘decorated/ornamented writing’ or ‘writing that is decorated in a poetic
style.’ The composer or reciter of poetic texts is usually called zare, which literally
means ‘clerk,’ but refers to a poet or poetry reader in this context.
Basically there are two categories of Shan poetical langka literature: Langka Awn
(small or minor poetry) and Langka Loung (great poetry). Langka Awn literature is
usually a type of secular or non-religious works such as love stories, folklore and
history. The Langka Awn literature is popular among young adults, as almost all of
Lanka Awn texts are on love, heroic, romantic or tragic stories. Some of such stories
are often based on local legends or myths. Langka Loung literature is mainly used
for religious texts and other formal documents such as history, astrology, and
customary law.
Both Langka Loung and Langka Awn literatures cover a variety of subjects. One of
the most popular genre of Shan classic literature is the narrative text. Narrative texts
in Shan manuscript literature can be divided into three categories: 1) Buddhist
canonical Jataka stories, 2) Non-canonical Buddhist stories, and 3) folk stories. Most
narrative texts can be easily identified by the name of the main character in the story.
Also some texts contain certain terms such as “Alaung” or ‘Bodhisattva or Buddhato-be’ (Burmese loanword) or “Nang” or ‘Miss or Lady’ at the beginning of the titles of
the texts, clearly indicating that they are narrative literature. For instance, in Lung
Khun Maha’s list of over 180 works written by Sao Kang Sur, who lived between
1787 and 1881, there are 39 titles with the term “Alaung” and 26 titles with the term
“Nang” that begin with the titles. Here are a few titles, for example: Alaung yue lao
[The Bodhisattva who shoots the star], Alaung ma yuei [The Dog Bodhisattva with
Messy Hairs], Alaung khai maw [The Bodhisattva who sells pots], Nang khu nang
ngoung [The Lady with a Long Nose], Nang kin bu [The Lady who Eats Crabs] and
Nang haw leik [The Princess at the Iron Palace] (Khun Maha, 1996, pp. 68-71). It is
worth noting that all the mentioned titles are possibly semi-religious stories or local
Jataka stories rather than canonical based Buddhist stories. Such semi-religious
stories are popular and attractive for young and old members of the audience
because they were composed in a more entertaining style while the content of the
stories also contains teachings on moral behaviour, indirectly urging people to
behave well and do good deeds for the benefit of society.
Other popular Buddhist texts in Shan manuscript literature include topics such as
generosity, morality and meditation. Shan manuscript texts on generosity bear the
titles such as Dana Bheda Kyam [An Analysis of the Treatise on Giving], Danakatha
Vatthu [A Talk and Story about Giving], Dana Sakse [The Evidence of Giving], etc.
Texts on morality include Nibban Swe Lan Sila Khan [Morality as the Way to
Nibbana], Vene Nga Kyam [The Five Collections of the Rules], etc. Texts on
meditation have the titles such as Anicca Sapho [The Nature of Impermanence],
Asubhabhavana Tra [The Teaching on Mental Development on the
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Inappropriateness], Buddhanussati [Reflection on the Qualities of the Buddha],
Kammathan Dipani Kyam [A Commentary on Meditation Practice], Khandhapura
[The City of the Aggregates], Patipattippakasani [A Commentary on the Practice of
Meditation], and Vipassana Nyan Zen Sip Pa [Ten Steps of Insight Meditation]. The
titles mentioned here are just a few examples to indicate the richness of meditation
texts as found in classical Shan manuscript literature.
Moreover, the profound teaching (Abhidhamma) is also seen as a popular subject in
Shan manuscript literature. This is approved by the titles with the word
“Abhidhamma” and here are a few titles that include the word “Abhidhamma” as for
example: Abhidhamma Kathavatthu [A Talk and a Story about Abhidhamma],
Abhidhamma Khunit Cet Kyam [The Seven Treatises of the Profound Teaching],
Abhidhamma Pathan [The Profound Teaching on Dependant Origination],
Abhidhamma Kyam Pawng Vatthu [The Story on All the Treatises of the Profound
Teaching] and Pit Ce Sao-See [The Twenty-Four Causes and Effects]. Most of these
Shan versions of Buddhist Abhidhamma texts were written in the late 19th and early
20th centuries CE, indicating the popularity of the Buddhist Abhidhamma texts in the
tradition of classical Shan manuscript literature at the time.
In addition, there are other popular subjects, which are often regarded as animist or
non-religious even though many Buddhist Pali words and phrases are incorporated
into the texts. These include the formula for ritual practices, such as charm-making,
healing, protection and other magical works. Remarkably, such Shan manuscripts on
magical works contain distinctive pictures and diagrams together with the texts in the
manuscripts. For instance, Shan manuscripts from the holdings of the Bodleian
Libraries in Oxford are mostly on – but not limited to – such subjects as astrology,
tattooing, charm-making, protection and healing, containing illustrative works of art.
Not surprisingly the huge collection of Shan magical art works at the Bodleian
Libraries were first acquired by an art collector, who later donated them to the library.
These large collections of ritual texts clearly suggest the popularity of traditional
beliefs and related practices as well as the creation and use of manuscripts in the
Shan communities in the past.
The Preservation and Promotion of Shan Manuscript Literature
Although the focus of this article is on the making of Shan manuscripts, it would be
incomplete or unwise without mentioning the recent movements towards the
preservation and promotion of old Shan manuscripts. For, in recent years there have
been numerous initiatives and calls for urgent works on the preservation of Shan
manuscripts rather than making them.
The idea of preserving or promoting the gems of Shan manuscript literature, though
priority may not be given to the physical manuscripts themselves, has been in the
minds of Shan scholars for some time. It is dating back to the 1960s when modern
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book forms and the new system of Shan writing began taking over the old traditions
– the old Shan writing system and the long tradition of making manuscripts as the
main vehicle of carrying knowledge among the Shans. A good example is the
transformation of old Shan poetical literature known as “Lik Lanka Loung” (The Great
Poetical Literature) or simply “Lik Loung” (The Great Writing) into modern book form
mostly by the two Shan printing presses, namely the Shan Pitak Press and the Wong
Wan Press, both based in Taunggyi, the capital of the Shan State. Another example
for the promotion of classic Shan poetical literature are Lung Khun Maha’s works
during the late 1960s, discussed earlier in this article, on collecting biographical data
of well-known Shan authors and also compiling lists of their works. Moreover, an
annual event called “Poi Yuk Yawng Sao Khu Maw” (Ceremony of Honouring
Scholars) was also created and it is usually held during the 12 th month of the Shan
calendar (usually November in Western calendar), the month in which many wellknown Shan authors were born. The annual event continues to this day. It is obvious
that the three movements are more concerned with the promotion and
transformation of the texts in the manuscripts rather than the manuscripts
themselves.
Concerns regarding the preservation of the old Shan manuscripts seemed to come
to light only from the mid-1990s when the forced relocation of Shan villages took
place under the martial order of the Burmese Army in its severe attempt of uprooting
the Shan State Army. Consequently many old Shan manuscripts were burned or lost
as they were left behind when thousands of Shan villagers abandoned their houses
and fled to Thailand. Some surviving Shan manuscripts ended up in the street
markets along the Thai-Burmese borderlands, attracting the interest of tourists and
antique dealers. These seemed to have alerted some Shan temple abbots in Chiang
Mai and Maehongson to take steps towards the preservation of old Shan
manuscripts in their temple collections, for example, making lists of them and keep
them in locked cabinets in their temple libraries or museums.
Western collectors have also appeared during this period with the purpose of
preserving the old Shan manuscripts. A good example is the Fragile Palm Leaves
Foundation in Bangkok which has collected over three hundred Shan manuscripts,
most of which were acquired at border markets. Other notable collections of Shan
manuscripts outside the Shan communities are found at top research libraries in the
UK and Germany. In fact, the history of Shan manuscript collections in the UK dates
back to the time of British colonial rule over the Shan states in the late 19th century
and the largest collection of these old Shan manuscripts are in the Scott Collections
at the Cambridge University Library (Khur-Yearn 2008, online), although a large
number of them also arrived in the UK again in the 1990s.
Recently the Revealing Hidden Collections project, which is based at the Bodleian
Library of the Oxford University, has undertaken cataloguing of the major collections
of Shan manuscripts in the UK and some temple collections in Northern Thailand
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and Shan State (for a report of the project, see Skilton 2012, online). The project has
also established links with the Shan Buddhism at the Borderlands project (2009-10),
and more detail of the project can be found in the articles co-authored by Khur-Yearn
/ Crosby (2009) and Crosby / Khur-Yearn (2010) as in the reference section of this
paper. As for the collections of Shan manuscripts in Germany, they are well
documented and catalogued by Professor B. J. Terwiel and his assistant, Sai Chuen
Khamdaengyodtai (2003) as also mentioned earlier in this article.
A more recent project for the promotion and preservation of Shan manuscripts is the
Lik Loung Conference, which was first held in 2013. The conference was founded by
a leading Shan scholar monk, Venerable Dr Khammai Dhammasami (abbot of the
Oxford Buddha Vihara, UK), who is highly respected in Shan communities and other
Buddhist communities, especially the Thai and Burmese Buddhists. Hence the
conference has been very popular and gained enormous support from all levels of
the Shan communities. The conference was held in the last consecutive years at the
9th Mile Shan Monastery in Yangon (2013), Wat Holoi, Laikha (2014), Wat Kang
Mong, Lashio (2015), Jin Taw Yan Buddhist Temple, Mandalay (2016) and Wat
Pitakat and Wat Mwe Daw, Panglong (2017), and the number of speakers and
attendants of the conference have increased every year – with over 300 participants
in 2013, 600 in 2014 and 1600 in 2015. The sixth event of the conference has
already been announced and it will take place in Pyin Oo Lwin, formerly known as
May Myo.

Shan Manuscript cataloguing workshop during the first Lik Loung (Shan Manuscript)
Conference held in Yangon, Myanmar, December 2013.
Photo credit: Lik Loung Conference's Media Team.
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Ven. Khammai Dhammasami (standing) during his academic writing workshop at the 2nd Lik
Loung Conference held in his hometown Laikha, Shan State in December 2014.
Photo credit: Lik Loung Conference's Media Team.

Overall, recent and current movements for the preservation and promotion of Shan
manuscript literature as highlighted above are indicative of the importance and high
value of Shan manuscripts and the urgency of works required for the protection and
preservation of the manuscripts.
Conclusion
The tradition of making and the use of manuscripts for multiple purposes, as
highlighted in this paper, has been popular in the Shan communities for centuries.
Although the origin of Shan manuscripts is not fully known, most scholars on the
subject tend to agree that the Shan or Tai script and writing system including the
making of local made sar par became widely popular among the Shan or Tai
language speaking ethnic group in the 13th century.
As discussed by Daniels (2012), the Shan script was among the four foreign
languages used along with the Chinese language in the 1407 Ming scroll now kept in
the Tibetan Museum, highlighting that the use of Shan language together with its
writing was one of the most important four foreign languages recognized by the
Chinese Ming Empire. Since the 16th century CE, the Shan authors and their works
of classical poetic literature have increased in great number. They even created a
Buddhist tradition and belief of making merit, which have become the major force for
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the commissioning of manuscript books as seen in the ritual of making merit on
behalf of the deceased persons in a family.
From the point of view of art or material culture, the manuscript materials including
the papers, pens and inks were all locally made and have significant distinctive
features and styles, and are easily recognizable as Shan masterpieces. On the other
hand, the contents of texts in Shan manuscripts cover a variety of subjects starting
from astrology, charm-making, healing, protection, folk stories, legends, local
histories and religious texts as discussed with examples in the final part of this
paper.
To sum up, Shan manuscripts are of great treasures and invaluable resources of
information for various areas of studies, especially in the academic environments of
Buddhism and Southeast Asia in general and Shan or Tai studies in particular. It is a
great opportunity for researchers from various fields to carry out new research
projects on Shan manuscripts or to connect their existing research works with Shan
manuscripts. At the same time, I would like to raise some issues and threats to the
physical collections of Shan manuscripts especially those in the local collections that
have scarcely survived in the war-torn areas of the Shan State. It is not overstated
that while the production of new manuscripts is dying out, the existing collections of
Shan manuscripts, especially the traditional collections in the Shan communities are
in grave danger. I hope that this article will help to raise the awareness of the gems
of Shan manuscripts and the threats that they are facing.
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***

Introductory note to Weatherbee’s ‘Inventory’
Annabel Teh Gallop, British Library, London

The name of Donald E. Weatherbee will be most familiar to scholars of Javanese
from the many descriptions of Javanese manuscripts from the Mackenzie collection
in the India Office Library which are credited to ‘Weatherbee, forthcoming’ in the
catalogue of Indonesian manuscripts in Great Britain (Ricklefs & Voorhoeve 1977).
In the bibliography, this important source is entitled ‘An inventory of the Javanese
paper manuscripts in the Mackenzie Collection, India Office Library, London, with a
note on some additional Raffles MSS’ (Ricklefs & Voorhoeve 1977, p. 201). But
‘Weatherbee, forthcoming’ never forthcame, although an article on ‘Raffles’ sources
for traditional Javanese historiography and the Mackenzie Collections’ was published
soon thereafter (Weatherbee 1978).
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A photocopy of Weatherbee’s original 1972 typescript of the ‘Inventory’ is held
in the British Library (which now includes the India Office Library) as MSS Photo Eur
107, with the typed note at the top, ‘This material will be published in the Bijdragen
tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, mid-1973 or later.’ Although many of the
descriptions in Ricklefs & Voorhoeve (1977) of the Javanese manuscripts from the
Mackenzie collection are reproduced verbatim from Weatherbee, the ‘Inventory’
often contains further information, notably Mackenzie’s own descriptions of the title
and contents from his manuscript listing of 1821 and his annotations on flyleaves, as
well as comments on styles of handwriting and bindings. The introduction to the
‘Inventory’ also explains the formation and ordering of the Mackenzie Collection, and
the derivation of (some of) the present-day shelfmarks from the (arbitrarily assigned)
Keyzer numbers. Thus, despite the partial duplication with information already
published in Ricklefs & Voorhoeve (1977), I felt it would still be of value to make
available the original text of the ‘Inventory’, and Professor Weatherbee has kindly
given permission for it to be published in this special issue of SEALG (pers. comm.,
9 Nov. 2018). The only editorial changes made are the addition to each manuscript
description of the current British Library shelfmark in bold square brackets, and the
insertion of selected illustrations.
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Donald E. Weatherbee
AN INVENTORY OF THE JAVANESE PAPER MANUSCRIPTS IN THE
MACKENZIE COLLECTION, INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY, LONDON, WITH A NOTE
ON SOME ADDITIONAL RAFFLES MSS*
I. The Collection
Of the three major collections of Javanese manuscripts in Great Britain: the Raffles
manuscripts of the Royal Asiatic Society, the Crawfurd manuscripts in the British
Museum, and the Javanese manuscripts collected by Lt. Col. Colin Mackenzie in the
India Office Library; the latter is by far the least known. In part this is because
Mackenzie, unlike Crawfurd and Raffles, left no printed monument to his scholarly
pursuits during the British occupation of Java. Mackenzie’s reputation as an
orientalist rests on the massive collection of historical and linguistic materials he built
in South India (Wilson, 1822). During the British interregnum on Java Mackenzie is
best known for his work as President of Raffles’ commission to investigate land
tenure (Bastin, 1954). In addition he carried out numerous other tasks including
serving as chief engineer at the siege and reduction of Jogjakarta kraton, June, 1812
(Mackenzie, 1813b). Also while on Java, July, 1811 - July, 1813, Mackenzie
collected "materials for a complete view of the geography, statistics, and history
ancient and modern of Java, and the Dutch dependencies in the Eastern islands"
(Mackenzie, l813a). The bulk of these materials are the English and Dutch records
and translations later catalogued by Blagden (Blagden, 1916). In addition to these
items Mackenzie obtained: "One hundred and seventy-one sections rather than
volumes of paper MSS written in the characters of Java and of the Malay; but all in
the Javanese language" (Mackenzie, 1813a). The Javanese manuscripts have not
been catalogued and in contrast to the Raffles manuscripts (Winstedt and
Voorhoeve, 1950) and the Crawfurd manuscripts (Ricklefs, 1969) the contents and
importance of the Javanese manuscripts of the Mackenzie Collection remain virtually
unknown.
When Mackenzie died in Calcutta in 1821, the Javanese manuscripts were
among the books and papers offered for sale to the Government by his wife. The
tender of the "Private Collection"1 was accompanied by a list of the manuscripts
(Bengal Public Consultations, 7 September 1821, No. 30). This list is the only
contemporary record of the collection, for although Mackenzie had earlier noted that
catalogues were being made of the Javanese manuscripts, none can be found. The
1821 inventory is based on notations in English to be found inside the covers or on
the flyleaves of the bound volumes which describe the contents of the manuscripts.
For the indigenous language manuscripts the 1821 list is divided into two parts:
"Malay" books under which there are 33 titles; and "Javanese" books consisting of
66 entries (including two assigned the number 57, for a total of 67). The discrepancy
between Mackenzie’s count of "one hundred and seventy one sections" and the 99
(actually 100) items on the executrix’s list is explained by the fact that after
Mackenzie had returned to India he had unbound sections of manuscripts bound. In
a number of instances more than one text (section) was bound in a single volume.
The so-called "Malay" books are for the most part Javanese written in pégon script.
The Government appointed a committee of two, W. B. Martin and J. Crawford
(John Crawfurd?), to appraise Mackenzie’s literary estate and advise on purchase. It
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was their opinion that: "The Malay books are by far the least valuable, the greater
number being puerile tracts on the Mahomedan religion, and of the whole we only
recommend the purchases of 3 volumes on the history of Java, number in the
catalogue no. 21." They had a much higher opinion of the Javanese books,
considering them "to comprehend almost all of the works that are the most valuable
on the history, antiquities, and the literature of Java and we recommend that the
whole collection be taken by the government." (Bengal Public Consultations, 18
January 1822, No. 41). Of the 212 items on the executrix’s lists (94 volumes in Dutch
and English; 66 Javanese; 33 "Malay"; and 19 Dutch printed works), the appraisers
recommended the purchase of only 160, but all 212 were turned over by the estate
and shipped to the East India Company Library in London. There the collection was
divided into four groups: A, the so-called Malay works; B, the Javanese manuscripts;
C, Dutch and English language manuscripts; and D, Dutch printed works (Blagden,
1916, p. xiii). On the inside cover of each bound volume there is an inked East India
Company Library stamp, dated 1823, and giving the volumes subdivision (A, B, C, D)
and its serial number following the 1821 listing. Thus, the volume stamped A-1 is the
first item on the list of "Malay" books, and B-1, the first "Javanese" manuscript noted.
The C subdivision is what Blagden catalogued as the "Private Collection" following
the serial listing of the 1821 inventory (Blagden, 1916, p. xiv).2
The only published description of the Mackenzie Javanese manuscripts is
Keyzer’s incomplete and inaccurate listing of titles and contents of more than a
century ago (Keyzer, 1853, pp. 340-342). Keyzer, apparently without reference to the
1821 inventory, noted only 49 bound volumes from the B sub-division and was able
to identify, even if in the most general fashion, the contents of but 19. Ignoring the
division and serial number already stamped in the volume, Keyzer inked into the
inside cover of each volume that he inspected a Roman numeral that corresponds to
the enumeration of his published hand list. Keyzer’s numbering appears to have
been random as he took the volumes from the shelf and bears no relation to
previous numbering. On the spine of the volumes seen by Keyzer there later was
affixed a gummed label which gives an India Office Library Arabic number equivalent
to Keyzer’s Roman numeral. For example; Mackenzie, B-1 = Keyzer, XXXI = IOL:
Jav. 31.3 It was 1950, before another examination was made of the Mackenzie
Javanese manuscripts. In that year Dr. P. Voorhoeve prepared a list of Indonesian
manuscripts in the India Office Library (Voorhoeve, 1950). Unfortunately, because of
the exigencies of time he was forced to rely on the Keyzer listing for the Javanese
manuscripts adding measurements and some scattered comments. A few years later
Dr. Voorhoeve returned to the Mackenzie manuscripts adding information on eight
manuscripts from the A group plus two of the nearly 20 volumes from the B group
not seen by Keyzer (Voorhoeve, 1954). For all but a few manuscripts Keyzer’s 1853
list has remained the basic guide to the Mackenzie Javanese manuscripts.4
The present inventory was prepared to make the collection more accessible.
Even a cursory survey warrants the conclusion that the manuscripts deserve greater
attention than they have received. The India Office Library holdings are as important
as the Crawfurd and Raffles collections in being representative of Javanese literary
activity in the second half of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century; the
convenient terminus ad quem being July, 1813, when Mackenzie left Java to return
to India. The Mackenzie collection is particularly valuable in being illustrative of the
literary and historical tradition in the Jogjakarta Court, especially work done under
the patronage of the Jogjakarta Crown Prince, the later Sultan Aměngku Buwana II
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(1792-1812) (Ricklefs, 1971). Mackenzie’s manuscript sources were varied. In his
own words:
Some were saved from the wreck of the Sultan’s library at the storm of the
Craten of Djocjacarta, by permission of the prize agents and the concurrence
indeed of all the military present-- others were purchased and collected on the
tour through that island: some were presented by Dutch colonists and by
regents, and others are transcripts by Javanese writers employed by Colonel
Mackenzie to copy them from the originals in the hands of the regents and
with their permission. Several of these are historical. A few of the lesser tracts
and more curious have been translated into the European languages during
his stay on Java. A considerable number of papers containing a series of
voyangs, or Javanese dramas, which are still a popular and expensive subject
of exhibition with the native chiefs of Java (Mackenzie, 1813a).
Of manuscripts identifiable by provenance the largest number come from Jogjakarta.
Others were provided by Mackenzie’s colleague on the land commission, F. J.
Rothenbuhler (Bastin, 1954; de Haan, 1935) including two extraordinarily fine
illustrated texts from Surabaya (B-32, B-64). On a tour of Central and East Java,
which also carried him to Madura (Mackenzie, 1813b), he received manuscripts from
the regents of Grěsik (B-65B), Kudus (B-9), Lasěm (B-7) as well as coming into
contact with Nata Kusuma, the Panembahan of Suměněp, an informant for Raffles
(B-1, B-23, B-57B). In Samarang, F. von Winckelmann acted as a kind of agent for
Mackenzie; obtaining manuscripts, having them copied, and arranging their
translation (Winckelmann-Mackenzie correspondence, Mackenzie Collection,
Private, Vol. 74). Through Mackenzie’s intercession Winckelmann, a former
Brigadier and Commandant at Samarang, became a Superintendent of Forests (de
Haan, 1935). It was Winckelmann who brought Mackenzie into contact with Kyahi
Adipati Sura Adimanggala whose connections with Raffles are well known (Raffles,
1817, Chapt. X, passim; de Haan, 1935). Sura Adimanggala provided Mackenzie
with several manuscripts probably from his own hand (B-43, 44, 45, 46, 66) and the
originals of some of the manuscripts copied in Samarang. The sympathetic picture of
the old Adipati given in Mackenzie’s correspondence contrasts sharply with later
Dutch characterizations of him (van der Kemp, 1911, pp. 249-251).5
In contrast to the Raffles and Crawfurd collections the wayang genre is well
represented in the Mackenzie manuscripts, pakěms and lakons from the wayang
purwa and wayang gěḍog traditions forming the contents of at least 48 “sections”
scattered through 20 bound volumes. The former often begin: punika kagěngan sěrat
kanḍa ringgit purwa; while the latter commonly are headed by a corrupt version of
the traditional invocation, for example, B-22 A: ong ilakěng awignam astu unama
siḍěm. Although only a few dates have been recovered from the wayang texts (B-12,
B-29, B-34) , most of the "sections" can probably be assigned to the last quarter of
the 18th century. A number of the texts are from Jogjakarta. All of the wayang
"sections" are characterized by many deletions, emendations, and insertions. In
several cases there seems to have been some confusion in binding. The collection
includes 13 babads or sajarahs at least two of which are older than the oldest babad
in the Crawfurd manuscripts (Ricklefs, 1969, p. 251, Add. 12320). Several of the
literary texts, including the Islamic romances Jati Kusuma (B-15A), Asmara Supi (B28A), and Ahmad-Muhammad (B-14) dated respectively 1766 A.D., 1769 A.D., and
1785 A.D., are not represented in the Raffles and Crawfurd collections. The earliest
date in the Mackenzie Javanese manuscripts is 1740 A.D. (B-35A). Other than that,
the dates extend from 1763 A.D. to 1812 A.D., with more than half of the recovered
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dates being prior to 1800 A.D. In this respect the Mackenzie collection seems to
have a higher proportion of older manuscripts than the Raffles or Crawfurd
collections.
A word should be said about Mackenzie’s translations. The translations
accomplished in Samarang came from J. G. Vincent who had been on Java since
1772, as a clerk and translator in Bantam and Surakarta before settling in
Samarang.6 Vincent worked from Javanese to Dutch. He had the assistance of Sura
Adimanggala and other native speakers. Although Winckelmann had no high opinion
of Vincent ("a very weak man") he defended him to Mackenzie who became
impatient with the slow pace of translation. Most of Vincent’s translations apparently
were not included in the "Private Collection". Instead we have English translations of
Vincent’s Dutch translations made after Mackenzie had returned to India, probably
by Lucius Rawdon Burke of Mackenzie’s staff who worked from Malay and Dutch to
English.7 Mackenzie also had engaged a native translator named Rawijah (or Rawiji)
who entered his employ in November, 1811. Rawijah worked from Javanese to
Malay and eventually, after returning to India with Mackenzie, worked from Javanese
directly into a very poor English. The English language translations are in the "1822
Collection".
II. The B Subdivision of Manuscripts
The so-called "Javanese" books of the 1821 list compose the B subdivision. Of the
66 (actually 67) items listed three could not be located. The remaining 64 are bound
in 61 volumes. In these 61 volumes there are well over 100 different texts or
"sections". In preparing the present inventory it was decided to order it according to
the 1821 list. This seemed to be the only coherent method since the existing India
Office Library numeration is not consistent within the collection: an Arabic number
assigned to the volumes marked by Keyzer; a four digit India Office Library number
to a few of the "B" manuscripts, but particularly to the "A"; and 15 volumes in the B
subdivision with no IOL number at all. A concordance of numeration is appended.
The entries for each item are arranged according to B serialization followed by the
IOL number. The title or description of contents is derived from examination of the
text. The 1821 list entry based on Mackenzie’s notes on the contents (hereafter:
Mack.) is amplified by further information from the flyleaves where appropriate.
Relevant textual information, including dating where possible,8 precedes the physical
description of the volume: pagination counting both sides of a leaf; measurements of
the bound page; paper described as European (EP) or indigenous (IP), number of
lines of script per page, etc.; binding if other than that done in Calcutta for
Mackenzie.9 In general the entries are self-explanatory. Only the principal texts
bound into a volume are mentioned here. Fragmentary material is cited only if it
supplies a date or suggestion of provenance. Although the spines are broken on
most of the volumes, unless otherwise noted, the texts are in good condition. An
index of subjects, and names is appended.
B-1 (IOL: Jav. 31) Sajarah Suměněp.10 [MSS Jav 31]
Mack.: "Javanese Historical MS received from the Panambahan’s Son at Samanap
in Madura March 1812"; (flyleaf): "History of Java from Prooveejayo the First
Founder of Majapahit". Begins: punika sajara nira wong agung suměněp. 290 pp.
(text: 12-268), IP, 24 x 16.5 cm., 13 lines, verse.
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B-2 (IOL: Jav. 21) Sajarah ing Para Nabi. [MSS Jav 21]
Mack.: "Miscellaneous Treating of the First Arrivals of Prophets called Sejara
beginning with the Prophet Adam". At the top of the first page of text, in Javanese
script: inilah cěrita dari sěgala turun-turunannya para nabi samuwah, dinamakěn
cěrita sějarah namanya, dimulakěn dari kuṭikanya nabi adam diturunkěn dari dalěm
swarga turun di dunya. On pp. 18-19, there is a badly smudged poem in quadratic
script dated 28 Rabingulawal 1713 A.J. (tri jalma syaraning ngrat): 18 January 1787
A.D. Pp. 325-501 blank. Pp. 502, fragment begins: babad tutur sěkar madu manis,
pangéran dipati měngku něgara; dated 2 Sura 1717 A.J. (ardi tugal kuda ngrat): 12
September 1790 A.D. 504 pp. (text: 20-324), IP, 20.75 x 22 cm., 15 lines Central
Javanese cursive, 40 cantos.
B-3 (no IOL number) Jaya Lěngkara. [MSS Jav 52]
Mack.: "Jayo Longkaro Maxims and Rules of Kings containing Histories of Wars
composed by Jimbun Pata Sultan Demak". In upper left hand corner of first page of
text, in Javanese script: ini carita jaya lěngkara. Copied in Jogjakarta by Darpa Yuda;
mentions the crown prince, Raja Putra ing Ngayogyakarta Pangéran Dipati Anom,
and his mother, Kangjěng Ratu Kadipatiyan. Dated March, 1763 A.D.11 172 pp. (text
to p. 141), EP, 33 x 21 cm., 17 lines cursive, 24 cantos.
B-4 (IOL: Jav. 32) Damar Wulan. [MSS Jav 32]
Mack.: "History of the Rebellion of Mainak Soopanang who came from Bali against
Bra Widjaya of Majapahit, Javanese Language incomplete". Beginning and end
missing; first complete verse mentions Ratu Ayu Kěncana Wungu and Radèn Kuda
Suwarna. 180 pp., IP, 25.5 x 18.5 cm., 21 lines, 13 complete cantos, badly water
stained.
B-5 (IOL: Jav. 13) Rama. [MSS Jav 13]
Mack.: "The History of Batara Rama or the Ramayun in the Javanese Language".
Voorhoeve, 1950, noted that this macapat Rama seemed to be complete. Blagden,
1916, p. 26, suggested that this text might be the Javanese original of Mackenzie
Collection, 1822, Vol. 27, but this seems inaccurate. 326 pp., IP, 27.5 x 20 cm., 1415 lines, 46 cantos, tooled leather binding.
B-6 (IOL: Jav. 40) Babad Kartasura. [MSS Jav 40]
Mack.: "History of the Prince Truno Jaya and the Weerapatty until the elevation of
Pangerang Pooger to the Emperor. Begins, after proem: carita babad tinělad nusya
jawa duk běḍah ing mětawis. The text is dated 26 Sapar 1723 A.J. (guna pinaka
turongga jalma): 31 August 1796 A.D. An entry on the flyleaf states that the
manuscript came from Rothenbuhler at Surabaya. This text may be the original of
Mackenzie Collection, 1822, Vol. 21 (Blagden, 1916, p. 16). 406 pp., IP, 19.75 x 16
cm., 13 lines, 39 cantos, some effort to ornament the text.
B-7 (IOL: Jav. 29) Babad Jawi. [MSS Jav 29]
Mack.: "This Manuscript said to contain a History of Java was presented by the
Adipatty of Lassem on the East coast of Java and received at Coodes on the 4th
May 1812." This extremely long manuscript was presented to Mackenzie (kangjěng
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tuwan kulonal makěnsi) by Kyahi Dipati Lasěm, Yuda Nagara. Mackenzie’s meeting
with the Regent is dated in the text 11 Rabingulakir 1739 A.J. (sèwu pitung ngatus
langkung něnggih tigang dasa sanga): 24 April 1812. The babad jawi text itself is
dated 23 Ramělan 1734 A.J. (suci kadya panḍita ning nata): 24 November 1807 A.D.
The babad ends in the Kartasura period. 1051 pp., EP, 28.75 x 19 cm., 19 lines
small script from several copyists, verse.
B-8 (IOL: Jav. 20) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 20]
Mack.: "The Account of the Country of Gilling Wissee or Lanka or an Extract from the
Ramayunana at the 2nd line of this page beginning with the Account of Beema or an
Extract from the Mahabhaurat"; (flyleaf): "Wayangs". At least seven texts or sections:
A, pp. 4-100, punika kagěngan dalěm kanḍa jějěr giling wěsi saditěnipun; B, pp. 104208, punika jějěr giling wěsi; C, pp. 212-300, punika jějěr giling wěsi; D, pp. 307-334,
punika kawin jějěr ngastina; E, pp. 339-386, punika kawin jějěr ngambar kumala; F,
pp. 392-438, punika kawin ratu wiraṭa; G, pp. 448-460, punika kagěngan dalěm
kanḍa jějěr ngambar kumala. 462 pp., IP, 27.5 x 21.5 cm., 16-17 lines, variety of
scripts, not a fair copy.
B-9 (IOL: Jav. 17) A. Panji (Angrèni); B. Angling Darma. [MSS Jav 17]
Mack.: "History of Java, the Original communicated by the Adipati of Koodus and
Copied at Samarang, July, 1812”. The Panji text, pp. 14-257, ends in canto 50. The
Angling Darma, pp. 279-555, is complete in 90 cantos. The original Angling Darma
from which this text was copied was done in Samarang by Měrta Dirana and was
begun on 8 Ruwah in the Javanese year given by the sěngkala: sapta guna ratu
jalma (7311). If this is to be read 1137 A.H. it gives an equivalent date of 1724 A.D.
This seems too early, and furthermore it is not congruent with other cyclical elements
of the dating.12 Both texts are profusely illustrated by many outline sketches in
wayang style. The sketches have little intrinsic artistic merit, appearing to be crude
copies from the Adipati’s original. 566 pp., EP, 26 x 23 cm., Pasisir, 19 lines.
B-10 (IOL: Jav. 36) [two volumes] A. Babad Mataram; B. Babad ing Nagara. [MSS
Jav 36]
Mack.: "2 Volumes of the History of the War of Mataram by the great Prince the
Sultan of Padjang". Pages are missing at the beginning of volume I, and the Babad
Mataram begins abruptly with Sénapati and Sultan Pajang. It ends in volume II, p.
252, in the Kartasura period. The Babad ing Nagara, Vol. II, pp. 254-302, is a babad
sěngkala, ending with a chrongram for 1645 A.J. (buta warna rasa tunggil): 1720
A.D. Although the dating of the text of the Babad ing Nagara is not clear, there is
enough to suggest a terminus ad quem of 1769 A.D.13 Bound into Vol. II at the end
are 14 full page rather crude polychrome illustrations from a pawukon. A pencilled
note by Mackenzie on the fly leaf of Vol. I reads: "Djogjakarta MS examined by Mr.
Krygsman June 1812."14 Vol. I, 432 pp.; Vol. II, 316 pp.; EP, 25.75 x 18.5 cm., 15
lines cursive, text A; 57 cantos.
B-11 (IOL: Jav. 45) Ménak Amir Hamza. [MSS Jav 45]
Mack.: "The History or Life of Ameer Aumbeeah in the Javanese Language". A
romance from the Ménak cycle copied by Mas Ajěng Wongsa Lěksana of Jipang. A
correct description of the contents and the name of the copyist was noted by
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Voorhoeve (Voorhoeve, 1950). The copy is dated 9 Rabingulakir 1735 A.J. (panca tri
panḍita jalma): 4 June 1808 A.D. On the flyleaf Mackenzie pencilled the note that the
MS was received from Major Johnstone, June 21, 1812 (the day after the fall of the
Jogjakarta kraton). A beginning of a translation is to be found in Mackenzie, Private,
Vol. 25 (Blagden, 1916, p. 21). 434 pp., IP, 27 x 21.5 cm., 16 lines cursive from
different hands, 85 cantos, tooled leather binding.
B-12 (IOL: Jav. 4) A. Brata Yuda; B-D. Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 4]
Mack.: "History of Four Rajahs"; on the first page of the bound volume: "Cacah
Wane (Stories of the Comedy)". A, pp. 2-138, Brata Yuda kawi miring, complete in
52 cantos. The copyist was Wongsa Dirana of Tanggung. The original owner of the
manuscript was Kangjěng Radèn Tuměnggung Nata Yuda, a prominent noble in the
Jogjakarta court (Poensen, 1905, passim). The terminus ad quem for the copy is
1797 A.D. but it appears to be older.15 17-18 lines of perpendicular script; a badly
worn, illustrated frontispiece. B, pp. 146- 331, punika pémut kagěngan dalěm sěrat
konḍo purwalampahan danu asmara. The text has two dates: 27 Sura 1708 A.J.
(běrmana ngěmbara rěsi buwana): 12 January 1782 A.D.; and the date of copying,
12 Ruwah 1731 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 16 November 1804 A.D. C, pp. 346369, punika kagěngan dalěm sěrat konḍa běksan lawung ringgit. D, pp. 374-557,
punika kagěngan dalěm sěrat kanḍa ringgit purwa lampahan prabu wanodya. 557
pp., EP, 30 x 19 cm., B-D average 17 lines quadratic, not fair copies.
B-13 (IOL: Jav. 10) Sějarah Sagung ning Para Ratu. [MSS Jav 10]
Mack.: "History of Java from Adam to Mataram". At the top of the first page of text
the Romanized notation: cherita tana jawa dari adam sampe mataram. The text of
this babad is identical to that of B-37 (IOL: Jav. 33), ending at exactly the same point
in Sénapati’s career. Either B-13 was copied from B-37 or both were copied from the
same original. B-13 is thirty years younger than B-37, being dated 7 Ramělan 1720
A.J. (nir paněmbah ing panḍita haji): 8 April 1794 A.D. Mackenzie Collection, 1822,
Vol. 20 (Blagden, 1916, p. 14) is an English translation of this text. 536 pp. (text: 10520), EP, 27 x 21 cm., 13 lines quadratic, 42 cantos, tooled leather binding.
B-14 (IOL: Jav. 35) Ahmad-Muhammad. [MSS Jav 35]
Mack.: "The History of Aumud and Mehommud of Saum". The beginning and end
are missing while the remaining text is damaged and badly stained. Marginal
insertions outside the text indicate that the MS came from Jogjakarta, mentioning for
example, the full title of the Jogja crown prince, Kangjěng Pangéran Dipati Anom
Měngku Něgari Kang Sudigbya Raja Putra Nirèng Naréndra Ngayogyakarta. An
incomplete date outside the text suggests a terminus ad quem of 1785 A.D. for the
manuscript.16 196 pp., EP, 25.75 x 17.5 cm., 15 lines, 20 cantos.
B-15 (IOL: Jav. 27) A. Jati Kusuma; B. Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 27]
Mack.: "The History of Rajah Saumbaun at Arabia". The Jati Kusuma text, pp. 10124, is incomplete in 23 cantos. It is dated 5 Jumadilawal 1692 A.J. (karna trusṭa
ngayog jagad): 9 October 1766 A.D. B, pp. 138-332, punika pémut sěrat jantur
ringgit purwa; Mack.: "Cherita Wayang Sahasrabows his War with the Raja of Lanka
at the Country of Veeratta to the Establishment of the Country of Hastina." 340 pp.,
IP, 28 x 20 cm.; A, 17 lines cursive; B, 15 lines quadratic, not a fair copy.
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B-16 (IOL: Jav. 7) Babad Pajajaran. [MSS Jav 7]
Mack.: "Baubut Pajajaran down to Sultan Pajang". Ends with Radèn Ngabèhi Salor
ing Pasar (Sénapati). The copyist was Kyahi Ngabèhi Guna Pangrawit, a dependant
of the Jogjakarta Crown Prince. Although a date is included in the poem its reduction
has not been accomplished. A terminus ad quem of 1713 A.J. which began on 24
October 1786 A.D. can be assigned.17 According to a pencilled note on the flyleaf
the manuscript was received from Mr. Rothenbuhler (Surabaya). A fragment of a
panggugah bound in at the end of the text is noted: "From Jogjakarta, From Dr.
Slutzer Ju1 6 1812." 462 pp. (text: pp. 7-256), IP, 28 x 20 cm., 17 lines quadratic, 36
cantos.
B-17 (IOL: Jav. 34) Wayang Gěḍog Texts. [MSS Jav 34]
Mack.: "Cheritra Toppeng the History of Pandjee of Cooripan containing an account
of the Civil Wars and of the Wars with the Rajahs of Tana Sabrang or Foreign
Rajahs"; (flyleaf) "Vayang Geddok". There seem to be at least two texts, A, pp. 8217, and B, pp. 220-284. Keyzer, XXXVII, called the volume a Babad Kediri, but they
are clearly tales from the wayang gěḍog tradition. A note on the flyleaf mentions Mr.
Krygsman which would indicate a Jogjakarta provenance for the manuscript. 284
pp., EP, 26.5 x 21 cm., 16 lines quadratic, not fair copies.
B-18 (IOL: Jav. 22) Babad Mataram. [MSS Jav 22]
Mack.: "Account of the Sultan of Pajang beginning with Raudeen La1ian, the King of
Pajajaran ending with the Battle between the Seinapatty of Sultan Pajang and the
Dipattiy Negrie Cannetin". The text ends abruptly in Sénapati’s siege of Pasuruhan.
It is dated 26 Sapar 1735 A.J. (sèwu pitung ngatus tigang dasa langkung gangsal):
25 April 1808 A.D. A fragment beginning: angguguk dénira miyarsa, sang sri maha
nurwan ngadil, on one of the Javanese endpapers is dated 1225 A.H. (1810 A.D.).
206 pp. (text: pp. 4-198), EP, 30 x 20 cm., 18-19 lines by several copyists, 38
cantos.
B-19 (IOL: Jav. 16) Rama. [MSS Jav 16]
Mack.: "History of Java in the Madurese Language and Javanese Characters
Received from the Pangerang of Pamacassan March 1812". Voorhoeve noted that
the language was not Madurese (Voorhoeve, 1950). This is a Javanese Rama in
macapat verse. The manuscript is ornamented and has an elaborate frontispiece.
290 pp., EP, 31 x 19 cm., 20 lines East Javanese script, 57 cantos.
B-20 (IOL: Jav. 39) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 39]
Mack.: "History of the Wars Between Bhimah and Pandava and Seewodaka of
Husteenah"; (flyleaf): "Wayangs". There are four texts bound together: A, pp. 5-160,
punika kagěngan dalěm kawin purwa lampahan danu asmara; Mack.: "Charita
Pendava": B, pp. 167-334, wayang gěḍog text: C, pp. 337-361, punika sěrat agung
ringgit gěḍog jějěr kadiri; Mack.: "Cherita Wayang Geddok": D, pp. 363-486, wayang
gěḍog text. 486 pp., EP, 20.5 x 16 cm., 10-13 lines quadratic, not fair copies.
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B-21 (IOL: Jav. 44) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 44]
Mack.: "The History of Wonguh Gwoon [wong agung] of Orrahuan"; (flyleaf):
"Wayangs". There are four texts bound together: A, pp. 5-178, wayang gěḍog text
which begins after invocation, aněnggih punika wong agung ing ngurawan: B, pp.
182-252, wayang gěḍog text, Mack.: "Account of the Pandjies of Jongolla or
Cooripan": C, pp. 255-326, wayang gěḍog text, punika jějěr ngurawan: D, pp. 331364, punika sěrat kagung ringgit gěḍog yen kala wiyosan ratu wiwit sěkar gangsal.
368 pp., EP, 21.5 x 13 cm., 13-14 lines quadratic, not fair copies.
B-22 (IOL: Jav. 23) A. Wayang Gěḍog Text; B. Brata Yuda. [MSS Jav 23]
Mack.: "An Account of Attowan". A, pp. 6-202, wayang gěḍog text; Mack.: "Account
of Pandjee Leilian, Woyong Gedok, Pandjee of Djogollo, an ancient work”; 16 lines
quadratic, not a fair copy: B, pp. 206-238, Mack.: "Branta Yuddha". 6 cantos of a
Brata Yuda kawi miring, 17 lines cursive. 238 pp., EP, 26.5 x 21 cm.
B-23 (IOL: Jav. 25) Bhārata Yuddha. [MSS Jav 25]
Mack.: "History of Java, in the Ancient Javanese Characters with the Modern
Javanese Characters interlined in Red; (flyleaf): "This MS was sent me by the son of
the Panambehan of Samanap vide letter from Capt. Garnham, Sept. 1812, CMck"
[Robert C. Garnham, then Resident of Suměněp]. This manuscript is the Bhārata
Yuddha in Balinese script with an interlinear Javanese "translation". The copy is
dated at the beginning of the text 8 Rabingulakir 1739 A.J. (muka tri mahapanḍita
buwana): sirah 9, těnggěk 3: 21 April 1812 A.D., and at the end 19 Saban 1739 A.J.
(in Javanese.numerals): 28 August 1812 A.D. 250 pp. (text, pp. 14-228), EP, 23.5 x
l3 cm., 18 lines (9 Balinese, 9 Javanese).
B-24 (IOL: Jav. 49) Babad Kartasura. [MSS Jav 49]
Mack.: "History of Amanakouret Soosoohoonan of Sourakarta in Java"; (fly-leaf):
"Oorlog Beschrijven". The babad begins early in Mangku Rat II’s reign (±1678-1680
A.D.) and ends with the battle of Kalěpu (1720 A.D.). The copyist was Radèn
Pringga Kusuma according to a note external to the text. The babad is dated at the
beginning 20 Jumadilakir 1700 A.J. (boma taka saptanèng pratiwi): 28 August 1774
A.D., and in the colophon, 27 Muharam 1702 A.J. (paněmbah ing boma gora
bantala): 18 March 1776. Mackenzie Collection, 1822, Vol. 23 is an English
translation of the text (Blagden, 1916, p. 18). 586 pp., EP, 26.75 x 2l cm., 17 lines
quadratic, 58 cantos, tooled leather binding.
B-25 (IOL: Jav. 15) Brata Yuda kawi miring. [MSS Jav 15]
Mack.: "History of Beemanoo of Pandava who fought Jaya Jautra of Husteenah".
The text is incomplete ending in Canto XXI:10. In the first line the text is called a
sěrat babad brata yuda. Loose in the bound volume is a short summary in Malay
written in Javanese script beginning: ini sri brata yuda kětika raja pandawa. Also
loose in the bound volume is an envelope containing a folded leaf which begins:
pèngět ing sěrat paréntah, mas panji jayèng asmara. This latter item is dated 19
Běsar 1729 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 12 April 1803 A.D. 340 pp., EP, 26 x 20.5
cm., 13 lines quadratic.
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B-26 (IOL: Jav. 6) Babad Pacina. [MSS Jav 6]
Mack.: "The War between the Chinese and the Susuhunang including some account
of the establishment of the Dutch Company in Java". The manuscript was badly
damaged before binding and there is some confusion in the binding. The beginning
and end are missing. Mackenzie Collection, 1822, Vol. 24 is an English translation of
the text (Blagden, 1916, p. 19). 425 pp., IP, 28 x 20 cm., 20 lines cursive, verse.
B-27 (IOL: Jav. 47) Babad ing Naréndra. [MSS Jav 47]
Mack.: "History of the Widow of Tarub"; (flyleaf): "Family History of the Sultan of
Mataram." The babad begins with the mythical ancestors of the Mataram dynasty,
Jaka Tarub and Nawang Wulan, and ends in the reign of Mangku Rat I (1666 A.D.).
504 pp., EP, 27.5 x 21.5 cm., 13 lines careful Central Javanese cursive from one
hand, 43 cantos, tooled leather binding.
B-28 (IOL: Jav. 26) A. Asmara Supi; B. Sandi Sastra. [MSS Jav 26]
Mack.: "The History of the Sanopatty or Commander in Chief of Cartasoorah”. A, pp.
10-100, an Asmara Supi text in 23 cantos (incomplete). The text was copied under
the patronage of the Jogjakarta Crown Prince (raja putra ning naléndra sinuhun ing
ngayogyakarta adiningrat matarum) and is dated 1 Jumadilakir 1695 A.J. (buta
sanga ngoyag jagat): 2 October 1769 A.D. Mackenzie or his informant apparently
confused the alias Sénapati (= Jayèng Tilam = Asmara Supi) with the rank sénapati.
B, pp. 104-164, sandi sastra, sandi sutra, etc., fragments. 164 pp., EP, 27 x 21 cm.,
15 lines cursive.
B-29 (IOL: Jav. 38) A-C. Wayang Texts; D. Candra Sěngkala. [MSS Jav 38]
Mack.: "The History of Brammah Sungcarah of Gilling Wassee". There are four texts
bound together: A, pp. 5-353, punika kagěngan dalěm kawin, wiwit jějěr giling wěsi;
B, pp. 356-481, punika kawin ratu wiraṭa; C, pp. 490-564, Arjuna Sasrabahu (?),
dated 2 Ramělan 1689 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 5 March 1764 A.D.: D, pp. 565597, a candra sěngkala dated 20 Ramělan 1689 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 23
March 1764 A.D. 597 pp., EP, 19.75 x 15.5 cm., 11-12 lines in variety of scripts, not
fair copies.
B-30 (IOL: Jav. 11) Carita Yusup. [MSS Jav 11]
Mack.: "The History of Yoosoop". Fragment of a Yusup text, pp. 36-74, ending
abruptly in the fourth canto. Most of the pages bound in the volume are blank with
the exception of pp. 98-103, 378-383, Koranic sūras and p. 402, a fragment
beginning: sěrat pratanda radèn tuměnggung měrta něgara ing kapalěnggah něgari
dalěm ing wirasaba. The latter item is dated 19 Jumadilakir 1730 A.J. (in Javanese
numerals): 6 October 1803 A.D. 402 pp., IP, 25.5 x 19 cm., 15 lines, tooled leather
binding.
B-31 (no IOL number) Séwaka. [MSS Jav 14]
Mack.: "Account of Swaka or Rules to be observed by Inferiors towards Superiors."
This is Keyzer’s XIV, which Voorhoeve did not see (Voorhoeve, 1950). The volume
that now stands as 14 in the current IOL shelving based on Keyzer’s list is in fact A14, an Anbiya text, B-31 (Keyzer, XIV) which begins: layang séwaka manira ngawi,
is stored in a library box with several other Javanese manuscripts from the
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Mackenzie Collection. The text is dated at beginning and end 1696 A.J. (rětu nawa
kawayang jalma): which year began 4 April 1770 A.D. The manuscript is ornate;
decorated throughout and with elaborate frontispiece. 100 pp., EP, 19.75 x 16 cm.,
10 lines Central Javanese script, verse, tooled leather binding.
B-32 (IOL: Jav. 28) Séla Rasa. [MSS Jav 28]
Mack.: "The History of Seloe Rodjo an Ancient Prince of Tjampa." This Séla Rasa
text is distinguished by the many fine polychrome illustrations of the narrative. The
quality of the art is good and the color has worn well. There is an elaborate
frontispiece and the text is ornamented with gold-wash throughout. Mackenzie
received the manuscript from Rothenbuhler at Surabaya in February, 1812. The text
itself is dated 24 Sapar 1731 A.J. (sèwu pitung ngatus kèhé tigang dasa lan
satunggal): 4 June 1804. The original owner of the manuscript is noted at the top of
the first page of text: punika sěrat kagunganipun njonja sakěběr ing sura pringga
(Madam Schaber [?] of Surabaya). The manuscript in origin, format, and style is
identical to B-64 (now. IOL: Jav. C 2) described below. Mackenzie Collection, 1822,
Vol. 28, pt. 1 (Blagden, 1916, p. 27) is an English translation of this text. 294 pp.
(text: 6-284), EP, 40.25 x 20 cm., 19 lines Pasisir script, 41 cantos.
B-33) (IOL: Jav. 19) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 19]
Mack.: "The History of Darwatty of Aumeeralaya." At least six texts or sections: A,
pp. 2-53, after corrupt invocation, aněnggih punika něgari ing dwarawati; B, pp. 5495, punika něgari ngastina; C, pp. 102-137, aněnggih punika wadya bala ing
ngastina; D, pp. 141-247, punika jějěr wiraṭa; E, pp. 251-328, punika garwa nira
radèn klana jaya kusuma; F, pp. 330-372, punika něgari ing ngastina. Text C is
preceded by the statement: punika pémut kala kangjěng gusti pangéran adipati
anom aměngku něgara, sangkang sudibya, raja putra naréndra mataram, and the
date 10 Běsar 1707 A.J. (běrmana sirna …?... jagat): 17 November 1781 A.D. A
colophon dates the finishing of the copy 17 Sura 1709 A.J. (in Javanese numerals):
2 January 1782 A.D. The Jogjakarta provenance of the collection suggested by the
mention of the Crown Prince at the beginning of C is confirmed by the badly faded
pencilled note on the fly- leaf: "Col W… n" (Cf. B-36). 372 pp., EP, 28.75 x 22 cm.,
20-22 lines, variety of scripts, not fair copies.
B-34 (IOL: Jav. 37) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 37]
Mack.: "The History of Darawatty of Austeenah". Keyzer, XXXVII, incorrectly noted
two volumes apparently confusing one of the two volumes of B-10 (Keyzer, XXXVI).
At least four texts or sections: A, pp. 6-44, punika kawinipun ratu dwarawati; B, pp.
52-100, punika kawinipun ratu ngastina; C, pp. 106-190, punika kawin ing ringgit
purwa sarěng wiwitan jějěr ratu ngastina; D, pp. 228-319, punika kawin ringgit purwa
sarěng wiwitan jějěr ratu ngastina. 324 pp., EP, 21.5 x 13 cm., av. 13 lines quadratic,
not fair copies.
B-35 (IOL: Jav. 30) Miscellaneous Texts. [MSS Jav 30]
Mack.: "The Javanese Songs". There are five unrelated texts. A, pp. 6-109, a suluk
dated 6 Ruwah 1665 A.J. (sèwu něm atus sawidak lilima): 26 October 1740 A.D. B,
pp. 110-172, a suluk. C, pp. 176-186, Mack.: "List of all the Kreeses and the Names
of the People who made them", dated but without a Javanese year being given. D,
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pp. 190-236, "Notitie der Geschenken gegeven door den Soesoehoenang en
Famillie bij gelegenheid het Huwelijk van Radein Soema Widjaya wierd voltrokken",
begins: punika pémut dawěg kramanipun běndara radèn suma wiwaha. E, pp. 245260, a primbon containing rajah and tamba; a tract on medicine and magic, in
antique script. The original pages of all the manuscripts (only D on IP) have been cut
to size and pasted onto the pages bound in this volume. 260 pp., 22 x 15 cm., variety
of scripts.
B-36 (no IOL number) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 54]
Mack.: "The History of Rajah Seewodanah of Husteenah." At least five texts or
sections: A, pp. 1-56, punika něgari ngastina; B, pp. 57-153, aněnggih něgari parang
kěncana; C, pp. 156-254, punika jějěr ing ngastina; D, pp. 262-363, punika
kagěngan dalěm sěrat kanda ringgit purwa lampahan danu asmara; E, pp. 372-404,
punika langonipun něgari parang kancana. Text C is dated 27 Sura 1707 A.J.
(běrmana ngěmbah rěsi buwana); 12 January 1782 A.D. On the end paper there is a
faded pencilled note: "Jogja Col. Wy… recvd." (Cf. B-33 and B-38). 406 pp., EP and
IP (C, D), 25.5 x 19 cm., variety of scripts, not fair copies.
B-37 (IOL: Jav. 33) Sajarah Sagung ing Para Ratu. [MSS Jav 33]
Mack.: "History of the Hindoo Religion". The text of this babad is identical to that of
B-13 (IOL: Jav. 10) described above, ending at exactly the same point, Sénapati’s
suppression of the Paṭi revolt. B-37, however, is older by three decades than B-13,
being dated 11 Sawal 1689 A.J. (gapura naga kawayang jalma): 12 May 1764 A.D.
This dating makes B-37 the oldest babad in the Mackenzie collection and one of the
oldest extant. Like B-13 B-37 too is probably from Jogjakarta. Unfortunately since it
breaks off abruptly towards the end of Sénapati’s reign its comparative historical
value is limited. 410 pp., EP, 20.25 x 14 cm., 19 lines small Central Javanese script,
42 cantos.
B-38 (IOL: Jav. 8) Sandi Sastra, Sandi Sutra, Dasa Nama, etc. [MSS Jav 8]
Mack.: "The Manuscript of Sooci or the Rules of Conversation". At the top of the first
page: punika sandi sastra. On p. 33 a date for pěcah ing sandi sutra, 20 Rějěb 1692
A.J. (nétra gatra karasa jalmi): 22 December 1766 A.D. On p. 79 two dates: pémut
kala lahiripun mas bagus sěmar, 10 Dulkangidah 1693 A.J. (kaya lodra rasa wani):
25 March 1768 A.D.; and pémut kala lahiripun mas bagus ṭogog, 11 Sawal 1695 A.J.
(panca nawa rasa wani): 14 February 1770 A.D. Pp. 273-284, punika ringkěl ing
wuku with elaborate tables. Pp. 175-270 have been ripped out. On the fly leaf the
pencilled note: "Col Wij…l….n", probably from Jogjakarta. 318 pp., EP, 25.5 x 20
cm., 15-25 lines in variety of cursive scripts.
B-39 (IOL: Jav. 46) Arjuna Sasra Bahu. [MSS Jav 46]
Mack.: "History of Dastarata." This recension was copied in Jogjakarta by Radèn
Prawira Atmaja and dated 6 Rabingulakir 1727 A.J. (prawata karni turangga rupa):
27 August 1800 A.D. 59 cantos. Pp. 405-416 a fragment (four cantos) of a
katuranggan ing pěksi also from Radèn Prawira Atmaja and dated 4 Rabingulakir
1727 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 25 August 1800 A.D. 420 pp., IP, 25.75 x 20 cm.,
17 lines, tooled leather binding.
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B-40 (IOL: Jav. 9) A. Carita Satus (fragment); B. Brata Yuda (fragment). [MSS Jav
9]
Mack.: "Miscellaneous Pieces of Religious and Wayang and Cherita Saratoos
Account of the 100 Nubbies". A, pp. 4-28, fragment of a carita satus in pégon script.
B, pp. 30-65, 11 macapat cantos of a sěrat Brata Yuda. Pp. 66-414 are blank. The
Brata Yuda is dated at Jogjakarta, 3 Jumadilawal 1738 A.J. (naga tělu nunggang
bumi): 26 May 1811 A.D. On p. 2 a fragment of a sěrat pratanḍa mentioning Radèn
Tuměnggung Purwa Dipura and Pangéran Arya Panular is dated 10 Muharam 1737
A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 15 February 1810 A.D. A fragment on p. 3 mentions a
nuwala of Sultan Aměngku Buwana of Jogjakarta. 414 pp., IP, 28 x 20 cm., A-25
lines, B-16 lines cursive, tooled leather binding.
B-41 Not Located.
Mack.: "Statistic Table of the Kingdom of Jogeja Kurtah." Not listed by Keyzer or
Voorhoeve.
B-42 (no IOL number) Papakěm Pawukon. [MSS Jav 55]
Mack.: "History of Watoo Goonoong of Geeling Wassee". This is Vincent’s copy of B66, an original text by Kyahi Adipati Sura Adimanggala. Vincent’s text is dated 22
Saban 1739 A.J. (31 August 1812 A.D.) and is followed by his translation. The
relationship between B-42 and Sura Adimanggala’s original is discussed under B-66.
The illustrations in B-42 are not as fine as those in the original. 262 pp., EP, 39.5 x
26 cm. An English translation of Vincent’s copy by the Rev. Mr. Wedding in Batavia
is Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 9, Pt. 3 (Blagden, 1916, p. 70).
B-43 (IOL: Jav. 2) Séwaka. [MSS Jav 2]
Mack.: "Siewoko, Javanese Manuscript.” This text was presented to Sahudara
Tuwan Kurnèl Kusin Měkkěnsi by Kyahi Sura Adimanggala at Samarang (Sěmawis)
on 15 Rabingulawal 1739 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 29 March 1812 A.D. Begins:
aněnggih sěrat séwaka. 152 pp., EP, 27 x 19.5 cm., 5 lines (in Sura Admimangala’s
own hand?) on one side of page only, bound in Samarang.
B-44 (IOL: Jav. 1) Niti Praja. [MSS Jav 1]
Mack.: "Nitie Prodjo or Rules, Manners and Respects towards the Superiors".
Begins: aněnggih sěrat sěkrama, utawi aniti praja. Source, date, format, etc. identical
to B-43 above.
B-45 (IOL: Jav. 3) Nagara Krama. [MSS Jav 3]
Mack.: “The Negoro Kromo or letter to the Sultan from Colonel Mackenzie in
Javanese”. Begins: aněnggih sěrat nagara krama. Source, date, format, etc.,
identical to B-43 and 44 above. There is no letter from Mackenzie to the Sultan.
B-46 (IOL: Jav. 18) Paniti Sastra [dictionary of synonyms]. [MSS Jav 18]
Mack.: "Panitia Esustra"; (flyleaf): sangking cariyos pitutur sěrat paniti sastra. A
compilation of synonyms. The manuscript was given to Mackenzie by Sura
Adimanggala and is dated 1739 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 1812 A.D. An English
translation dated March, 1820, is now Mackenzie Collection, 1822, Vol. 26, pt. 2
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(Blagden, 1916, p. 25). 142 pp., EP, 30 x 21.5 cm., each page ruled into 35 small
squares, script and binding similar to B-43, 44, and 45 above.
B-47 (no IOL number) On Religion. [MSS Jav 56]
Mack.: “Mehommedans Religions”. Label on cover: Agama. Pages missing at
beginning; initial pages badly stained. Mystical speculation. 118 pp., EP, 13.5 x 10.5
cm., 8 lines Pasisir, flexible leather binding.
B-48 (no IOL number) Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 57]
Mack.: "Section of the History of the Rajah of Seewadanah of Husteenah"; (flyleaf):
raja siyudana ing astina. 106 pp., IP, 27.25 x 19.5 cm., 15 lines variety of scripts, not
a fair copy.
B-49 (no IOL number) Běḍaya. [MSS Jav 58]
Mack.: "Mingauree and Bodya or Songs and Dances". Begins: punika kagěngan
dalěm sěrat baḍaya dalěm; also mentions, p. 16, sěrat pusaka surya raja. 32 pp., IP,
28.5 x 19.5 cm., variety of scripts, badly worn and tattered, bound in with B-57B and
B-60.
B-50 (IOL: 2519 [a]) Manik Maya and Aji Saka. [MSS Jav 71]
Mack.: “History of Batara Gooroo of Swargah"; (Voorhoeve, 1954). The manuscript
contains a mélange of cosmogenic myth and legendary history; a Manik Maya text
which ends before the history of Ken Tiṣṇawati; a Catur Yuga, and an Islamically
tinged Aji Saka, all treated as a single text. Vincent’s original Dutch translation
among the uncatalogued Mackenzie "Miscellaneous" manuscripts identifies the text
as being extracts from old Javanese manuscripts found in the Sultan’s court in
August, 1812. B-50 appears to be a copy made in Samarang of the missing
original(s). The beginning of the text Vincent translated is missing in the copy. A
colophon in the translation but missing from this copy of the text(s) dates the work
(?) (the Aji Saka?) at Jogjakarta, 16 Puwasa 1708 A.J. (26 August 1782 A.D.). An
English translation of Vincent’s Dutch translation is Mackenzie Collection, Private,
Vol. 69 (Blagden, 1916, p. 206).18 The manuscript is bound together in one volume
with B-54 and B-62. Pp. 1-114, EP, 44 x 27 cm., 27 lines.
B-51 (no IOL number) Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 59]
Mack.: "History of Saung Yaung Esaysa of Husteenah." Begins: punika kagěngan
dalěm sěrat konḍa, ringgit purwa lampahan jaya asmara, sarěng wiwit saditěn jějěr
ing ngastina. 186 pp., EP, 34 x 20.5 cm., 17 lines quadratic, not a fair copy.
B-52 Not Located.
Mack.: "Loose Sections of the Jayo Lonkaro”. Not listed by Keyzer or Voorhoeve.
B-53 (no IOL number) Miscellaneous Texts. [MSS Jav 60]
Mack.: "The History of the Rajah of Seewodanah of Husteenah." At least four texts
or sections: A, pp. 1-20, fragment of a Panji text; B, pp. 21-50, punika něgari ing
ngastina; C, pp. 53-97, Mack.: "History of Rajah Siwadanah of Hastina", in fact
census statistics. This section of B-53 is the same text as B-54 below. D, pp. 10593
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111, a Malay (in Javanese script) summary of a Carita Panji Kuripan. 111 pp., EP,
32 x 20 cm., 17-20 lines, variety of scripts.
B-54 (1OL: 2519 [c]) Census Data. [MSS Jav 71]
Mack.: "Part of a Statement of the Population of Different Villages"; (Voorhoeve,
1954). Beginning missing: ing watu gajah gawé ning wong walu. This is the same
text as B-53 (C). Bound together in one volume with B-50 and B-62, pp. 149-162,
EP, 44 x 27 cm., 21 lines.
B-55 Not Located.
Mack.: "Loose Sections of Javanese History". Not listed by Keyzer or Voorhoeve.
B-56 (IOL: Jav. 24) Jaya Lěngkara wulang. [MSS Jav 24]
Mack.: "1 Javanese book name unknown". In the third verse the text is called kanḍa
Jaya Lěngkara. This manuscript was completed in the court of Kangjěng Sultan ing
Ngayogya. It is handsomely ornamented: an elaborate frontispiece, ornate
polychrome frames setting of the didactic passages, and gold and red filling of the
interpunctuation throughout. The narrative frame ends with Jaya Lěngkara
ascending the Sonya Wibawa throne with the title Prabu Surya Dipaningrat and then
in a kind of epilogue it is stated that the kanḍa Sukma Ngumbara is the sequel (see
B-65 below). The copy is dated 22 Rějěb 1730 A.J. (pitung ngatus tigang dasa): 7
November 1803. 434 pp., EP, 32.5 x 20 cm., 17 lines kraton script, 93 cantos.
B-57A (no IOL number) Javanese Syllabaries. [MSS Jav 61]
Mack.: "Collection of Alphabets and MSS in the Javanese and other Languages and
Characters of Java 1811 and 12". Six sections: A, pp. 3-41: "The Javanese Alphabet
used at Cherebon by Ravidjah [Mackenzie’s Javanese translator]"; B, pp. 57-63:
"The Javanese Alphabet and Numerical Characters by Rothenbuhler of Sourabaya,
April 29, 1812"; C, pp. 65-68: "Capala Hooroof: The Javanese Alphabet ancient and
modern from the Pangeran of Samanap, April, 1812"; D, p. 80: "Ancient Javanese
Alphabet received from the 2nd Son of the Panumbahan at Samanap, April, 1812";19
E, pp. 84-86: "Pali Alphabet from Mr. Couperus, Copied November, 1812"; F, pp. 93135: "The Javanese Alphabet by Johannes Gabrial Vincent (February 1812)". 135
pp., EP, various sizes.
B-57B (no IOL number) Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 62]
Mack.: "The History of the Rajah Shreenaradipah"; (flyleaf): raja sri naradipa ing
ngurawan. 17 pp., EP, 27.5 x 22 cm., 16 lines quadratic, bound together with B-49
and B-60.
B-58 (no IOL number) Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 63]
Mack.: "History of Ratoo Verahtah"; (flyleaf): punika kawin jějěr wiraṭa. 52 pp., IP,
25.5 x 20.5 cm., 14 lines, variety of scripts, not a fair copy.
B-59 (no IOL number) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 64]
Mack.: "History of Rajah Masangpaty"; (flyleaf): raja mangsah paṭi ing wiraṭa. There
appear to be at least two texts in this misbound volume: A, pp. 1-74, punika jějěr
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wiraṭa; B, pp. 78-154, punika jějěr ngastina. 154 pp., IP, 27.5 x 21 cm., 15 lines
quadratic, not a fair copy.
B-60 (no IOL number) Wayang Texts. [MSS Jav 65]
Mack.: "A Section of the History of Brammah Sunkarah"; (flyleaf): punika kawin giling
wěsi ditěnipun. Pp. 1-38, punika kawin ratu giling wěsi; pp. 39-41, fragment of a
Panji tale; pp. 43-44, fragment beginning: punika kagěngan dalěm babad
mangkuněgaran; pp. 45-64, fragment, jějěr ratu astina. 64 pp., IP except pp. 38-41,
21 x 22 cm., variety of scripts, bound together with B-49 and B-57B.
B-61 (no IOL number) Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 66]
Mack.: "A section of the History of Praboo Wanejah"; (flyleaf) prabu wanodya ing
nagara ngambar kumala. 62 pp., IP, 27 x 21 cm., 19 lines, variety of scripts, not a
fair copy.
B-62 (IOL 2519 [b]) Wayang Text. [MSS Jav 71]
Mack.: "A Section of the History of Indraw Sampoorna of the Country of Husteenah";
(Voorhoeve, 1954). Begins: punika kagěngan dalěm kanḍa ringgit purwa lampahan
éndra sampurna jějěr ngastina. Bound together with B-50 and B-54, pp. 116-147,
EP, 44 x 27 cm., 24 lines quadratic.
B-63 (IOL: Jav. 5) Dutch-Javanese Lexicon. [MSS Jav 5]
Mack.: "Vocabulary or Dialogues Javanese, English and Dutch." There are
approximately 7,000 entries. The English translation of the Dutch does not go
beyond p. 89. On the flyleaf there is a note: "Present from Mr. Princen, Aug 12th
1812 to Colin Mackenzie".20 382 pp., EP, 31.5 x 19.5 cm., red leather binding.
B-64 (IOL: Jav. C 2)21 Panji Jaya Kusuma. [MSS Jav 68]
Mack.: "History of a Rajah of Kaling"; (title page): "History of Rajah of Kaling Whose
Country being troubled with a Plague and Pestilence he offered the Princess His
Daughter in Marriage to Anyone Who Would relieve the Country from that ending
with the Battle of Kadiri between Radeen Panjee & the Foreign Rajahs DevoCoosoom & his Bretheren Lumboo Vijaya and Lumboo Pangerang who went to the
Negree Kaling." The contents of this Panji text seems to be the same as the first third
of the Panji Jaya Kusuma epitomized by Poerbatjaraka (Poerbatjaraka, 1940a, pp.
103-117). The manuscript is distinguished by the handsome polychrome wayang
gěḍog like illustrations throughout the text. According to the flyleaf the manuscript
came from Rothenbuhler of Surabaya, February, 1812. At the top of the first page,
however: punika sěrat kagunganipun njonjah sakěběr ing paněgri sura pringga. In
origin, script, art style, etc., the manuscript must be connected with the Séla Rasa
text, B-32. It is dated 29 Běsar 1701 A.J. which appears to be an error for 29 Běsar
1731 A.J. or 24 March 1805.22 An English translation of the text completed by LRB
(Lucius Rawdon Burke) in June, 1820 is contained in Mackenzie Collection, 1822,
Vol. 28, pt. 2 (Blagden, 1816, p. 29).
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B-65 (IOL: Jav. 12) A. Jaya Lěngkara wulang (Sukma Ngumbara); B. Account of
Sunan Giri. [MSS Jav 12]
Mack.: "Joyo Lonkaro". Although termed in the 2nd verse the Jaya Lěngkara wulang,
the frame story in which the didactic passages are embedded narrates the history of
Sukma Ngumbara. The story corresponds to that of the second part of Leiden codex
1801 summarized by Vreede (Vreede, 1892, p. 280).23 The manuscript is not
specifically connected with the Jaya Lěngkara of B-56, above, but it does confirm as
suggested at the end of B-56 that the Sukma Ngumbara text was literarily
independent of the first part of the Jaya Lěngkara. A pencilled note on the flyleaf
indicates that the text was translated by Rawijah. The translation in very poor English
is Mackenzie Collection, 1822, Vol. 26, pt. 1 (Blagden, 1916, p. 23). Pp. 6-211, EP,
22.5 x 14 cm., 17 lines Pasisir script, 40 cantos.
The second text bound into the volume begins: punika sěrat sějarah rasulullah
muhammat. It is a history of Sunan Giri, Sèh Molana lskak, in Javanese with an
interlinear Romanized Malay translation. According to the title page the manuscript
was received from the Adipati of Gresik in April, 1812. An English translation is
contained in Mackenzie Collection, 1822, Vol. 25, pt. 1 (Blagden, 1916, p. 21). Pp.
218-238, IP, 22.5 x 14 cm., 13 lines Pasisir Javanese script, 13 lines Romanized
Malay.
B-66 (IOL: 2520) Papakěm Watu Gunung. [MSS Jav 67]
Mack.: "History of Watoo Gunoong"; on the cover of the volume: "Geographical
Materials"; (Voorhoeve, 1954). Although there is no B-66 stamp in the volume this is
a Mackenzie manuscript; a Papakěm Watu Gunung from the hand of Kyahi Adipati
Sura Adimanggala. There can be little doubt that this volume is Mackenzie’s B-66.
The painted illustrations of the attributes of the wukus were done by Sura
Adimanggala himself. The manuscript is dated European style (tahun wělanda) 21
February 1812.24 This is the original of Vincent’s copy and translation, B-42.25 142
pp., bound in the copy, 32 pages of the pawukon, EP, 43 x 27 cm.
III. Handlist of the A Manuscripts
The following entries do not pretend to be descriptive or complete. This is merely a
handlist based on the 1821 list of "Malay" books. Unless otherwise noted these are
works in pégon script. In those cases where Dr. Voorhoeve noted the manuscript
reference is made to his description. A number of volumes could not be located
through the Mackenzie A stamp and have not been seen. The A manuscripts,
lacking a catalogue, have been scattered in the Javanese, Malay, and Arabic
collections of the India Office Library. The title or description given for the works is
that of the 1821 list.
A-1 (IOL: 2661) "Soorat Maina or Account of Ameer Hamza". [MSS Jav 72]
On end paper: carita dawud lawan abas; "The History of Dawud". ± 1,000 pp., EP,
32 x 20.5 cm., 13 lines, tooled leather binding.
A-2 (IOL: 2662) "Account of the Prophets and their Wars". [MSS Jav 73]
On end paper: "Muhammad, Ali, Hasan". ± 500 pp., EP, 31.5 x 21 cm., 13 lines,
tooled leather binding.
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A-3 (IOL: 2663) "The History of Umbiyah or Cherita Dari Nabi Nabi or Lives
of the Prophet". [MSS Jav 74]
Inside cover: Ambiyah, Muhammad: "The History of Umbiyah"; (Voorhoeve, 1954). ±
1,000 pp., EP, 32 x 20.5 cm., 19 lines, tooled leather binding.
A-4 (not seen) "Kitab Nobong or an Account of Good Omens".
A-5 (not seen) "Kitab Warit Warit or Fragments of Different Authors Religion".
A-6 (IOL: 2902) "Account of Nabi Sulyman". [MSS Jav 79]
Inside cover: hikayat nabi Suliman; (Voorhoeve, 1954). 587 pp., IP, 27 x 20 cm., 15
lines.
A-7 (IOL: 3029) "Primbon". [MSS Jav 81]
Covers missing. At least two texts. 128 pp., EP, 25 x 19.5 cm., 15 lines.
A-8 (no IOL number) "Lelamboot or Doonoobeksha". [MSS Jav 48]
This manuscript was listed by Keyzer as XLVIII. There are several short, fragmentary
texts bound in the volume, the first, pp. 4-38, concerning the lělěmbut ing nusa jawi.
222 pp., IP, 17.5 x 10.5 cm., mostly Javanese script.
A-9 (IOL: 3102) "Soorat Ambiane Nabi Mehommed or the History of the Prophet
Mehammed" . [MSS Jav 83]
Voorhoeve, 1954, gives a full description. A transliteration of part of the contents is
contained in IOL, MSS Eur. D-518: "Manuscript uit London van India Office Library
No. 3102 Shattariya Tracts". 75 pp., EP, 22 x l4 cm, 13 lines.
A-10 (IOL: 2447) "Murtabat or the Muhommedan Religion". [MSS Jav 69]
An Arabic text with interlinear pégon. 180 pp., EP, 26 x 20 cm., leather bound, back
cover missing.
A-11 (not seen) "The Sumboyang or Prayers".
A-12 (not seen) "Prayers".
A-13 (not seen) "Murtabat or the Muhommaden Religion". [MSS Jav 87]
A-14 (IOL: 2901) "Surat Ambiane or Account of the Prophets". [MSS Jav 78]
Flyleaf: ambiya: "The History of Umbiyah"; (Voorhoeve, 1954). 459 pp., EP, 27.5 x
18.5 cm., 15-16 lines, tooled leather binding. The volume is now shelved as if it were
XIV of Keyzer’s list.
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A-15 (IOL: 3103) "On Medicine and Prayers". [MSS Jav 84]
Inside cover: primbon, tamba. In the volume a loose fragment with the date 1175
A.H. (1761 A.D.). 156 pp., IP, 20 x 15.5 cm., 15 lines.
A-16 (IOL: 3400) "Prayers". [MSS Jav 85]
Flyleaf: layang sěmbayang, lan tětamba; "The Sumbuyang or Prayer Book", "No. 16,
on Medicine and Prayers, Small Pieces". 120 pp., IP, 12.5 x 8 cm., many blank
pages, tooled leather binding.
A-17 (not seen) "Soonyo or Prayers".
A-18 (IOL: 2514) "Dari Orang Sambayan or Mode of Worship". [MSS Jav 70]
Inside cover: sěmbayang; (Voorhoeve, 1954). 188 pp., EP, 20.5 x 15.5 cm., 9 lines,
leather binding.
A-19 (IOL: 2835) "On Medicine and Prayers". [MSS Jav 76]
Flyleaf: "The Tatambah, or to Make Medicine, tatamba". ± 200 pp., EP and IP, 13.5 x
10.5 cm., 9 lines, many blank pages, tooled leather binding.
A-20 (not seen) "Prayers".
A-21 (IOL: 2687, 2688, 2689) "3 Volumes Babut Java or a History of Java From the
Kingdom of Majapahit including Pajajaran down to the time of the Susuhunaung
Amangkoorat in the Javanese Language". [MSS Jav 75]
On the inside cover of Vol. I (IOL: 2687) is a pencilled notation mentioning the name
of Mr. Kriysman [Krijgsman] suggesting a Jogjakarta provenance. (Voorhoeve,
1954). 3 volumes, ± 900 pp. each, EP, 26 x 19 cm., 13 lines, tooled leather binding.
A-22 (not seen) "On Religion"
A-23 (IOL: 2617) "Warit Champoor Muleat on Prayer and Medicine". [IO Islamic
2617]
Several items bound together; (Voorhoeve, 1954). 218 pp., IP, 20.5 x 14.5 cm., 1315 lines, tooled leather binding.
A-24 (IOL: Jav. 41; IOL: Jav. 43) "Two Volumes Mehommedan Religion". [MSS Jav
41, 43]
These volumes are listed in Keyzer, XLI and XLIII. IOL: Jav. 41 has at least five
texts. On the fly leaf: "primbons". 467 pp., IP and EP, 21 x 13 cm., tooled leather
binding. IOL: Jav. 43; "Primbons and Prayers"; at least six items. 368 pp., IP, 20 x
15.75 cm., tooled leather binding.
A-25 (IOL: Jav. 42) "Primbon or Prayers". [MSS Jav 42]
This volume is listed as Keyzer, XLII. There are six items. One mentions as author
Kyahi Ngabèhi Rěsa Sěntika of Jogjakarta. 282 pp., EP and IP, 20.25 x 15 cm.,
Javanese script, tooled leather binding.
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A-26 (IOL: 3076) “Warit Warit or Mehommedan Religion". [MSS Jav 82]
± 350 pp., EP, 20.25 x 14.5 cm., 11 lines, tooled leather binding.
A-27 (not seen) “Warit Ketaul and or Religion, Prayers, etc.”.
A-28 (not seen) “Mode of Worship”.
A-29 (IOL: 2906a) "Seemarcandee" [now MSS Malay C-7].
A-30 (IOL: 2878) "Mehommedans Religion". [MSS Jav 77]
More than one text; (Voorhoeve, 1954). ± 200 pp. but only 56 pp. of text, IP, 29 x 20
cm., tooled leather binding.
A-31 (not seen) “Kitab on Religion”.
A-32 (IOL: 3000) "1 Malay MSS" [MSS Jav 80]
A-33 (not seen) "Seeten Samarcandi”.
IV. Raffles Javanese Manuscripts in the India Office Library
In a library box there are a number of minor items which belong to a “Raffles
Collection” They are unnumbered and uncatalogued with no indication of how or if
they should be connected with other Raffles material in the India Office Library (for
example: Kaye and Johnston, 1937, Nos. 232-246). A brief inventory of the contents
may contribute further to our knowledge of the Javanese sources for the famous
"History".
(1) Caraka Basa. "Vocabulary, Kawi and Javanese”. [MSS Jav 97]
Presented to Kangjěng Tuwan Tommas Satěmporèt Raplěs, Utnan Gupěnur ing Siti
Jawi; probably by Kyahi Adipati Sura Adimanggala. It is also called in the text a
papakěm digbya basa. It is dated using a sěngkala – ngarasa wani naga sura – to
express a kumpěni inggris year: 1816 A.D. 237 pp., EP, 39 x 24 cm., ruled in double
columns, approximately 2,500 entries.
(2) An envelope with the pencilled notation "Raffles Collection” containing:
A. Surya Alam. [MSS Jav 99] The text is from Rembang. 20 pp., EP, 20 x
14.5 cm., 18 lines, verse, written in an unbound copy book. Script, format, and
physical characteristics similar to (3) C and D, below.
B. “Account of the Family of the Late Regent of Tuban”. [MSS Jav 100]
Begins: punika atur pratéla kawula adipati sura adinagara bupati ing lasěm. 6 pp.,
EP, 38 x 24.5 cm., 28 lines, prose, unbound.
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C. “Supposed to be a Javan Cherita or Story from Solo"; “Chronological notes
on Javanese History”. [MSS Jav 101] Begins: punika wiwitipun tanah jawa wontěn
karaton agěng ingkang rumiyin raja kano. 9 pp., EP, 21.5 x 15.5 cm., 18 lines, prose,
written in unbound copy book.
D. Carita Wali. "Account of the Wali Wali in Javanese Characters". [MSS Jav
102] 33 pp., EP, 21 x 17.5 cm., 13 lines, four cantos, written in an unbound copy
book.
E. Caritanipun Urut Kaṇḍa.26 [MSS Jav 103] A brief fragment or abstract from
a sěrat kaṇḍa beginning with Nur Caya and ending with Pandu Déwa Nata. From
Jogjakarta; dated 1742 A.J. (1816 A.D.). 34 pp., EP, 32.5 x 20.5 cm., 25 lines, prose,
unbound.
(3) An envelope marked "Raffles Collection" containing the following items:
A. Sěrat Pralambang. [MSS Jav 92] Dated, 1709 A.J. (lawang sonya arga
tunggal): 1782 A.D. Inside a note: "Djogjacarta from Dr. Slutzer [?] July 6 1812". 78
pp., IP, 14.5 x 10 cm., 10 lines, leather bound.
B. Fragment of a Panji tale. 18 pp., EP, 22.5 x 15.15 cm., 15 lines, unbound.
C. Kunṭara. [MSS Jav 90] The text is from Rembang. 34 pp., EP, 20. x 14.5
cm., 15 lines, verse, written in an unbound copy book (Cf. (2) A).
D. Jugul Muda. [MSS Jav 93] "Koontoro Jookool Moodo and Telogo
Kooning". 24 pp., EP, 20 x 14.5 cm., 15 lines, verse, written in an unbound copy
book (Cf. (2) A).
E. A Dictionary or Vocabulary: Javanese/Kawi/Malay/English. [MSS Jav 94]
The Malay and English stop at p. 6. The Javanese and "Kawi” runs to p. 199.
(4) A folder marked “Javan Antiquities & History" containing:
A. "Translation of 2 inscriptions into Modern Javanese by the Crown Prince’s
Secretary." (Surakarta?). [MSS Jav 98, C]
B. Fragment of a Sěrat Gonḍa Kusuma. [MSS Jav 98, D] Dated: 24
Rabingulakir 1742 (in Javanese numerals): 5 April 1816 A.D. 16 pp., EP, 32 x 20
cm., unbound.
C. Candra Sěngkala. "The Chondro Soungkolo". Begins with words for "one":
rupa, candra, sasi, nabi, etc. At the end is the notation: "by Angabai Jouung Eaunno
at Sourabaya September 2 1814". 5 pp., IP, 24 x 18.5 cm., 15 lines, unbound. [MSS
Jav 98, E]
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D. A list of apanages of the Surakarta court (?).[MSS Jav 98, F]
E. Tegal: carriage-post agreement. [MSS Jav 98, H]
F. Pekalongan: carriage-post agreement. [MSS Jav 98, I]
G. "Copy of an Inscription on Stone in the Kawi Characters and Language
with a Translation in Modern Javanese in the Eastern Part of the Island." [MSS Jav
95]
H. "Facsimiles of the Cheribon MSS". [MSS Jav 98, J?]
I. "Transcript of an Ancient Manuscript found in Cheribon and Three Others,
Whence and Subject unknown." [MSS Jav 98, J?]
(5) Dictionary: Javanese/Madurese/Malay. Over 3,000 entries. From Adipati Suta
Adiningrat of Madura. The inside front cover has a Raffles bookplate. [MSS Malay A
3]
Miscellaneous
IOL: 2484. This is also marked Bibl Leyd. 559.
A small manuscript in almost indecipherable Javanese script the contents of which is
obscure. This is apparently from the collection of John Leyden; falling on his death
into the hands of either Mackenzie or Raffles.
IOL: 2613. "Primbons" [MSS Jav 50]
Although this is in the library box with the Raffles manuscripts it is probably one of
the Mackenzie A manuscripts (A-22?). There are at least three texts bound together.
± 400 pp., IP, 21.5 x 13 cm., pégon.
IOL: 2896. "Umbiya or Extracts from the Koran Translated into the Javanese
Language and written in the Arabic Character." [MSS Jav 51]
This too is probably one of the Mackenzie A manuscripts. The number B-116 is
written inside the cover. 236 pp., IP, 32 x 19.5 cm., 15 lines, pégon.
(no IOL number) "Kanda Purwa". [MSS Jav 86]
A serat kanḍa beginning with Prabu Basu Déwa of Mandura. On the inside of the
front cover is the statement: punika yasanipun kangjěng radèn adipati sasra
adiningrat and the date 19 Běsar 1740 A.J. (in Javanese numerals): 15 December
1813 A.D. The text itself is dated 29 Besar 1740 A.J. (sirna ning catur rěsi ning
jalmi): 25 December 1813 A.D. On p. 3 there begins a fragment of what seems to be
a copy of a letter to Hugh Hope, Civil Commissioner of East Java. The text mentions
Raden Adipati Sasra Adiningrat, Raden Panji Suradilaga, Radèn Tuměnggung Yuda
Něgara, and Kyahi Tuměnggung Mangku Yuda. It is dated 19 Ruwah 1739 A.J. (in
Javanese numerals): 28 July 1812 A.D. Mackenzie had already left Java before the
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date of this sěrat kanḍa. 488 pp., IP, 41.5 x 28 cm., 21 lines cursive, verse, tooled
leather binding
We have left out of consideration in this inventory of paper manuscripts the palmleaf
manuscripts collected by Mackenzie (Mackenzie, 1813a) [MSS Jav 35 a-ii]. The
leaves are extremely frangible, most of the texts already having lost their beginning
and end. Some of them seem to be mantras and tuturs in Balinese script; for
example there is a Kālīmahōṣada text. There are also some mystical texts in the
antique "Buda" script. An eventual description of these manuscripts (± 30) will
require painstaking care given their poor physical condition. Wilson’s partial lists
appear to be fantasy (Wilson, 1822, pp. 391-392).
Donald E. Weatherbee
University of South Carolina

MSS Jav 4, ff. 2v-3r, Brata Yuda kawi miring
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CONCORDANCE OF NUMERATION
IOL – Keyzer, 1853 – Mackenzie, 1821
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX
XX
XXI
XXII
XXIII
XXIV
XXV
XXVI
XXVII
XXVIII
XXIX
XXX
XXXI
XXXII
XXXIII
XXXIV
XXXV
XXXVI

B-44
B-43
B-45
B-12
B-63
B-26
B-16
B-38
B-40
B-13
B-30
B-65
B-5
B-31
B-25
B-19
B-9
B-46
B-33
B-8
B-2
B-18
B-22
B-56
B-23
B-28
B-15
B-32
B-7
B-35
B-1
B-4
B-37
B-17
B-14
B-10

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
C-2
2447
2514
2519
2617
2661
2662
2663
2687
2688
2689
2835
2878
2901
2902
2906
3000
3029
3076
3102
3103
3400
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XXXVII
XXXVIII
XXXIX
XL
XLI
XLII
XLIII
XLIV
XLV
XLVI
XLVII
XLVIII
XLIX

B-34
B-29
B-20
B-6
A-24
A-25
A-24
B-44
B-11
B-39
B-27
A-8
B-24
B-64
A-10
A-18
B-50, 54, 62
A-23
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-21a
A-21b
A-21c
A-19
A-30
A-14
A-6
A-29
A-32
A-7
A-26
A-9
A-15
A-16
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Mackenzie, 1821 number only
B-3
B-31
B-36
B-42

B-47
B-48
B-49
B-51

B-53
B-57A
B-57B
B-58

B-59
B-60
B-61
B-66

Not seen
B-41
B-52
B-55
A-4

A-5
A-11
A-12
A-13

A-17
A-20
A-22
A-27

INDEX OF TITLES, SUBJECTS, AND NAMES
Agama: B-47
Ahmad-Muhammad: B-14
Aji Saka: B-50
Aměngku Buwana, Sultan, Jogjakarta: intro., B-40, 56
Amir Hamza: B-11, A-1
Anbiya: A-2, 3, 9, 14, Misc. IOL: 2896
Angling Darma: B-9
Anom (pg dip): Crown Prince, Jogjakarta: intro., B-3, 14, 16, 28, 33
Arjuna Sasra Bahu: B-15, 29, 39
Arja Panular (pg): B-40
Asmara Supi: B-28
Babad Jawi: B-7, A-21
Babad Kartasura: B-6,24
Babad Mangkuněgaran: B-60
Babad Mataram: B-l0, 18
Babad Nagara: B-l0
Babad Narendra: B-27
Babad Pacina: B-26
Babad Pajajaran: B-16
babad sěngkala: B-l0
běḍaya: B-49
Bhārata Yuddha: B-23
Brata Yuda (kawi miring): B-12, 22, 25
Brata Yuda (macapat): B-40
Burke, L. R.: intro., B-64
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Candra Sěngkala: B-29, Raffles (4) C
Caraka Basa: Raffles (1)
Carita Satus: B-40
Carita Wali: Raffles (2) D
carriage-post agreements: Raffles (4) E, F
Catur Yuga: B-50
census data: B-53, 54
chronology: Raffles (2) C
Couperus, Mr.: B-57A
Damar Wulan: B-4
Darpa Yuda: B-3
Dawud: A-1
Garnham, Capt. R.C.: B-23, n. 19
Giri (S): B-65
Gonda Kusuma: Raffles (4) B
Grěsik (adip): B-65
Guna Pangrawit (kj ng): B-16
Hope, Hugh: n. 5, Misc.
inscriptions: Raffles (4) A, G, H, I
Jati Kusuma: B-15
Jaya Lěngkara: B-3, 52, 56, 65
Jipang: B-11
Johnstone, Major: B-11
Jogjakarta: B-3, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 28, 33, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 56, A-21, 25, Raffles
(2) E
Jugul Muda: Raffles (3) D
Kadipatyan (kdj ratu): B-3
katuranggan ing peksi: B-39
Krijgsman, C. F.: n. 14, B-10, 17, A-21
kris: B-35
Kudus (adip): B-7
Kunṭara: Raffles (3) C
Lasěm (adip): B-7, Raffles (2) B
lělěmbut: A-8
lexicon: B-63, Raffles (3) E, (5)
Leyden, John: Misc. IOL: 2484
Manik Maya: B-50
Měngku Negara (pg dip): B-2
Měrta Dirana: B-9
Měrta Negara (rd tum): B-30
Nagara Krama: B-45
Nata Yuda (kdj r tum): B-12
Niti Praja: B-47
nuwala: B-47
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Paměkasan (pg): B-19
Paniti Sastra: B-40
Panji: Raffles (3) B
Panji Angrèni: B-9
Panji Jaya Kusuma: B-64
Panji Kuripan: B-53
Papakěm Pawukon: B-42
Papakěm Watu Gunung: B-66
pawukon: B-42, 66
Pralambang: Raffles (3)A
primbon: B-35, A-7, 15, 16, 24, 25, Misc. IOL: 2613
Princen, Mr.: B-63, n. 20
Pringga Kusuma (r): B-24
Purwa Dipura (r tum): B-40
Rama: B-5, 19
rajah: B-35
Rawijah: intro., B-57A, 65
religion misc. texts: A-5, 10, 12, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31
Rembang: Raffles (2) A, (3) C
Rěsa Sentika (kj ng): A-25
ringkěl ing wuku: B-38
Rothenbuhler; intro., B-6, 16, 32, 57A, 64
Sajarah Para Nabi: B-2
Sajarah Sagung Para Ratu: B-13, 37
Sajarah Suměněp: B-1
Samarkanḍi: A-29, 33
Sandi Sastra: B-28, 38
Sasra Adiningrat (r adip): Misc
Séla Rasa: B-32
sěmbahyang: A-11 , 16, 18
Séwaka: B-31, 43
Slutzer, Dr.: B-16, Raffles (3) A
Sukma Ngumbara: B-56, 65
Suléman: A-6
suluk: B-35
Suma Wijaya (r): B-35
Suměněp (pan): intro., B-1, 23, 57A
Sura Adimanggala (kj adip): intro. n. 5, B-42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 66
Surya Alam: Raffles (2) A
Surya Raja: B-49
syllabaries: B-57A
tamba: B-35, A-15, 16, 19
Tuban: Raffles (2) B
Urut Kanḍa: Raffles (2) E
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Vincent, J. G.: intro., n. 6, B-42, 50, 57A
Watu Gunung: B-66
wayang gěḍog: B-17, 20, 21, 22, 33, 57B
wayang purwa: B-8, 12, 15, 20, 29, 33, 34, 36, 48, 51, 53, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62
Wedding, Rev.: B-42
Winckelmann, F. v: intro.
Wongsa Dirana: B-12
Wongsa Lěksana: B-11
Yusup: B-30
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*The author wishes to express his gratitude to the Librarian and staff of the India Office
Library for their help and cooperation. Particular thanks are due Dr. R. J. Bingle and
Miss Jane Bebbington for their assistance while the author was working his way through
the Mackenzie Collections. The author’s research at the India Office Library was made
possible by support for a sabbatical year, 1970-1971, from the University of South
Carolina and the Earhart Foundation. The author would also acknowledge the kindness
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of Mr. Merle C. Ricklefs who on the basis of a handlist prepared by the author examined
several of the manuscripts and confirmed the datings.
1

The Mackenzie "Private Collection" consisted of materials purchased on
Mackenzie’s own account. Items purchased on Government’s account were turned over
to the Company at his death and form what is known as the "1822 Collection" (Blagden,
1916, p. vii).
2
In addition to the "1822" and "Private" collections catalogued by Blagden, a
printed but unpublished catalogue to the Mackenzie "General Collection" is obtainable
at the India Office Library. A fourth group of Mackenzie European language
manuscripts, the "Miscellaneous", remains uncatalogued.
3
Other numbers, in ink and pencil, can be found inside the covers, on the end
papers, and scattered in the volumes. These numbers seem to relate to acquisition by
Mackenzie. They have been ignored here, since any numeration system that they might
have been based on is lost.
4
One example should demonstrate how little information the Keyzer list furnished.
Keyzer, XXXIII (IOL: Jav. 33) is described as, "Een boek, dat van voren en van
achteren defekt is" (Keyzer, 1853, p. 341). In the present inventory this is entered under
B-37, one of the oldest extant Babad Tanah Jawi texts, dated 1764 A.D.
5
Sura Adimanggala sought to ingratiate himself with Mackenzie through his
friends Winckelmann and Vincent (for Vincent see below). Removed from his post by
the Dutch administration he sought to be made Regent of Demak if the territorial
changes made by Daendals were corrected or, failing that, to have the English remove
the Regent of Samarang and put himself in that post. Winckelmann represented the exRegent to Mackenzie as a "brave old man" beset on all sides by his political enemies,
the "object of clandestine persecution". Vincent writing to Mackenzie on behalf of the old
Adipati warned that the contents of the letter should be destroyed lest "the supplicants
request comes to the ears of those that have sought his misfortune." Be that as it may,
Mackenzie did in fact intervene on Sura Adimanggala’s behalf with Hugh Hope, Civil
Commissioner for East Java. (Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 74, Nos. 5, 14, 16.)
6
Johannes Gilbertus Vincent is not mentioned in de Haan, 1935. His
correspondence with Mackenzie and Winckelmann’s transactions on behalf of
Mackenzie with him are detailed in Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 74.
7
For Mackenzie’s official establishment of translators and writers see Phillimore,
1945; sv Mackenzie.
8
In preparing this inventory we have utilized only those elements of the complete
Javanese dating necessary to establish the A.D. equivalent. In those cases where only
a terminus ad quem is suggested the justification will be given in the notes.
9
There are three major types of binding in the collection. The most common, that
which can be called Mackenzie’s binding, is like that of B-10 in which a pencilled note
on the flyleaf states: "Bound by Mr. Ferris January 1815"; thus in Calcutta. Nine
volumes in the B manuscripts and the majority of the A manuscripts have a tooled
leather binding. Some of these can be definitely established as coming from Jogjakarta.
A third binding is that on the texts from the hand of Sura Adimanggala and probably is a
Samarang binding.
10
A Sejarah Suměněp is listed among the Raffles manuscripts of the Royal Asiatic
Society (Winstedt and Voorhoeve, 1950, No. 44).
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In the absence of a sěngkala or other indication of the Javanese year the date is
based on the coincidence of the other calendar elements. The copy is later, however,
possibly from the hand of one of Mackenzie’s writers.
12
To read the date 1137 A.J. gives the fantastic equivalent of 1210 A.D. If we
assume a transposition of the elements of the chronogram by Mackenzie’s copyists a
possible reading that coincides with the windu year Alip is 1731 A.J. with an equivalent
date of 11 November 1804.
13
Only the last two elements of the sěngkala could be read: … … kawayang jalma;
this is 16 … … A. J. The windu year given is Dal. Dal, 1695 A.J. would be the terminus
ad quem.
14
C. F. Krijgsman was a Gezworen Translateur of Javanese at Samarang who in
1812 was a translator for the British Residents in Solo and Jogjakarta (de Haan, 1935).
Krijgsman functioned as translator at the deposition of Aměngku Buwana II and the
elevation to the Jogjakarta throne of Aměngku Buwana III by the British on 28 June
1812 (Poensen, 1905, p. 315; Vreede, 1892, p. 131).
15
The dating is incomplete. The windu year is Éhé. The last Éhé before Radèn
Turnměnggung Nata Yuda’s death was 1724 A.J. which began on 26 June 1797 A.D.
16
The incomplete date on p. 128, in a hand and ink similar to that which noted the
Jogjakarta Crown Prince, gives 13 Mulud in the windu year Dal. The last Dal before the
Crown Prince succeeded to the throne was 1711 A.J. which began 14 November 1784.
13 Mulud would have been 25 January 1785. The Jogjakarta provenance of the
manuscript suggests some modification of ‘the statement that: "There is no evidence
that it [Ahmad-Muhammad] ever was popular in the interior of Central Java” (Pigeaud,
1967, p. 225).
17
The elements of the dating are quite confused. The windu year, however, was
Wawu; the last Wawu before the Crown Prince’s succession beginning 24 October 1786
A.D.
18
The slowness of the translation of this work generated some unhappiness on
Mackenzie’s part with Vincent’s work. Vincent protested that the text was extremely
difficult and said that even with the aid of Sura Adimanggala, Raden Ganda, and three
other learned Javanese each page had to be read at least ten times before its meaning
became clear. Wincke1mann constantly had to check on the progress of the translation.
(Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 74, Nos. 2, 3, 19, 23, 25.)
19
A pencilled note in this section by RCG (Capt. Robert C. Garnham, then
Resident in Suměněp) describes the Prince as: "A worthy, intelligent, obliging, friendly,
honest man and much accustomed to the existing government of Java. An affectionate
parent and a dutiful son."
20
This is probably the manuscript noted by Mackenzie as: "A dictionary of the
Javanese language into Dutch, communicated by its author, still living at Samarang"
(Mackenzie, 18l3a). De Haan, 1935, notes a Lambertus Prinsen, a Roman Catholic
pastor, in Samarang during the English period.
21
This is a newly assigned number concurrent with rebinding and preservation
work on the manuscript. IOL: Jav. C 1 is the late 18th century illustrated Damar Wulan
manuscript (Coster-Wijsman, 1953; Pigeaud, 1970, p. 50).
22
The text is dated 20 Běsar, windu year Alip, 1701 A.J. (sèwu pitung ngatus lan
satunggal). There is an error in the cyclical elements, 1701 A.J. being a Jimawal, not
Alip. The great similarities between this manuscript and B-32 suggests that the windu
year Alip, 1731 A.J. (sèwu pitung ngatus tigang dasa lan.satunggal): 24 March 1805, is
11
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probably the proper date. Furthermore, the day of the week was Ahad which is also
coincident with 24 March 1805.
23
Attention should be called to the parallels between the adventures of Sukma
Ngumbara in this text and Bima in the Bima Suci or Nawaruci (Prijohoetomo, 1934;
Poerbatjaraka, 1940b). Like Bima, Sukma Ngumbara is instructed by his deceitful guru
to seek the elixir of life. In his search he fights two giant ogres and demon serpents. He
plunges to the bottom of the ocean where he encounters a magically powerful dwarf,
here called Nalawadi. Entering Nalawadi’s body, Sukma Ngumbara is instructed in the
mystical identities between the macrocosm and the microcosm.
24
In a letter dated 8 March 1812, Winckelmann conveyed to Mackenzie the
information that he had received from the Kyahi Adipaṭi a "Serat Pakem or History of the
King Watu Gunung elegantly written by his own hand on 32 large sheets with all of the
dewas painted by himself" (Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 74, No. 14).
25
In a letter dated 14 September 1812, Winckelmann informed Mackenzie that he
had sent the Watu Gunung in four parts: 1, a neat copy of Mr. Vincent’s translation
[Mackenzie Collection; Private, Vol. 72: V]; 2, the Javanese original written and painted
by the Kyahi Adipati [B-66 (IOL: 2520)]; 3, the "intelligible" translation of Mr. Winter
[Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 72: IV]; and Vincent’s original and translation [B-42]
(Mackenzie Collection, Private, Vol. 74, No. 21). C. F. Winter, Sr., was contacted at
Solo, through Horsfield, as a possible translator to replace Vincent. Winter was asked to
translate the Watu Gunung text. His terms were three rix dollars per page. Winckelmann
told Mackenzie this was too much. On the basis of Vincent’s suggestion Winter was
offered two rix dollars per page, which offer was accepted. (Mackenzie Collection,
Private, Vol. 74, Nos. 12, 13, 15, and 16.)
26
An Urut Kanḍa also appears as number 9 on the list of Raffles manuscripts at the
Royal Asiatic Society, but has been tacitly amended to Sěrat Kanḍa (Winstedt and
Voorhoeve, 1950).

MSS Jav 69, ff. 29v-30r
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MSS Jav 24, ff. 92v-93r, Jaya Lěngkara wulang

MSS Jav 36, ff. 374v-375r, Pawukon
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MSS Jav 72, ff. 4v-5r, Amir Hamza

***


Book Review 

South-East Asia Languages and Literatures: A Select Guide.
Edited by Patricia Herbert and Anthony Milner. Arran: Kiscadale and South-East
Asia Library Group, [1989] (ISBN 1 870838 10 6)
Reviewed by Jana Igunma, British Library, London
The book Southeast Asia languages and literatures: a select guide, published in 1989,
was the result of many years of cooperation between Southeast Asia librarians and
scholars who came together during meetings of the Southeast Asia Library Group, which
took place twice a year in the years after 1968. The idea was to provide a general guide
for students and academics who visited research libraries in search for resources on
Southeast Asian languages and literatures. There was also a growing interest in
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manuscripts from Southeast Asia as primary sources for linguistic and philological
research and for the study of artistic traditions in the region.
The book brought together 28 contributors from the School of Oriental and African Studies
London, the British Library, University of Kent, Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, Musée de
l’Homme Paris, Sorbonne Paris, Centre National de la Recherche Sientifique Paris, and
Australian National University Canberra. Patricia Herbert (British Library) and Anthony
Milner (ANU Canberra) took the lead as editors of the book.
The book with 182 pages contains nine chapters: Burma by Anna Allott, Patricia Herbert
and John Okell; Thailand by Peter Bee, Ian Brown, Patricia Herbert and Manas
Chitakasem; Cambodia by Khing Hoc Dy and Mak Phoeun; Laos by Pierre-Bernard
Lafont; Vietnam by Nguyen The Anh; Malaysia by Russell Jones, Ibrahim bin Ismail,
Ulrich Kratz, Anthony Milner and Nigel Phillips; Indonesia by C. D. Grijns, A. J. W.
Huisman, W. J. O’Malley, J. J. Ras, S. Robson, R. Roolvink and A. Teeuw; Philippines
by Helen Cordell and Anthony Milner; and last but not least Overseas Chinese by J. A.
C. Mackie, Anthony Milner and Claudine Salmon.
The preface by Herbert and Milner summarizes the state of research at the time and
highlights the need for such a select guide, emphasizing the fact that Southeast Asia is
linguistically and ethnically one of the most diverse regions of the world with a vast range
of literatures, religions and cultures.
Each chapter of the book contains a short historical overview of the country, dating
systems relevant to that country, languages and development of scripts, manuscript
traditions, printing and the development of the press, and an overview of the literature(s)
of that country. Short references are given within the text and a more detailed bibliography
is provided at the end of each chapter.
John Miksic wrote in a review published in 1993 (JSEAS vol. 24, no. 1, pp.157-9) that
“This unique book straddles several genres: annotated bibliography, regional
history, study of the development of journalism and the printing press in various
parts of Southeast Asia. If one had to choose one word to characterize this book,
it would be ‘eclectic’”.
Due to its concise overviews of the linguistic, literary, manuscript and printing traditions
of Southeast Asian countries the book was at the time a useful manual for everyone who
took up Southeast Asian studies newly, but it still is a reference book found on many
library shelves and it is treasured by Southeast Asian librarians up till today especially for
the bibliographic references and key data included.
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Front cover of the book “South-East Asia Languages and Literatures: A Select Guide”

Miksic criticizes in his review the approach taken in the book that there was an assumption
that Southeast Asia was always fragmented along the lines of the modern nation states,
which is now known not to be the case. (However, national histories are written along
those lines up till now). He suggested that an “alternative would be to write a history of
Southeast Asian literature as a single field” with an approach across current national
borders. Attempts in this direction have been made since, for example with Singaravelu
Sachithanantham’s ‘The Ramayana tradition in Southeast Asia’ (Kuala Lumpur, 2004) or
‘Buddhism and Buddhist literature of Southeast Asia: selected papers’, edited by Peter
Skilling and Claudio Cicuzza (Bangkok 2009), and most recently ‘Tales of the Malay
world: manuscript and early books’ edited by Tan Huism et al. (Singapore 2018).
However, a major work with a cultural, cross-boundary approach covering all of Southeast
Asia is still lacking. It seems that there is still much work to do for SEALG librarians!
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Announcement
Buddhism – A major exhibition at the British Library
Fri 25 Oct 2019 – Tue 25 Feb 2020
Featuring rare treasures from the British Library’s collection, including colourful scrolls,
unique cosmologies, lavishly painted manuscripts and temple banners, and bejewelled
books spanning 2,000 years and 20 countries, this exhibition highlights the outstanding
aesthetic beauty of Buddhist manuscripts and printed works in the largest display of its
kind ever held at the Library.
Through sacred scriptures written on tree bark, palm leaves, ivory and gold to exquisite
silk scrolls of major Sutras, follow the life of Buddha and his many incarnations, and
discover how Buddhism was pivotal in developing writing and printing techniques to
transmit stories and ideas across Asia. Contemporary art, ambient film and audio, and
ritual objects provide a window into everyday life in Buddhist communities, to gain
insight into meditative practices and the Buddhist concepts of compassion and lovingkindness, and to experience the feeling of stepping into a monastic library.
Reflect on how knowledge and values have been shared over the centuries despite the
diversity of Buddhist cultures around the world, examine the enduring iconography of
Buddha and consider what it means to be Buddhist today.
Early booking is recommended and can be made at https://www.bl.uk/events/buddhism

Burmese manuscript illustrating the Life of Buddha to feature in the Buddhism exhibition
at the British Library (Or.14405)
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SEALG Blog
For regular updates regarding the work and annual meetings of SEALG and our partner
organisations and institutions, please visit our blog at the following URL:
http://southeastasianlibrarygroup.wordpress.com/
There is an option to subscribe to our blog so that you will receive email alerts each time
the blog is updated. You will also be able to find interesting short articles on library matters
and developments in the field of Southeast Asian Studies as well as information on
outstanding items in the collections of our member institutions.
To become a member of SEALG, and to access this Newsletter and its archived issues
in electronic form, please visit our homepage www.sealg.org.
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